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PART ONE 
AUTOMATIC PISTOL, CALIBER .45

CHAPTER 1 

MECHANICAL TRAINING

Section I 

DESCRIPTION

1. GENERAL, a. The automatic pistols, caliber .45, 
AI1911 and M1911A1, are recoil-operated, magazine- 
fed, self-loading hand weapons (figs. 1 and 2). The 
gas generated in a cartridge fired in the pistol is uti 
lized to perform the functions of extracting and 
ejecting the empty cartridge case, cocking the ham 
mer and forcing the slide to the rearmost position, 
thereby compressing the recoil spring. The action 
of the recoil spring forces the slide forward, feeding 
a live cartridge from the magazine into the chamber, 
leaving the weapon ready to fire again.

b. The M1911A1 pistol is a modification of the 
M1911 pistol. The operation of both models of pis 
tols is exactly the same. The changes consist of the 
following (fig. 2) :

(1) The tang of the grip safety is extended better 
to protect the hand.
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(2) A clearance cut is made on the receiver for the 
trigger finger.

Note. For military terms not defined in this manual, see 
Tli 20-20,1; for list of training publications, see FM 21-6; 
for training films, film strips, and film bulletins, see FM 
21-7; and for training aids, see FM 21-8.

(3) The face of the trigger is cut back and knurled.
(4) The mainspring housing is raised in the form 

of a curve to fit the palm of the hand and is knurled.
(5) The top of the front sight is widened.

e. The pistol is designed to fire cartridge, ball, 
caliber .45, M1911. The magazine holds seven car 
tridges. The upper cartridge is stripped from the 
magazine and forced into the chamber by the for 
ward motion of the slide. The pistol fires but once 
at each squeeze of the trigger. When the last car 
tridge in the magazine has been fired the slide remains 
open. The magazine catch is then depressed and the 
empty magazine falls out. A loaded magazine is 
then inserted, making seven more shots available.

d. The rate of fire is limited by the dexterity of the 
operator in inserting magazines into the pistol and 
the ability of the firer to aim and squeeze.

2. GENERAL DATA. a. Dimensions.

(1) Barrel.
Caliber of bore_ __ __-inches_ 0.45 
Xumber of grooves____________ 6 
Twist in rifling, uniform L. H., one turn

in ____________ __inches  16
Length of barrel-_________do__ 5. 0.')



(2) Pistol.

Overall length of pistol__inches_ 8. 503 
Height of front sight above axis of 

bore ___________ _inches_ 0. 5597

b. Weights.
Weight of pistol with magazine

pounds_ 2. 437 
Weight of loaded magazine, 7 rounds

(approximate). _____pounds_ 0. 481 
Weight of empty magazine__do__ 0. 156

c. Trigger pull.
Pistols, new or repaired_pounds__ 5% to 6% 
Pistols, in hands of troops__do__ 5 to (>i/>

d. Exterior ballistics. (1) Accuracy with muzzle 
rest. The figures indicated below represent the mean 
variations for several targets.

I
Range | Mean radius

Yards 
25 
50 
75

Inches
0.86
1.36
2. 24

Mean vertical 
deviation

Inches 
0.62 
0. 91 
1.42

(2) Drift. The drift or deviation due to the rifling 
in this pistol is to the left, but is more than neutral 
ized by the pull of the trigger when the pistol is fired 
from the right hand. The drift is slight at short 
ranges and that for long ranges is immaterial, as 
the pistol is a comparatively short-range weapon.

(3) Velocity with, striking energy.



Range

Yards
0

25
50
75

100
125

Velocity

Fed per
second
802
788
773
758
744
730

Energy

Foot 
pounds
329
317
305

Range

Yards
150
175
200

294 '' 225
283 250
272

Velocity

Feet per
second
717
704
691
678

Energy

Foot 
pounds

262
253
244
235

666 226

(4) Penetration in wlilte /fine.

Hange

Yards
25
50
75

100

Depth

Incites \
6.0
5. 8
5. 6
5.5

Range

Yards
150
200
250

Depth

Inches
5.2
4.6
4.0

A penetration of 1 inch in white pine corresponds 
to a dangerous wound. The penetration in moist 
loam at 25 yards is about 10 inches. The penetra 
tion in dry sand at 25 yards is about 8 inches.

(5) Trajectory. The elevation required for 100 
yards is 24' and for 200 yards about 1 . The eleva 
tion for 250 yards is about 1 13'; the maximum ordi- 
nate being approximately 130 yards distance from 
the muzzle and about 51 inches in height. The maxi 
mum range is approximately 1,600 yards at an angle 
of elevation of 30 . The maximum ordinate for the 
maximum range is approximately 2,000 feet.



Section II 

DISASSEMBLING AND ASSEMBLING

3. DISASSEMBLING (figs. 3 to 7). a. Eemove the 
magazine by pressing the magazine catch.

b. Press the recoil spring plug inward and turn 
the barrel bushing to the right until the recoil spring- 
plug and the end of the recoil spring protrude from 
their seat, releasing the tension of the recoil spring. 
As the recoil spring plug is allowed to protrude from 
its seat, the finger or thumb should be kept over it so 
that it will not jump away and be lost or strike the 
operator. Draw the slide rearward until the smaller 
rear recess in its lower left edge stands above the 
projection on the thumbpiece of the slide stop; press 
gently against the end of the pin of the slide stop 
which protrudes from the right side of the receiver 
above the trigger guard and remove the slide stop.

e. This releases the barrel link, allowing the bar 
rel with the barrel link and the slide to be drawn for 
ward together from the receiver, carrying with them 
the barrel bushing, recoil spring, recoil spring plug, 
and recoil spring guide.

d. Remove these parts from the slide by with 
drawing the recoil spring guide from the rear of the 
recoil spring and drawing the recoil spring plug and 
the recoil spring forward from the slide. Turn re 
coil spring plug to left to remove from recoil spring. 
Turn the barrel bushing to the left until it may be 
drawn forward from the slide. This releases the 
barrel which with the barrel link may be drawn for 
ward from the slide, and by pushing out the barrel 
link pin the barrel link is released from, the barrel.
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e. Press the rear end of the firing pin forward 
until it clears the firing pin stop which is then drawn 
downward from its seat in the slide; the firing pin, 
the firing pin spring, and extractor are then removed 
from the rear of the slide.

f. The safety lock is readily withdrawn from the 
receiver by cocking the hammer and pushing from 
the right on the pin part or pulling outward on the 
thumbpiece of the safety lock when it is midway 
between its upper and lower positions. The cocked 
hammer is then lowered and removed after removing 
the hammer pin from the left side of the receiver. 
The mainspring housing pin is then pushed out from 
the right side of the receiver which allows the main 
spring housing to be withdrawn downward and the 
grip safety rearward from the handle. The sear 
spring may then be removed. By pushing out the 
sear pin from the right to the left side of the receiver, 
the sear and the disconnector are released.

g. To remove the mainspring, mainspring cap, 
and housing pin retainer from the mainspring hous 
ing, compress the mainspring and push out the small 
mainspring cap pin.

h. To remove the magazine catch from the re 
ceiver, its checkered left end must be pressed inward, 
when the right end of the magazine catch will project 
so far from the right side of the receiver that it may 
be rotated one-half turn. This movement will release 
the magazine-catch lock from its seat in the receiver, 
when the magazine catch, the magazine catch lock, 
and the magazine catch spring may be removed.

i. With the improved design of magazine catch 
lock the operation of dismounting the magazine catch



is simplified. When the magazine catch has been 
pressed inward the magazine catch lock is turned a 
quarter turn to the left by means of a screw driver, 
or the short leaf of the sear spring. The magazine 
catch with its contents can then be removed. The 
improved design will be recognized from the fact 
that the head of the magazine catch lock is slotted.

j. The trigger can then be removed rearward from 
the receiver.

k. The hammer strut or the long arm of the screw 
driver can be used to push out all the pins except the 
mainspring cap pin, lanyard loop pin, and ejector pin.

I. The slide stop plunger, the safety lock plunger, 
and the plunger spring may be pushed to the rear out 
of the plunger tube.

m. The magazine should not be disassembled ex 
cept for cleaning or to replace the magazine follower 
or magazine spring. To disassemble proceed as fol 
lows : Push the magazine follower downward about 14 
inch; this compresses the magazine spring. Insert 
the end of a drift through one of the small holes in 
the side of the magazine to hold the magazine spring, 
then slide out the magazine follower. Hold hand 
over end of the magazine before removing drift from 
hole to prevent magazine spring from jumping away.

4. ASSEMBLING, a. Proceed in the reverse order.
b. It should be noted that the disconnector and 

sear are assembled as follows: Place the cylindrical 
part of the disconnector in its hole in the receiver 
with the flat face of the lower part of the disconnector 
resting against the yoke of the trigger. Then place 
the sear, lugs downward, so that it straddles the dis-

10
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connector. The sear pin is then inserted in place so 
that it passes through both the disconnector and the 
sear.

RECEIVER

STOCK

IEFT

PIN

MAINSPRING 

CAP

HOUSING 
MAINSPRING

RA W> 1O46V

Figure 6. Receiver yroup of pistol, M1911A1, 

092354°—46-——2 13



«* PO 1O462

e 7. Group of smaller parts of pistol. M1911A1.

e. The sear, disconnector, and hammer being in 
place and the hammer down, to replace the sear spring, 
locate its lower end in the cut in the receiver with the 
end of the long leaf resting on the sear; then insert 
the mainspring housing until its lower end projects 
below the frame about % inch, replace the grip safety, 
cock the hammer, and replace the safety lock; then 
lower the cocked hammer, push the mainspring hous 
ing home, and insert the mainspring housing pin.

d. In assembling the safety lock to the receiver 
use the tip of the magazine follower or the screw 
driver to press the safety lock plunger home, thus 
allowing the seating of the safety lock. It should be 
remembered that when assembling the safety lock 
the hammer must be cocked.

e. When replacing the slide and barrel on the

14



receiver care must be taken that the barrel link is 
tilted forward as far as possible and that the barrel 
link pin is in place.

Section III 

CARE AND CLEANING

5. GENERAL, a. Careful, conscientious work is re 
quired to keep automatic pistols in a condition that 
will insure perfect functioning of the mechanism and 
continued accuracy of the barrel. It is essential that 
the entire mechanism is kept cleaned and oiled to 
avoid jams.

b. The mechanism also requires care to prevent 
rust or an accumulation of sand or dirt in the in 
terior. Pistols are easily disassembled for cleaning 
and oiling.

6. CARE AND CLEANING, a. Care and cleaning of 
the pistol include the ordinary care of the pistol to 
preserve its condition and appearance in garrisons, 
posts, and camps, and in campaign.

b. Damp air and sweaty hands are great pro 
moters of rust. The pistols should be cleaned and 
protected after every drill or handling. Special 
precautions are necessary when the pistols have been 
used on rainy days and after tours of guard duty.

e. To clean the pistol rub it with a rag which has 
been lightly oiled, and then clean with a perfectly 
dry rag. Swab the bore with an oily flannel patch 
and then with a perfectly dry one. Dust out all crev 
ices with a small, clean brush.

d. Immediately after cleaning, to protect the pis 
tol, swab the bore thoroughly with a flannel patch

15



saturated with oil, lubricating, preservative, special; 
wipe over all metal parts with an oily rag; apply 
a few drops of the oil to all cams and working sur 
faces of the mechanism.

e. After cleaning and protecting the pistol, place 
it in the pistol rack without any covering whatever. 
The use of canvas or similar covers is prohibited, as 
they collect moisture and rust the metal parts. While 
barracks are being swept, pistol racks will be covered 
with a piece of eanvas to protect the pistols from dust.

7. CARE AND CLEANING AFTER FIRING, a. When a 
pistol has been fired the bore will be cleaned thor 
oughly not later than the evening of the day on 
which it is fired. Thereafter it will be cleaned and 
oiled each day for at least the next three succeeding 
days.

b. To clean the bore after firing, first remove slide 
and barrel. Saturate a patch with rifle bore cleaner. 
If rifle bore cleaner is not available, dry-cleaning 
solvent or water may be used. Plain warm water, 
or even cold water is good, but hot soapy water is 
better. The cleaning rod with a cloth patch assem 
bled is inserted in the breech and moved forward and 
back several times. Run cleaning rod, with clean 
ing brush assembled, back and forth through the 
bore several times. Again, run several patches sat 
urated with cleaner, solvent, or water through the 
bore. Follow this with dry patches until they come 
out clean and dry. Examine bore for cleanliness. 
If it is not free of all residue, repeat cleaning proc 
ess. When the bore is clean, saturate a patch in 
special preservative lubricating oil and run it back 
and forth through the bore several times.

16



Caution: After firing do not oil the bore before 
cleaning.

c. Swab all surfaces of the slide and receiver with 
a saturated oily patch, followed by dry patches to 
remove all traces of dust and dirt. Particular at 
tention must be paid to crevices, guides, and guide 
grooves. When all parts are thoroughly dry and 
clean, they should be covered with a light coat of 
oil.

8. RULES FOR CARE OF PISTOL ON THE RANGE, a.
Always clean at the end of each day's firing. A pistol 
that has been fired should not be left overnight with 
out cleaning.

b. Never fire a pistol with any dust, dirt, mud, or 
snow in the bore.

c. Before loading the pistol make sure that no 
patch, rag, or other object has been left in the barrel. 
Such articles collect moisture and are also a hazard 
if the pistol is fired. Keep chamber free from oil 
and dirt.

9. CARE AND CLEANING UNDER UNUSUAL CLIMATIC 
CONDITIONS, a. Cold weather. (1) In temperatures 
below freezing it is necessary that the moving parts 
of the weapon be kept free from, moisture. Excess 
oil on working parts will solidify and cause sluggish 
operation or complete failure.

(2) The weapon should be taken apart and cleaned 
with dry-cleaning solvent before use in temperatures 
below 0° F. Working surfaces which show signs of 
wear may be lubricated by rubbing lightly with a 
cloth which has been wet with oil, lubricating, pre 
servative, special.

17



b. Hot weather. (1) In tropical climates where 
temperature and humidity are high, or where salt air 
is present, and during rainy seasons the weapon 
should be inspected daily. It should be kept lightly 
oiled when not in use. It should be disassembled 
daily and all parts dried and oiled.

(2) In hot, dry climates where sand and dust may 
get into the mechanism and bore, all lubricants should 
be removed from the pistol, and it should be disas 
sembled daily for thorough cleaning. It should be 
wiped clean as often as required.

(3) Perspiration from the hands is a contributing 
factor to rust because it contains acid. Metal parts 
should be wiped frequently.

10. CARE AFTER GAS ATTACKS, a. Pistols should be 
cleaned as soon as possible after a gas attack.

b. Oil will prevent corrosion for about 12 hours.
e. Clean all parts in boiling water containing a 

little soda, if available.
d. All traces of gas must be removed from am 

munition with a slightly oiled rag; then thoroughly 
dry the ammunition.

e. If the weapon is actually contaminated with a 
liquid blister gas, soak up such liquid as soon as pos 
sible, using rags or paper.

f. Gasoline, oil, alcohol, or dry-cleaning solvent, 
if readily available, may be applied to other cloths 
and used to wipe off the traces of blister gas which 
remain in the blotted up areas. Do not spread the 
solvent beyond the area of the spots because a thin 
film of agent will remain.

g. Lewisite may be destroyed with water. Soapy

18



water is especially effective. Thorough scrubbing is 
necessary to remove the blister reaction product 
formed by the water.

h. To eliminate remaining traces of blister gas, 
apply UAXC or protective ointment. After approx 
imately 15 minutes wipe off the decontaminant with 
a clean cloth.

i. Coat the decontaminated surface of the weapon 
(not ammunition) with oil.

j. Bury or burn cloths used in removing blister 
gas.

11. IMPORTANT POINTS TO BE OBSERVED, a. After 
firing the pistol, never leave it uncleaned over night. 
The damage done is then irreparable.

b. Keep the pistol clean and lightly lubricated, 
but do not let it become gummy with oil.

c. Do not place the pistol on the ground where 
sand or dirt may enter the bore or mechanism.

d. Do not plug the muzzle of the pistol with a 
patch or plug. One may forget to remove it before 
firing, in which case the discharge may bulge or 
burst the barrel at the muzzle.

e. A pistol kept in a leather holster may rust due 
to moisture absorbed by the leather from the at 
mosphere, even though the holster may appear to be 
perfectly dry. If the holster Ls wet and the pistol 
must be carried therein, cover the pistol with a thick 
coat of oil.

f. The hammer should not be snapped when the 
pistol is partially disassembled.

g. The. trigger should be squeezed with the fore 
finger. If the trigger is squeezed with the second

19



finger, the forefinger extending along the side of 
the receiver is apt to press against the projecting 
pin of the slide stop and cause a malfunction when 
the slide recoils.

h. Pressure on the trigger must be released suf 
ficiently after each shot to permit the trigger to 
reengage the sear.

i. To remove cartridges not fired, disengage the 
magazine slightly and then extract the cartridge in 
the barrel by drawing back the slide.

j. Care should be taken to see that the magazine 
is not dented or otherwise damaged.

.k. Care must be exercised in inserting the maga 
zine to insure its engaging with the magazine catch. 
Never insert the magazine and strike it smartly with 
the hand to force it home, as this may spring the base 
or the inturning lips at the top. It should be in 
serted by a quick continuous movement.

Section IV 

FUNCTIONING

12. METHOD OF OPERATION, a; A loaded magazine 
is placed in the receiver and the slide drawn fully 
back and released, thus bringing the first cartridge 
into the chamber. (If the slide is open push down 
the slide stop to let the slide go forward.) The 
hammer is thus cocked and the pistol is ready for 
firing.

b. If it is desired to make the pistol ready for in 
stant use and for firing the maximum number of 
shots with the least possible delay, draw back the 
slide, insert a cartridge by hand into the chamber of

20



the barrel, allow the slide to close, then lock the slide 
and the cocked hammer by pressing the safety lock 
upward and insert a loaded magazine. The slide and 
hammer being thus positively locked, the pistol may 
be carried safely at full cock, and it is only necessary 
to press down the safety lock (which is located with 
in easy reach of the thumb) when raising the pistol 
to the firing position.

e. The grip safety is provided with an extending 
horn which not only serves as a guard to prevent the 
hand of the shooter from slipping upward and being 
struck or injured by the hammer, but also aids in 
accurate shooting by keep-ing the hand in the same 
position for each shot and, furthermore, permits the 
lowering of the cocked hammer with one hand by 
automatically pressing in the grip safety when the 
hammer is drawn slightly beyond the cocked posi 
tion. In order to release the hammer, the grip safety 
must be pressed in before the trigger is squeezed.

13. SAFETY DEVICES, a. It is impossible for the fir 
ing pin to discharge or even touch the primer except 
on receiving the full blow of the hammer.

b. The pistol is provided with two automatic 
safety devices:

(1) The disconnector, which positively prevents 
the release of the hammer unless the slide and barrel 
are in the forward position and safely interlocked. 
This device also controls the firing and prevents more 
than one shot from following each squeeze of the 
trigger.

(2) The grip safety which at all times locks the 
trigger unless the handle is firmly grasped and the 
grip safety pressed in.
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e. In addition, the pistol is provided with a safety 
lock by which the closed slide and the cocked ham 
mer can be positively locked in position.

14. DETAILED FUNCTIONING, a. The magazine may 
be charged with any number of cartridges from one 
to seven.

b. The charged magazine is inserted in the re 
ceiver and the slide drawn once to the rear. This 
movement cocks the hammer, compresses the recoil 
spring, and when the slide reaches the rear position 
the magazine follower raises the upper cartridge into 
the path of the slide. The slide is then released and 
being forced forward by the recoil spring carries the 
first cartridge into the chamber of the barrel. As the 
slide approaches its forward position, it encounters 
the rear extension of the barrel and forces the barrel 
forward; the rear end of the barrel swings upward 
on the barrel link, turning on the muzzle end as on 
a fulcrum. When the slide and barrel reach their 
forward position they are positively locked together 
by the locking ribs on the barrel and their joint for 
ward movement is arrested by the barrel lug en 
countering the pin on the slide top. The pistol is 
then ready for firing.

e. When the hammer is cocked the hammer strut 
moves downward, compressing the mainspring, and 
the sear under action of the long leaf of the seal- 
spring engages its nose in the notch on the hammer. 
In order that the pistol may be fired the following 
conditions must exist:

(1) The grip safety must be pressed in, leaving 
the trigger free to move.
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(2) The slide must be in its forward position, 
properly interlocked with the barrel so that the dis 
connector is held in the recess on the under side of 
the slide under the action of the sear spring, trans 
mitting in this position any motion of the trigger to 
the sear.

(3) The safety lock must be down in the unlocked 
position so that the sear will be unblocked and free to 
release the hammer and the slide will be free to move 
back.

d. When the trigger is squeezed the sear is moved, 
and the released hammer strikes the firing pin, which 
transmits the blow to the primer of the cartridge. 
The pressure of the gasses generated in the barrel 
by the explosion of the powder in the cartridge is 
exerted in a forward direction against the bullet, 
driving it through the bore, and in a rearward di 
rection against the face of the slide, driving the lal- 
ter and the barrel to the rear together. The down 
ward swinging movement of the barrel unlocks it 
from the slide, and the barrel is then stopped in its 
lowest position. The slide continues to move to the 
rear, opening the breech, cocking the hammer, ex 
tracting and ejecting the empty shell, and compress 
ing the recoil spring until the slide reaches its rear 
most position when another cartridge is raised in 
front of it and forced into the chamber of the barrel 
by the return movement of the slide under pressure 
of the recoil spring.

e. The weight and consequently the inertia of the 
slide augmented by those of the barrel are so many 
times greater than the weight and inertia of the bul 
let that the latter has been given its maximum veloc-
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ity and has been driven from the muzzle of the barrel 
before the slide and barrel have recoiled to the point 
where the barrel commences its unlocking move 
ment. This construction therefore delays the open 
ing of the breech of the barrel until after the bullet 
has left the muzzle and therefore practically prevents 
the escape of any of the powder gasses to the rear 
after the breech has been opened. This factor of 
safety is further increased by the tension of the re 
coil spring and mainspring, both of which oppose 
the rearward movement of the slide.

f. While the comparatively great weight of the 
slide of the piston insures safety against premature 
opening of the breech, it also insures operation of the 
pistol because, at the point of the rearward opening 
movement where the barrel is unlocked and stopped, 
the heavy slide has attained a momentum which is 
sufficient to carry it through its complete opening 
movement and makes the pistol ready for another 
shot.

g. When the magazine has been emptied, the 
pawl-shaped slide stop is raised by the magazine 
follower under action of the magazine spring into 
the front recess on the lower left side of the slide, 
thereby locking the slide in the open position and 
serving as an indicator to remind the shooter that 
the empty magazine must be replaced by a loaded one 
before the firing can be continued. Pressure upon 
the magazine catch quickly releases the empty maga 
zine from the receiver and permits the insertion of a 
loaded magazine.

h. To release the slide from the open position, it is 
only necessary to press upon the thumbpiece of the
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slide stop, then the slide will go forward to its closed 
position, carrying a cartridge from the previously 
inserted magazine into the barrel and making the 
pistol ready for firing again.

Section V 

SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

15. SPARE PARTS. In time certain parts of the pistol 
become unserviceable through breakage or wear re 
sulting from continuous usage. For this reason 
spare parts are provided for replacement purposes. 
They should be kept clean and lightly oiled to pre 
vent rust. The}' are divided into two groups, spare 
parts and basic spare parts.

a. Spare parts. These are extra parts provided 
with the pistol for replacement of the parts most 
likely to fail, for use in making minor repairs, and 
in general care of the pistol. Sets of spare parts 
should be kept complete at all times. Whenever a 
spare part is taken to replace a defective part in the 
pistol, the defective part should be repaired or a 
new one substituted in the spare part set as soon as 
possible. The allowance of these spare parts is pre 
scribed in OED. 7, SNL B-6.

b. Basic spare parts. These are sets of parts pro 
vided for the use of ordnance maintenance compa 
nies and include all parts necessary to repair the pis 
tol. The allowance of basic spare parts is prescribed 
in OKD. 8, SXL B-6.

16. ACCESSORIES. The names or general character 
istics of many of the accessories required with the
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automatic pistol indicate their vise and application. 
They consist of the holster, lanyard, and pistol clean 
ing kit, and for post, camp, or station issue, arm lock 
ers and arm racks. The pistol cleaning kit contains 
cleaning brushes and rods, pistol screw drivers, an 
oiler, and a small brass can, in which the set of spare 
parts is carried.

Section VI 

AMMUNITION

17. GENERAL. The information in this section per 
taining to the ammunition authorized for use in the 
revolver, caliber .45, M1917, and the pistol, caliber 
.45, M1911 and M1911A1, includes a description of 
the cartridges, means of identification, care, and use 
(fig. 8).

18. CLASSIFICATION. The types of ammunition pro 
vided for the pistol and revolver are :

a. Ball, for use against personnel and light ma 
teriel targets.

b. Blank, for training purposes.
c. Dummy, for training (cartridges are inert).
d. Shot, for use to provide small game for food.
e. Tracer, for use against personnel and light ma 

teriel targets and for signaling.

19. LOT NUMBER. When ammunition is manufac 
tured, an ammunition lot number which becomes an 
essential part of the marking is assigned in accord 
ance with pertinent specifications. This lot number 
is marked on all packing containers and on the iden 
tification card inclosed in each packing box. It is
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required for all purposes of record, including grading 
and use. reports on condition, functioning, and acci 
dents in which the ammunition might be involved. 
Only those lots of grades appropriate for the weapon 
will be fired. Since it is impractical to mark the am 
munition lot number on each individual cartridge, 
every effort will be made to maintain the ammunition 
lot number with the cartridges once they are removed 
from their original packing. Cartridges which have 
been removed from the original packing and for 
which the ammunition lot number has been lost are 
placed in grade 3. It is therefore obvious that when 
cartridges are removed from their original packings 
they should be so marked that the. ammunition lot 
number is preserved.

20. GRADE. AK 775-10 provides for the order in 
which lots and grades of ammunition are to be used. 
SB 9-AMM4 lists numerically every lot of small- 
arms ammunition with its correct grade as estab 
lished by the office of the Chief of Ordnance. Only 
lots of proper grade will be fired. Grade 3 indicates 
unserviceable ammunition which will not be fired.

21. IDENTIFICATION, a. Markings. The contents of 
original boxes are readily identified by the markings 
on the box. Similar markings on the carton label 
identify the contents of each carton.

b. Types and models. (1) One model each of ball, 
blank, dummy, shot, and tracer cartridges are au 
thorized for use in botli the pistol and the revolver. 
These cartridges are designated:

(a) Cartridge, ball, caliber .45, M1911.
(5) Cartridge, blank, caliber .45, M9.
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(c) Cartridge, dummy, caliber .45, M1921.
(d) Cartridge, shot, caliber .45, M15.
(e) Cartridge, tracer, caliber .45, T30.
(2) The blank cartridge is characterized by the 

tapered case and the absence of a bullet; it can be used 
only for single shot fire in the pistol. The dummy 
cartridge is distinguished by its lack of primer and 
the small hole in the case. The shot cartridge is 
recognizable by the blunt end, necked case, and ab 
sence of a bullet; to extract it the magazine must be 
removed from the pistol. The tracer cartridge has 
a red tip on the bullet.

CARTRIDGE BLANK. 
CAL 45, M9

CARTRIDGE DUMMY, 
CAl ,45 MTOI

CARTRIDGE, SHOT, CAL, .45, 
ac'ASfu W?TW MO, M/j cmiifQ SHGJI

CARTRIDGE.' TKACK, ' 
CAl, .«. T30 - ' '•-•;:'.":.

Flyui'c 8. Caliber .1/5 cartridges.
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22. CARE, HANDLING, AND PRESERVATION, a.
Small-arms ammunition as compared with other 
types is not dangerous to handle. However, care 
must be observed to keep the boxes from becoming 
broken or damaged.

b. Ammunition boxes should not be opened until 
the ammunition is required for use. Ammunition 
removed from the airtight container, particularly in 
damp climates, is apt to corrode, thereby causing the 
ammunition to become unserviceable.

e. Carefully protect the ammunition from mud, 
sand, dirt, and water. If it gets wet or dirty wipe it 
off at once. If verdigris or light corrosion forms on 
cartridges it should be wiped off. However, car 
tridges should not be polished to make them look 
better or brighter.

d. The use of oil or grease on cartridges is danger 
ous and is prohibited.

e. Do not fire dented cartridges, cartridges with 
loose bullets, or otherwise defective rounds.

f. Do not allow the ammunition to be exposed to 
the direct rays of the sun for any length of time. This 
is likely to affect seriously its firing qualities.

g. No caliber .45 ammunition will be fired until 
it has been positively identified by ammunition lot 
number and grade as published in the latest revision 
or change to SB 9-AMM 4.

23. STORAGE, a. Whenever practicable small-arms 
ammunition should be stored under cover. Should 
it become necessary to leave small-arms ammunition 
in the open it should be raised on dunnage at least 6 
inches from the ground and the pile covered with a
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double thickness of paulin. Suitable trenches should 
be dug to prevent water flowing under the pile.

b. Fire hazard. If placed in a fire, small-arms 
ammunition does not explode violently. There are 
small individual explosions of each cartridge, the 
case flying in one direction and the bullet in an 
other. In case of fire it is advisable to keep those 
not engaged in fighting the fire at least 200 yards 
from the fire and have them lie on the ground. 
It is unlikely that the bullets and cases will fly over 
200 yards.

Section VII 

INDIVIDUAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

24. RULES FOR SAFETY. Before ball ammunition is 
issued, the soldier must know the essential rules for 
safety with the pistol. The following rules are 
taught as soon as the recruit is sufficiently familiar 
with the pistol to understand them. They should be 
enforced by constant repetition and coaching until 
their observance becomes the soldier's fixed habit 
when handling the pistol. When units carrying the 
pistol are first formed, the officer or noncommissioned 
officer in charge causes the men to execute INSPECTION 
PISTOL.

a. Execute UNLOAD every time the pistol is picked 
up for any purpose. Never trust your memory. Con 
sider every pistol as loaded until you haATe proved it 
otherwise.

b. Always unload the pistol if it is to be left where 
someone else may handle it.

e. Always point the pistol up when snapping it
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r.fter examination. Keep the hammer fully down 
when the pistol is not loaded.

d. Never place the finger within the trigger guard 
until you intend to fire or to snap for practice.

e. Never point the pistol at anyone you do not in 
tend to xhoot, nor in a direction where an accidental 
discharge may do harm. On the range, do not snap 
for practice while standing back of the firing line.

f. Before loading the pistol, draw back the slide 
and look through the bore to see that it is free from 
obstruction.

g. On the range, do not insert a loaded magazine 
until the time for firing.

h. Never turn around at the firing point while you 
hold a loaded pistol in your hand, because by so doing 
you may point it at the man firing alongside of you.

i. On the range, do not load the pistol with a 
cartridge in the chamber until immediate use is antici 
pated. If there is any delay, lock the pistol and only 
unlock it while extending the arm to fire. Do not 
lower the hammer on a loaded cartridge; the pistol is 
much safer cocked and locked.

j. In reducing a jam -first remove the magazine.
k. To remove a cartridge not fired firxt remove 

the magazine and then extract the cartridge from the 
chamber by drawing back the slide.

I. In campaign, when early use of the pistol is not 
foreseen, it should be carried with a fully loaded mag 
azine in the socket, chamber empty, hammer down. 
When early use of the pistol is probable, it should be 
carried loaded and locked in the holster or hand. In 
campaign, extra magazines should be carried fully 
loaded.
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m. When the pistol is carried in the holster loaded, 
cocked, and locked the butt should be rotated away 
from the body when drawing the pistol in order to 
avoid displacing the safety lock.

n. Safety devices should be frequently tested. A 
safety device is a dangerous device if it does not work 
when expected.

25. TESTS, a. Safety lock. Cock the hammer and 
then press the safety lock upward into the safe posi 
tion. Grasp the stock so that the grip safety is de 
pressed and squeeze the trigger three or four times. 
If the hammer falls, the safety lock is not safe and 
must be repaired.

b. Grip safety. Cock the hammer and, being care 
ful not to depress the grip safety, point pistol down 
ward and squeeze the trigger three or four times. If 
the hammer falls or the grip safety is depressed by its 
own weight, the grip safety is not safe and must be 
repaired.

e. Half-cock notch. Draw back the hammer until 
the sear engages the half-cock notch and squeeze the 
trigger. If the hammer falls, the hammer or sear 
must be replaced or repaired. Draw the hammer 
back nearly to full cock and then let it slip. It should 
fall only to half cock.

d. Disconnector. Cock the hammer. Shove the 
slide 14 inch to the rear; hold slide in that position 
and squeeze the trigger. Let the slide go forward, 
maintaining the pressure on the trigger. If the 
hammer falls, the disconnector is worn on top and 
must be replaced. Pull the slide all the way to the 
rear and engage the slide stop. Squeeze the trigger
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and at the same time release the slide. The hammer 
should not fall. Release the pressure on the trigger 
and then squeeze it. The hammer should then fall. 
The disconnector prevents the release of the hammer 
unless the slide and barrel are in the forward position 
safely interlocked. It also prevents more than one 
shot following each squeeze of the trigger.

CHAPTER 2

MANUAL OF THE PISTOL, 
DISMOUNTED AND MOUNTED

Section I 

GENERAL

26. GENERAL, a. The movements herein described 
differ in purpose from the manual of arms for the 
rifle in that they are not designed to be executed in 
exact unison, there being, witli only a few exceptions, 
no real necessity for their simultaneous execution. 
They are not therefore planned as a disciplinary drill 
to be executed in cadence with snap and precision, 
but merely as simple, quick, and safe methods of 
handling the pistol.

b. In general, movements begin and end at the 
position of raise pistol.

c. Commands for firing, when required, are lim 
ited to COMMENCE FIRING and CEASE 
FIRING.

d. Officers and enlisted men armed with the pistol 
remain at the position of attention during the -man 
ual of arms, but render the hand salute at the- com-'
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mand PRESENT ARMS, holding the salute until 
the command ORDER ARMS.

e. When the lanyard is used it should be of such 
length that the arm may be fully extended without 
constraint.

Section II

DISMOUNTED

27. RAISE PISTOL (fig.9®). 1. RAISE, 2. PISTOL. 
At the command PISTOL, unbutton the flap of the 
holster with the right hand and grasp the stock, 
back of the hand outward. Draw the pistol from 
the holster; reverse it, muzzle up, the thumb and last 
three fingers holding the stock, the forefinger ex 
tended outside the trigger guard, the barrel of the 
pistol to the rear and inclined to the front at an angle 
of 30°, the hand as high as, and (5 inches in front of, 
the point of the right shoulder.

28. WITHDRAW MAGAZINE (fig. 9©). At the com 
mand WITHDRAW MAGAZINE, without lowering 
the right hand, turn the barrel slightly to the right; 
press the magazine catch with the right thumb and 
with the left hand remove the magazine. Place be 
tween the belt and outer garment.

29. OPEN CHAMBER (fig. 9®). At the command 
OPEN CHAMBER, withdraw the magazine, if not 
already withdrawn, and resume the position of raise 
pistol. Without lowering the right hand, grasp the 
slide with the thumb and the first two fingers of the 
left hand (thumb on left side of slide and pointing 
downward) ; keeping the muzzle elevated, shift the
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grip of the right hand so that the right thumb engages 
the slide stop. Push the slide downward to its full 
extent and force the slide stop into its notch with the 
right thumb without lowering the muzzle of the 
pistol .

© RuiHc pistol. © Witlidraiv magazine.

Figure 9. Manual of the pistol.



30. CLOSE CHAMBER. At the command CLOSE 
CHAMBER, with the right thumb press down the 
slide stop and let the slide go forward. Squeeze the 
trigger, being sure that the muzzle is still elevated.

iSJi,,^
® Open chamber. © Load 

(pulling slide dolcmvard).

Figure 9—Continued.
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31. INSERT MAGAZINE. At the command INSERT 
MAGAZINE, without lowering the right hand, turn 
the barrel to the right. Grasp a magazine with the 
first two fingers and thumb of the left hand; with 
draw it from the belt and insert it in the pistol. Press 
it fully home.

©•Inspection arms. 

Figure 9—Continued.
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32. LOAD. At the command LOAD, if a loaded mag 
azine is not already in the pistol, insert one. With 
out lowering the right hand, turn the barrel slightly 
to the left. Grasp the slide with the thumb and fin 
gers of the left hand (thumb on right side of slide 
mid pointing upward). Pull the slide downward to 
its full extent (fig. 9 ©). Release the slide and en 
gage the safety lock.

33. UNLOAD. At the command UNLOAD, with 
draw the magazine. Open the chamber as prescribed 
in paragraph 29. Glance at the chamber to verify 
that it is empty. Close the chamber. Take the posi 
tion of raise pistol and squeeze the trigger. Then in 
sert an empty magazine.

34. INSPECTION ARMS (fig. 9©). 1. INSPECTION, 2. 
ARMS. At the command ARMS, withdraw the 
magazine. Open the chamber as prescribed in para 
graph 29. Take the position of raise pistol. The 
withdrawn magazine is held in the open left hand at 
the height of the belt. After the pistol has been in 
spected, or at the command 1. RETURN, 2. PISTOL 
close the chamber, take the position of raise pistol, 
and squeeze the trigger, being sure that the muzzle 
is still elevated. Insert an empty magazine and exe 
cute return pistol.

35. RETURN PISTOL. 1. RETURN, 2. PISTOL. At the 
command PISTOL, lower the pistol to the holster, 
reversing it, muzzle down, back of the hand to the 
right; raise the flap of the holster with the right 
thumb; insert the pistol in the holster and thrust it 
home; button the flap of the holster with the right 
hand.
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Section III 

MOUNTED

36. GENERAL RULES. The following movements are 
executed as when dismounted: RAISE PISTOL. 
CLOSE CHAMBER, AND RETURN PISTOL.
The mounted movements may be practiced when dis 
mounted by first cautioning, "Mounted position." 
The right foot is then carried 20 inches to the right 
and the left hand to the position of the bridle hand. 
Whenever the pistol is lowered into the bridle hand, 
the movement is executed by rotating the barrel to 
the right. Grasp the slide in the full grip of the 
left hand, thumb extending along the slide, back of 
the hand down, barrel down and pointing upward 
and to the left front.

37. WITHDRAW MAGAZINE. At the command 
WITHDRAW MAGAZINE, lower the pistol into 
the bridle hand. Press the magazine catch with 
the forefinger of the right hand, palm of the hand 
over the base of the magazine to prevent it from 
springing out; withdraw the magazine and place it 
between the belt and outer garment.

38. OPEN CHAMBER. At the command OPEN 
CHAMBER, withdraw the magazine. Grasp the 
stock with the right hand, back of the hand down, 
thrust forward and upward with the right hand, and 
engage the slide stop by pressure of the right thumb.

39. INSERT MAGAZINE. At the command INSERT 
MAGAZINE, lower the pistol into the bridle hand. 
Extra magazines should be carried in the belt with the
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projection on the base pointing to the left. Grasp 
the magazine with the tip of the right forefinger on 
the projection, withdraw it from the belt, and insert 
it in the pistol. Press it fully home.

40. LOAD. At the command LOAD, lower the pistol 
into the bridle hand. If a loaded magazine is not 
already in the pistol, insert one. Grasp the stock with 
the right hand, back of the hand down, and thrust 
upward and to the left front; release the slide and 
engage the safety lock.

41. UNLOAD. At the command UNLOAD, with 
draw the magazine. Open the chamber as prescribed 
in paragraph 38. Glance at the chamber to verify 
that it is empty. Close the chamber. Take the posi 
tion of raise pistol and squeeze the trigger. Then 
insert an empty magazine.

42. INSPECTION ARMS. 1. INSPECTION, 2. AEMS. 
(The pistol is inspected mounted only at mounted 
guard mounting. The magazine is not withdrawn.) 
At the command ARMS, take the position of raise 
pistol. After the pistol has been inspected, or on 
command, it is returned as prescribed in paragraph
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PART TWO 
REVOLVER, CALIBER .45

CHAPTER 1 

MECHANICAL TRAINING

Section I 

DESCRIPTION

43. GENERAL, a. The Colt revolver, caliber .45, 
M1917, and the Smith and Wesson revolver, caliber 
.45, M1917, are single shot, breech loading hand 
weapons. Each is provided with a cylinder having 
six chambers arranged about a central axis so that 
six shots may be fired before reloading is necessary. 
The chambers of the cylinder are loaded with six 
cartridges' in clips of three rounds. When the cyl 
inder is closed, the revolver is ready for firing.

b. These weapons are designed to fire the cartridge, 
ball, caliber .45, M1911. The action of cocking the

Figure 10. Revolver clip.
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hammer causes the cylinder to rotate and align the 
next chamber with the barrel.

(1) To fire single action, with the revolver fully 
loaded with ball ammunition, cock the revolver with 
the thumb and squeeze the trigger for each shot. 
Double action is executed similarly to single action 
except that the revolver is cocked by pressing steadily 
on the trigger.

(2) If one or more of the chambers are empty, the 
cylinder should be rotated so that a loaded chamber 
will be moved into line with the barrel when the re 
volver is cocked. The closed cylinder may be rotated 
to its proper position by holding the hammer back at 
about one-fourth full cock. With the hammer of the 
Colt revolver down, the first loaded chamber should 
be next on the left of the chamber alined with the 
barrel, since the cylinder rotates clockwise. With the 
hammer of the Smith and Wesson revolver down, the 
first loaded chamber should be next on the right of 
the chamber aligned with the barrel, since the cyl 
inder of the Smith and Wesson revolver rotates 
counterclockwise.

c. The rate of fire is limited by the dexterity of 
the firer in reloading the cylinder and by his ability 
to aim and squeeze.
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44. TYPES, a. Colt revolver, Ml917 (fig. 11).
Weight ____________pounds_ 21/2
Total length__________inches__ 10.8
Barrel:

Length-__—________do__ 5. 5 
Diameter of bore_____do__ . 445 
Diameter of rifling____do___ . 452

Rifling, number of grooves_______ 6
Grooves:

Width __________inches— . 156 
Depth____________do__ . 0035 
Twist, one turn in____do__ 16

Lands, width__________do__ . 073
Cylinder:

Length___________do__ 1. 595 
Diameter__________do__ 1. 695

Chambers:
Number _________—_—— 6

Diameter:
Maximum________-inches_ . 4795 
Minimum__________do__ . 473

Front sight above axis of bore_do—— . 7325
b. Smith and Wesson revolver, Ml917 (fig. 12).

Weight _____________pounds-- 2%
Total length__________inches.- 10.79
Barrel:

Length-__________do_— 5. 5 
Diameter of bore————_do—— .445

Rifling, number of grooves_____— 6
Grooves:

Width __________inches— . 157 
Depth____________do__ . 003 
Twist, one turn in__—_do—— 14. 659
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Lands, width________inches__
Cylinder:

Length___________do__ 1. 537 
Diameter__________do__ 1. 708

Chambers:
Number___________—_ 6

Diameter:
Maximum_________inches_ . 480 
Minimum__________do__ . 4795

Front sight above axis of bore_do__ . 794

Section II 

DISASSEMBLING AND ASSEMBLING

45. DISASSEMBLING COLT REVOLVER (figs. 13 to 15). 
a. (1) Remove crane lock screw (19) and crane lock 
(18) (fig. 13).

(2) Press latch (20) (fig. 14) to the rear, push 
cylinder to the left, and remove the cylinder and 
crane assembly by pushing to the front.

(3) Remove stock screw and stocks.
(4) Remove side plate screws.
(5) Remove side plate. Do not pry from its seat 

ing. With wooden handle of a tool, tap the plate 
and frame until the side plate loosens and lift out.

(6) Remove latch and spring from side plate.
(7) Remove mainspring by lifting the rear end 

from its seat, and disengaging the long end from the 
hammer stirrup (3) (fig. 15).

(8) Remove the hand (13) (fig. 14).
(9) With a drift, drive the rebound lever pin (38) 

to the right and remove rebound lever (37) (fig. 15).
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Figure 13. Revolver, Colt, caliber .45. M1917 (right-side, 
view).

Figure 14. Revolver, Colt, caliber .45, M1911 (left-side and 
top view).
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(10) Remove the trigger by lifting from the trig 
ger pin (25) (fig. 15).

(11) Draw the hammer to its rearmost position 
and lift from the hammer pin (2) (fig. 15).

(12) With a small drift, drive out the strut pin 
(10) and remove the strut (8) and strut spring (9) 
(fig. 15).

(13) Drive out the hammer stirrup pin (4) and 
remove the hammer stirrup (3) (fig. 15).

(14) Remove safety lever (7) (fig. 13) from its 
pivot.

(15) Remove safety (5) (fig. 13) from its seat 
in the frame.

(16) Remove latch bolt (34) (fig. 13) from its 
seat in the frame.

(17) Remove bolt screw (36) and lift out bolt (34) 
and bolt spring (35) (fig. 13).

Figure 15. Revolver, Colt, caliber .45, M1917 (sectional 
mew).
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b. The following parts are disassembled for re 
pair purposes only by ordnance personnel:

(1) Barrel from frame.
(2) Trigger pin from frame (25) (fig. 15).
(3) Stock pin from frame (39) (fig. 15).
(4) Trigger and safety pin (26) (fig. 15) from 

trigger.
(5) Firing pin (11) (fig. 15) from hammer.
(6) Swivel ring (53) from swivel stud (52) 

(fig. 15).
(7) Cylinder from crane (16) (fig. 15).
(8) Katchet (27) (fig. 15) from ejector rod (29) 

(fig. 15).
(9) Ejector spring (33) (fig. 15) from cylinder.
(10) Head (30) (fig. 15) from ejector rod.
(11) Escutcheons (49) (fig. 13) and (50) (fig. 14) 

from stocks.

46. ASSEMBLING COLT REVOLVER, a. Eeplace the 
cylinder bolt (34), cylinder bolt spring (35), and 
cylinder bolt screw (36) (fig. 13).

b. Place the safety assembly (5) (fig. 13) inf its 
seat in the frame.

e. Place the safety lever (7) (fig. 13) over its 
pivot with the slot in the short end engaging the stud 
on the safety.

d. Keplace the latch pin assembly (22) (fig. 15) 
in its seat in the frame.

e. Replace the trigger on the trigger pin so that 
the stud on the right side of the trigger engages the 
slot in the longer end of the safety lever (7) (fig. 13).

Vote. Test by working trigger forward and back. If the 
safety lever and safety operate, the assembly is correct.
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f. Assemble the strut (8), strut spring (9), and 
strut pin (10) (fig. 15) to the hammer.

g. Assemble the hammer stirrup (3) and hammer 
stirrup pin (4) (fig. 15) to the hammer.

h. Place hammer assembly in place on the hammer 
pin.

i. Assemble the rebound lever (37) to the frame 
with the rebound lever pin (38) (fig. 15).

j. Replace the mainspring so that the notched end 
engages the hammer stirrup (4) (fig. 15).

k. Insert the stud on the hand (13) (fig. 14) in its 
hole in the trigger. Press upward on the rebound 
lever to permit the hand to be fully seated.

I. Replace the latch pin spring (21) (fig. 14) in its 
seat in the side plate.

m. Put side plate in position but not fully seated.
n. Place the latch in its slot in the side plate so 

that the latch pin stud (23) (fig. 15) engages in the 
hole in the latch.

o. Seat the side plate fully and replace the side 
plate screws.

p. Replace the cylinder and crane, crane lock, and 
crane lock screw.

q. Replace the stocks and stock screw.

47. DISASSEMBLING SMITH AND WESSON RE 
VOLVER (figs. 17 and 18). a. (1) Remove stock 
screw and stocks.

(2) Remove the side plate screw near the forward 
part of the trigger guard.

(3) Press forward on the latch to release the cylin 
der. Push the cylinder to the left and withdraw 
cylinder and crane assembly to the front, being care-
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ful to prevent the crane stop pin (8) and crane stop 
spring (9) from flying out.

(4) Eemove crane stop plunger and spring.
(5) Unscrew thumb piece nut (58) and remove 

thumb piece (57).
(6) Remove the remaining three side plate screws.
(7) Kemove side plate. Do not pry side plate from 

its seating. With wooden handle of a tool, tap the 
plate and frame until the side plate loosens, and lift 
from its seating.

(8), Remove strain screw (56) from recess in butt 
end of frame.

(9) Remove mainspring (44) by pushing bottom 
end to the right from its recess in the frame.

(10) Remove rebound slide (45) and rebound 
slide spring (47) by pressing the rear end of the slide 
to the right until it clears the rebound slide pin (46).

Note. Hold thumb over rear end of slide as it is removed 
from the pin in order not to lose the spring.

(11) Remove the hand assembly (33).
(12) Pull the latch (38) back until it clears the rear 

of the hammer and pull the hammer to the rear. It 
may be necessary to press the latch away from the 
frame to allow the hammer to pass. Lift the ham 
mer off the hammer pin (27).

(13) Press trigger assembly to the right and re 
move from trigger pin.

(14) Remove cylinder bolt plunger screw (15) and 
cylinder bolt plunger spring (14) and cylinder bolt 
plunger (13).

(15) Lift cylinder bolt (11) from its pin and 
remove.
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(16) Push latch to rearmost position and remove 
by pushing the rear end to the right.

(17) Withdraw latch plunger (39) and spring. 
b. The following parts are disassembled for re 

pair purposes only by ordnance personnel:
(1) Barrel from frame.
(2) Stock pin (54) from frame.
(8) Rebound slide pin (46) from frame.
(4) Trigger pin (60) from frame.
(5) Cylinder bolt pin (12) from frame.
(6) Firing pin (24) from hammer.
(7) Escutcheons (20 and 21) from stocks.

Figure 17. Smith 'and Wesson revolver, caliber .45, M1917 
(sectional view).

48. ASSEMBLING SMITH AND WESSON REVOLVER, 
M1917 (fig. 17). a. Replace locking bolt spring (43) 
and bolt (41) with flat surface up. Replace locking 
bolt pin (42).
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b. Replace cylinder bolt (11) on its pin. Replace 
cylinder bolt plunger (13), cylinder bolt spring (14), 
and cylinder bolt screw (15).

c. Assemble the hand (33) to the trigger as fol 
lows: With the blade of a screw driver or drift, de 
press the forward end of the hand lever (35) against 
the hand lever spring (37). Place the hand pin (34) 
in its hole in the trigger so that the lug alongside the 
hand pin is engaged below the rear end of the hand 
lever.

d. Replace assembled trigger and hand on the trig 
ger pin, holding the upper end of the hand to the 
rear to clear the frame, and with the rear end of the 
trigger lever (61) in its topmost position.

e. Replace the latch plunger (39) and latch 
plunger spring (40) in the recess in the rear end of 
the latch (38).

f. Replace latch in its guide in the frame by press 
ing the plunger (39) forward.

g. Replace the hammer assembly on the hammer 
pin.

Note.—To accomplish tliis the trigger should be in the rear 
most position and the latch should be held to the rear.

h. Put rebound spring (47) into the rebound slide 
(45) and replace the assembly on the rebound slide 
pin (46) with beveled end forward, so that the rear 
end of the trigger lever engages the notch in the for 
ward face of the rebound slide.

i. Replace the mainspring by engaging the hooks 
on the upper end with the hammer stirrup (28) and 
then pressing the lower end into its recess in the 
frame.
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j. Replace the mainspring strain screw (56).
k. Replace the side plate and all side plate screws 

but the forward one.
I. Replace crane stop plunger and crane stop 

plunger spring (9) in hole in crane.
m. Assemble crane (7) and cylinder assembly to 

frame.
n. Replace the remaining side plate screw.
o. Replace the thumb piece (57) and thumb piece 

nut (58).
p. Replace the stocks and stock screw.

Section III 

CARE AND CLEANING

49. GENERAL, a. Careful and conscientious work is 
required to keep revolvers in a condition that will in 
sure perfect functioning of the mechanism and con 
tinued accuracy of the barrel. It is essential that 
exposed parts of the mechanism be kept cleaned and 
oiled.

b. The mechanism also requires care to prevent 
rust or an accumulation of sand or dirt in the in 
terior. Revolvers are not usually disassembled for 
cleaning under ordinary conditions. After immer 
sion in water, after contamination by gas, or if ex 
cessive amounts of dirt or sand get into the interior, 
the side plate should be removed and the mechanism 
cleaned, dried, and oiled. The side plate is removed 
only under the supervision of an officer or noncommis 
sioned officer.
50. PROCEDURE, a. Care and cleaning of the re 
volver include the ordinary care to preserve its con-
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dition and appearance in garrisons, posts, and camps, 
and in campaign.

b. Damp air and sweaty hands are great pro 
moters of rust. The revolver should be cleaned and 
protected after every drill or handling. Special pre 
cautions are necessary when the revolver has been 
used on rainy days and after tours of guard duty.

c. To clean the revolver, rub it with a rag which 
has been lightly oiled and then clean with a perfectly 
dry rag. Swab the bore and chambers with an oily 
flannel patch and then with a perfectly dry one. Dust 
out all crevices with a small, clean brush.

d. Immediately after cleaning, to protect the re 
volver, swab the bore and chambers thoroughly with 
a flannel patch saturated with oil lubricating, pre 
servative, special; wipe over all metal parts with an 
oily rag; apply a few drops of oil to all exposed work 
ing surfaces of the mechanism. Oil applied in the 
openings for the trigger, hammer, latch, and cylinder 
lock will work into the mechanism.

e. After cleaning and protecting the revolver, 
place it in the revolver rack without any covering 
whatever. The use of canvas or similar covers is pro 
hibited as they collect moisture and rust the metal 
parts. While barracks are being swept, revolver 
racks will be covered with a piece of canvas to protect 
the revolvers from dust.

51. CARE AFTER FIRING, a. When a revolver has 
been fired, the bore and chambers will be cleaned 
thoroughly not later than the evening of the day on 
which it is fired. Thereafter it will be cleaned and 
oiled each day for at least the next three succeeding 
days.
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b. To clean the bore after firing, first open the 
cylinder and hold the revolver with the muzzle 
pointed downward, toward the operator, and hold 
the cylinder in its full open position. Saturate a 
patch with rifle bore cleaner. If rifle bore cleaner 
is not available, dry cleaning solvent or water may 
be used. The cleaning rod with a cloth patch assem 
bled is inserted in the muzzle and moved forward and 
back several times. Run cleaning rod, with cleaning 
brush assembled, back and forth through the bore 
several times. Again run several patches saturated 
with cleaner, solvent, or water through the bore. Fol 
low this with dry patches until they come out clean 
and dry. Examine bore for cleanliness. If it is not 
free from all residue, repeat cleaning process. When 
the bore is clean, saturate a patch in special pre 
servative lubricating oil and run it back and forth 
through the bore several times.

Caution: After firing do not oil the bore before 
cleaning.

c. Repeat the operation in b above for each of the 
chambers of the cylinder, holding the revolver with 
the muzzle toward the operator, cylinder beneath the 
frame.

Caution: After firing do not oil the chambers be 
fore cleaning.

d. Saturate a clean flannel patch with oil, lubricat 
ing, preservative, special, and swab the bore and 
chambers with the patch, making certain that the 
bore and all exposed metal parts of the revolver are 
covered with a light coat of oil.

e. Due to corrosion caused from the gas which
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escapes between the barrel and the cylinder, the fol 
lowing parts require special care after firing:

(1) The frame just above the cylinder in the rear 
of the barrel.

(2) The nose of the hammer.
(3) The firing pin channel and the hammer groove 

in the frame.

52. RULES FOR CARE OF REVOLVER ON THE RANGE.
a. Always clean at the end of each day's shooting. 
A revolver that has been fired should not be left over 
night without cleaning.

b. Never fire a revolver with any dust, dirt, mud, 
or snow in the bore.

e. Before loading the revolver make sure that no 
patch, rag, or other object has been left in the barrel.

d. During range firing, a noncommissioned officer 
will be placed in charge of the cleaning of revolvers in 
the cleaning racks.

53. CARE AND CLEANING UNDER UNUSUAL CLI 
MATIC CONDITIONS. For care and cleaning of the 
revolver under unusual climatic conditions, see para 
graph 9.

54. CARE AFTER GAS ATTACKS. For care of revolvers 
after gas attacks, see paragraph 10.

55. IMPORTANT POINTS TO BE OBSERVED, a. After 
firing the revolver, never leave it uncleaned over 
night. The damage done is then irreparable.

b. Keep the revolver clean and lightly lubricated 
but do not let it become gummy with oil.

e. Do not place the revolver on the ground where 
sand or dirt may enter the bore or mechanism.
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d. Do not plug the muzzle of the revolver with a 
patch or plug. One may forget to remove it before 
firing, in which case the discharge may bulge or burst 
the barrel at the muzzle.

e. A revolver kept in a leather holster may rust 
due to moisture absorbed by the leather from the at 
mosphere, even though the holster may appear to 
be perfectly dry. If the holster is wet and the re 
volver must be carried therein, cover the revolver 
with a thick coat of oil.

f. The hammer should not be snapped when the 
revolver is partially disassembled.

g. Pressure on the trigger must be released suf 
ficient]}' after each shot to permit the trigger to reen 
gage the hammer strut in single action firing, and to 
permit the trigger to engage the hammer strut in 
double action firing.

h. The side plate should not be removed except 
under the supervision of an officer or noncommis 
sioned officer.

i. Never attempt to remove the side plate by pry- 
iiig it out of place.

j. The crane and cylinder of the Colt revolver 
must not be dismounted except by ordnance person 
nel.

k. Never attempt to open the cylinder when the 
hammer is cocked or partly cocked.

I. Never attempt to cock the hammer until the 
cylinder is fully closed and locked in the frame.
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Section IV 

FUNCTIONING

56. METHODS OF OPERATION, a. The chambers of 
the cylinder are loaded with six cartridges, either 
singly or in clips of three rounds. When the cylin 
der is closed the revolver is ready for firing.

b. In firing double action, pressure is applied to 
the trigger until the hammer falls, firing the 
cartridge.

c. In firing single action, the hammer is cocked by 
pressure to the rear with the trigger fully released. 
Pressure on the trigger releases the hammer which 
falls, firing the cartridge.

d. To lower cocked hammer on a loaded chamber 
without firing, draw hammer slightly to rear with 
the thumb; press the trigger to disengage from ham 
mer; let hammer down slowly a short distance, and 
release trigger. Lower hammer as far as it will go.

57. SAFETY DEVICES, a. General. It is impossible 
for the firing pin to discharge or even touch the 
primer except on receiving the full blow of the ham 
mer.

b. Automatic safety devices. (1) Colt revolver. 
The safety lever which is pinned to the trigger moves 
the safety upward in front of the hammer when the 
trigger is released after firing a shot. The safety 
prevents the hammer moving forward sufficiently to 
strike the primer until pressure is again applied to 
the trigger, thereby moving the safety downward 
out of the way. Thus an accidental blow on the ham 
mer cannot cause the revolver to fire. The nose of
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the cylinder bolt actuated by the cylinder bolt spring 
projects through a slot in the frame and engages 
one of the rectangular cuts in the cylinder. This 
insures positive alignment of one of the chambers of 
the cylinder with the barrel.

(2) Smith and Wesson revolver. A projection on 
the lower end of the hammer resting against the upper 
surface of the rebound slide prevents the hammer 
moving sufficiently far forward to strike the primer, 
except when the trigger is all the way to the rear. 
Thus an accidental blow on the hammer cannot cause 
the revolver to fire. The lug on the upper rear end 
of the cylinder bolt actuated by cylinder bolt spring 
projects through a slot in the frame and engages one 
of the rectangular cuts in the cylinder. This insures 
positive alignment of one of the chambers of the 
cylinder with the barrel.

58. DETAILED FUNCTIONING OF COLT REVOLVER,
Ml 917 (fig. 15). a. The lock mechanism is contained 
in the frame and consists of the hammer with its 
stirrup, stirrup pin, strut, strut pin, and strut spring; 
the trigger with its pin; the rebound lever; the hand; 
the cylinder bolt with its spring; the mainspring, 
which also serves as a rebound lever spring, the hand 
spring, the trigger spring; the safety and safety 
lever.

b. The hammer and trigger are pivoted on their 
respective pins, which are fastened in the right side 
of the frame. The rebound lever is pivoted on its 
pin within the grip of the frame. The lower end of 
the mainspring fits into a slot in the frame, and its 
upper end engages the hammer stirrup.
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c. The lower arm of the mainspring bears on the 
tipper surface of the rebound lever, so that the latter, 
when the trigger is released after firing a shot, carries 
the hammer back to its safety position and forces the 
trigger forward, bringing the hand back to its for 
ward and lowest position. The safety lever, being 
pinned to the trigger, moves the safety upward in 
front of the hammer by this same motion.

d. The revolver may be used either single action or 
double action. In firing double action, pressure upon 
the trigger causes its upper edge to engage the ham 
mer strut and thereby raises the hammer until nearly 
in full-cock position, when the strut will escape from 
the trigger, and the hammer, under action of the 
mainspring, will fall and strike the cartridge. In 
firing single action, the hammer is first pulled back 
with the thumb until the upper edge of the trigger 
engages in the full-cock notch in the front end of the 
lower part of the hammer. Pressure on the trigger 
will release the hammer, which, under the action of 
the mainspring, will fall and strike the cartridge.

e. The bolt is pivoted on its screw, which is sup 
ported in the right side of the frame. The bolt spring 
pressing upward causes the nose of the bolt to project 
through a slot in the frame ready to enter one of the 
rectangular cuts in the surface of the cylinder. Dur 
ing the first part of the movement of the trigger in 
cocking the revolver, the nose of the bolt is with 
drawn from the cylinder by the rear end of the bolt 
coming into contact with the lug on the rebound lever, 
permitting the rotation of the cylinder. The object 
of the bolt is to hold the firing chamber in line with 
the barrel, and also to prevent the cylinder making
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more than one-sixth of a revolution at the time of 
cocking.

f. The hand is attached by its pivot to the trigger, 
and as the latter swings on its pin when the hammer 
is being cocked, the hand is raised, revolves the cylin 
der, and serves with the bolt to lock the cylinder in 
proper position at time of firing, that is, the axis of 
the chamber containing the cartridge to be fired coin 
cides with the axis of the bore of the barrel. The 
pressure of the rebound lever on the lug on the hand 
insures the engagement of the hand with the ratchet.

g. The cylinder has six chambers. It rotates upon 
and is supported on the central arbor of the crane. 
The crane fits into a recess in the frame below the 
barrel, and turns on its pivot arm, which rotates in a 
hole in that part of the frame below the opening for 
the cylinder, and is secured by the crane lock and 
crane lock screw. The ejector rod passes through the 
center of the arbor of the crane supporting the cylin 
der and, projecting under the barrel, terminates in 
the ejector rod head. The ratchet is screwed on the 
rear end of the ejector rod with a right-hand thread 
and then firmly secured by upsetting the end of the 
rod. The ejector spring is coiled around the ejector 
rod within the cylinder arbor of the crane, the front 
end bearing on a shoulder of the rod and the rear 
end on the crane bushing, which is screwed with a 
right-hand thread into and closes the cylinder arbor.

h. The latch slides longitudinally on the left side 
of the side plate, and is connected to the latch pin by 
the latch pin stud, causing it to follow the movement 
of the latch. The latch pin slides in a hole in the 
frame, and when the cylinder is swung into the frame,
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the latch pin, under action of the latch spring, is 
forced into a recess in the ejector and locks the cylin 
der in position for firing. The latch spring is con 
tained in a hole in the side plate in the rear of the 
latch slot. The recoil plate is driven into its recess 
in the frame and secured therein by slightly upsetting 
the rim.

59. DETAILED FUNCTIONING OF SMITH AND WES 
SON REVOLVER, Ml917 (fig. 17). a. The lock mech 
anism is contained in the frame and consists of the 
hammer, with its stirrup, stirrup pin, strut, strut pin, 
and strut spring; the trigger, with its pin; the trigger 
lever, with its pin; the rebound slide, with its pin and 
spring; the hand, with its pin; the hand lever, with 
its pin and hand lever spring; the cylinder bolt, with 
its pin, cylinder bolt plunger, cylinder bolt plunger 
spring, and cylinder bolt plunger screw; the latch, 
latch plunger, and latch plunger spring.

b. The hammer and trigger are pivoted on their 
respective pins. These pins are screwed in place in 
the left side of the frame and then upset, and are 
supported on the right side by holes drilled in the side 
plate to receive them. The rebound slide is held in 
position by its pin and spring and the rear end of 
the trigger lever. The lower end of the mainspring 
fits into a slot in the frame while its upper end en 
gages the hammer stirrup. The mainspring is 
stressed by screwing up the strain screw, which bears 
against the mainspring.

c. The rebound slide houses the spring and slides 
on the pin against which the spring presses. When 
the trigger is released, after firing a shot, the rebound
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slide spring pressing against the rebound slide pin 
and against the end of the recess in the rebound slide 
forces the rebound slide forward. The forward end 
of the rebound slide, pressing against the trigger 
lever, forces the trigger lever forward and returns 
the trigger to its original position. The hand being 
pivoted to the trigger by its pin is thus brought back 
to its lowest position. After firing, when the ham 
mer is in its extreme forward position, the lowest pro 
jection on the hammer lies in the notch on the front 
end of the rebound slide. As the rebound slide moves 
forward the hammer projection is forced out of the 
notch and on to the flat surface of the slide in the 
rear of the notch, thus moving the hammer back to 
its safety position.

d. The revolver may be used either single action 
or double action. In firing double action, pressure 
on the trigger causes its upper edge to engage the 
hammer strut and raise the hammer until the trigger 
nose itself actually comes into contact with the ham 
mer. After this, the trigger continues to raise the 
hammer until the hammer is nearly in its full-cock 
position, when the hammer will escape from the trig 
ger nose and under action of the mainspring will fall, 
causing the firing pin to strike the cartridge. In 
firing single action, the hammer is first pulled back 
with the thumb until the upper edge of the trigger 
engages in the full-cock notch in the front end of the 
lower part of the hammer. Pressure on the trigger 
will then release the hammer which, under action of 
the mainspring, will fall and cause the firing pin to 
strike the cartridge.

e. The cylinder bolt is pivoted on its pin. This is
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screwed in the left side of the frame and upset, and 
on the right side is supported by a hole drilled in the 
side plate. The cylinder bolt plunger spring pressing 
upward against the cylinder bolt plunger forces it 
against the bottom of the cylinder bolt and causes 
the bolt to project through a slot in the frame ready 
to enter one of the rectangular cuts in the surface of 
the cylinder. During the first part of the movement 
of the trigger in cocking the revolver, the lug on the 
upper front of the trigger engages in the slot in the 
cylinder bolt, depresses the bolt, and withdraws the 
nose of the bolt from the cylinder to permit the ro 
tation thereof. The object of the cylinder bolt is 
to hold the firing chamber in line with the barrel, 
and also to prevent the cylinder making more than 
one-sixth of a revolution at the time of cocking. 
Accordingly the lug on the trigger releases the cylin 
der bolt before the hammer falls, thus allowing the 
bolt to arrest the cylinder.

f. The hand is attached by its pivot to the trigger. 
As the trigger swings on its pin when the hammer 
is being cocked, the hand is raised, enters a notch 
in the ratchet on the ejector, and revolves the cylin 
der, which is simultaneously freed by the cylinder 
bolt as above described. It serves with the cylinder 
bolt, after the bolt is released by the trigger, to 
maintain the cylinder in proper position at the time 
of firing, that is, when the axis of the chamber con 
taining the cartridge to be fired coincides with the 
axis of the bore of the barrel. The hand lever actu 
ated by the hand lever spring, both of which are 
housed within the trigger, presses against the lug on 
the hand and insures the engagement of the hand 
with the ratchet.
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g. The cylinder has six chambers. It rotates upon 
and is supported by the central arbor of the crane. 
The crane fits into a recess in the frame below the 
barrel and turns on its pivot arm, which rotates in 
a hole in that part of the frame below the opening 
for the cylinder. The ejector plunger enters the 
arbor of the crane and is held in place by the thread 
on its rear end which engages the corresponding 
thread in the front end of the ejector. The shoul 
der on the ejector plunger bears against the ejector 
collar so that when the ejector plunger is screwed 
into its housing in the ejector the ejector spring is 
compressed. The ejector plunger terminates at its 
front end in the ejector plunger head. The ejector, 
of which the ratchet forms a part, consists of a rod 
and the star-shaped ejector head which engages the 
clip to cause ejection of the shells. It is forged in 
one piece. The ejector spring surrounds the ejector 
within the arbor of the crane, the front end bearing 
011 the ejector collar and the rear end on the shoulder 
in the rear end of the cylinder.

h. The latch slides longitudinally in its groove 
within the left side of the frame. It is connected to 
the thumb piece by the thumb piece nut and is actu 
ated by the latch plunger and latch plunger spring, 
each housed within the body of the latch. The cen 
ter rod passes through the ejector plunger and ejec 
tor, projecting at the rear end of the cylinder to lock 
the cylinder in position. The shoulder of the center 
rod at its rear end bears against the ejector while the 
ejector plunger bears against the center rod spring, 
keeping the center rod in place. The front end of the 
center rod does not come quite flush with the head of
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the ejector plunger, thus allowing a recess in the head 
of the ejector plunger into which the locking bolt 
enters. The latch and the hammer interengage to 
form an interlock, which prevents cocking of the 
hammer when the cylinder is unlatched, and prevents 
unlatching of the cylinder while the hammer is 
cocked. Since the latch is forced forward by its 
spring when the cylinder is swung out of the frame, 
the revolver cannot be cocked unless the cylinder is 
in position in the frame and latched.

i. The locking bolt is retained in position in its 
housing by the locking bolt pin and is actuated by 
the locking bolt spring. The cylinder when closed is 
retained in its position in the frame and held securely 
in proper alignment by the center rod which enters 
its recess in the frame and by the locking bolt, which 
enters the recess in the head of the ejector plunger. 
When opening the cylinder, the thumb piece is pushed 
forward, thus forcing the latch forward. The nose 
of the latch pushes the center rod out of its recess. 
The forward movement of the center rod forces the 
locking bolt forward, thus releasing the cylinder. 
When the cylinder is swung to the left, out of the 
frame, it is maintained in its extreme outward posi 
tion by the crane stop pin, which is forced by the 
crane stop spring into a small depression drilled in 
the frame.

j. The frame lug is driven into its recess in the 
frame and riveted. It serves as a stop to the cylinder 
when ejection of cartridge cases takes place.
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Section V 

SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

60. SPARE PARTS. In time certain parts of the re 
volver become unserviceable through breakage or 
wear resulting from continuous usage. For this rea 
son spare parts are provided for replacement pur 
poses. They should be kept clean and lightly oiled 
to prevent rust. They are divided into two groups: 
organization spare parts and maintenance spare 
parts.

a. Organization spare parts. These are extra parts 
provided with the revolver for replacement of the 
parts most likely to fail, for use in making minor re 
pairs, and in general care of the revolver. Sets of 
spare parts should be kept complete at all times. 
Whenever a spare part is taken to replace a defective 
part in the revolver, the defective part should be re 
paired or a new one substituted in the spare parts set 
as soon as possible. The allowance of these spare 
parts is prescribed in ORD 7, SNL B-7.

b. Maintenance spare parts. These are sets of parts 
provided for the use of ordnance maintenance com 
panies and include all parts necessary to repair the 
revolver. The allowance of maintenance spare parts 
is prescribed in the addendum to ORD 8, SNL B-7.

61. ACCESSORIES. The names or general character 
istics of many of the accessories required with the re 
volver indicate their use and application. They 
consist of the holster, lanyard, cartridge clips, and 
pistol cleaning kit: and for post, camp, or station is 
sue, arm lockers and arm racks. The pistol cleaning
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kit contains cleaning brushes and rods, pistol screw 
drivers, an oiler, and a small brass can in which the 
set of spare parts is carried.

Section VI 

AMMUNITION

62. REFERENCE. See paragraphs 17 to 23, inclusive.

Section VII 

INDIVIDUAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

63. RULES FOR SAFETY. Before ball ammunition is 
issued, the soldier must know the essential rules for 
safety with the revolver. The following rules are 
taught as soon as the recruit is sufficiently familiar 
with the revolver to understand them. They should 
be enforced by constant repetition and coaching un 
til their observance becomes the soldier's fixed habit 
when handling the revolver. When units carrying 
the revolver are first formed, the officer or noncom 
missioned officer in charge causes the men to execute 
inspection pistol.

a. Execute unload every time the revolver is picked 
up for any purpose. Never trust your memory. Con 
sider every revolver as loaded until you have proved 
it otherwise.

b. Always unload the revolver if it is to be left 
where someone else may handle it.

c. Always point the revolver up when snapping it 
after examination. Keep the hammer fully down, 
when the revolver is not loaded.
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d. Never place the finger within the trigger guard 
until you intend to fire or to snap for practice.

e. Never point the revolver at anyone you do not 
intend to shoot, nor in a direction where an accidental 
discharge may do harm,. On the range do not snap 
for practice while standing back of the firing line.

f. Before loading, open the cylinder and look 
through the bore to see that it is free from obstruc 
tion.

g. On the range do not load the revolver until the 
time for firing.

h. Never turn around at the firing point while you 
hold a loaded revolver in your hand, because by so 
doing you may point it at the man firing alongside of 
you.

i. On the range do not cock the revolver until im 
mediate use is anticipated. If there is any delay, 
lower the hammer and recock it only when ready to 
fire.

j. If the revolver fails to fire, open the cylinder 
and unload if the hammer is down. If the hammer 
is cocked or partly cocked, a breakage has occurred. 
In this case hold the revolver at raise pistol and 
announce the fact to the officer in charge.

k. To remove a cartridge not fired, open the cylin 
der and eject, first lowering the hammer if cocked.

I. In campaign the revol ver is carried in the holster 
fully loaded with the hammer down. The cocked 
revolver should never be put in the holster whether 
or not it is loaded.

m. The safety device should be tested frequently.
64. TEST OF SAFETY DEVICES, a. Safety. With the
revolver unloaded and cylinder closed, cock the ham-
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mer. Holding the hammer back with the thumb, 
press the trigger and let the hammer move forward 
about ^4 inch, still holding with the thumb. Release 
the trigger. Then release the hammer and let it fly 
forward. If the firing pin projects through the hole 
in the frame, the safety is faulty.

b. Cylinder bolt. With the hammer down attempt 
to rotate the cylinder. If more than about % 4 inch 
in rotation is possible, the cylinder bolt is faulty. 
Repeat this test with the hammer fully cocked.

Note. With the hammer about one-fourth cocked the cylin 
der rotates freely.

CHAPTER 2

MANUAL OF THE REVOLVER, 
DISMOUNTED AND MOUNTED

Section I 

GENERAL

65. GENERAL, a. The movements herein described 
differ in purpose from the manual of arms for the 
rifle in that they are not designed to be executed in 
exact unison, there being, with only a few excep 
tions, no real necessity for their simultaneous execu 
tion. They are not, therefore, planned as a disci 
plinary drill to be executed in cadence with snap and 
precision, but merely as simple, quick, and safe meth 
ods of handling the revolver.

b. The revolver is used as a substitute for the au 
tomatic pistol. For this reason and in the interests 
of simplicity the term pistol is used in all commands.
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e. In general, movements begin and end at the 
position of raise pistol.

d. Commands for firing, when required, are lim 
ited to COMMENCE FIRING and CEASE FIR 
ING.

e. Officers and enlisted men armed with the re 
volver remain at the position of attention during 
the manual of arms, but render the hand salute at 
the command PRESENT ARMS, holding the salute 
until the command ORDER ARMS.

f. When the lanyard is used, it should be of such 
length that the arm may be fully extended without 
constraint.

Section II 

DISMOUNTED

66. RAISE PISTOL (fig. 19). 1. RAISE, 2. PISTOL. 
At the command PISTOL, unbutton the flap of the 
holster with the right hand then turn the back of the 
hand inward and grasp the stock. Draw the revolver 
from the holster; reverse it, muzzle up, the thumb 
and last three fingers holding the stock, the fore 
finger extended outside the trigger guard, the barrel 
of the revolver to the rear and inclined to the front 
at an angle of 30°, the hand as high as, and 6 inches 
in front of, the point of the right shoulder.

67. LOAD. Being at raise pistol, at the command 
LOAD, raise the left hand to the front until the fore 
arm is horizontal, palm up. Place the revolver at 
the cylinder in the left hand, latch up, barrel inclined 
to the left front and downward at an angle of about
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,'50°. Press the latch with the right thumb, push the 
cylinder out with the second finger of the left hand 
and, if necessary, eject the empty shells by pressing 
the ejector rod head with the left thnmb, right hand 
steadying the revolver at the stock. Take cartridges 
either singly or in clips from the belt with the right

Figure 19. Raise pistol. Figure 20. Inspection anus.
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hand and insert one in each chamber to be loaded. 
Close the cylinder with, the left thumb and resume 
the position of raise pistol.

Note. If cartridge clips are not used, empty shells must 
be removed from the chambers with the fingernails.

68. UNLOAD. Being at raise pistol, at the command 
UNLOAD, lower the revolver to the left hand and 
proceed as in paragraph 67, returning unfired car 
tridges to the belt.

69. INSPECTION ARMS (fig. 20). 1. INSPECTION, 2. 
AEMS. At the command ARMS, assume the posi 
tion of raise pistol if not already in that position. 
Open the cylinder by operating the latch with the 
right thumb and pushing the cylinder to the left 
with the right forefinger. After the revolver has 
been inspected, or at the command 1. RETURN, 2. 
PISTOL, close the cylinder with the tip of the right 
thumb.

70. TO RETURN PISTOL. The commands are: 
1. RETURN, 2. PISTOL. At the command PISTOL, 
lower the revolver to the holster, reversing it, muz 
zle down, back of the hand to the body; raise the flap 
of the holster with the right thumb; insert the pistol 
in the holster and thrust it home; button the flap of 
the holster with the right hand.
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Section III 

MOUNTED

71. GENERAL RULES. The following commands are 
executed as when dismounted: RAISE PISTOL, 
LOAD, UNLOAD, and RETURN PISTOL. The
mounted movements may be practiced when dis 
mounted by first cautioning, "Mounted Position." 
At this command, the right foot is carried approxi 
mately 20 inches to the right, and the left hand to the 
position of the bridle hand. Whenever the revolver 
is lowered into the left hand, the movement is exe 
cuted by raising the left hand to the front until the 
f orearm is horizontal. Place the revolver in the left 
hand, latch up, barrel inclined to the left front and 
downward at an angle of approximately 30°.

72. INSPECTION ARMS. 1. INSPECTION, 2. ARMS. 
At the command ARMS, lower the revolver into the 
bridle hand, latch up, barrel inclined to the left 
front, and downward at an angle of 30°. Press the 
latch with the right thumb, push the cylinder out with 
the second finger of the left hand, press the ejector 
rod head with the left thumb, right hand steadying 
the revolver at the stock. Bring the revolver up to 
the position of raise pistol. After the revolver has 
been inspected, or on command, close the cylinder 
with the tip of the right thumb, and return revolver 
to holster as prescribed in paragraph 70.
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PART THREE 
MARKSMANSHIP

CHAPTER 1 

KNOWN-DISTANCE TARGETS

Section I 

GENERAL

73. GENERAL, a. Objective. The ultimate objective 
of training in marksmanship with automatic pistol 
or revolver is to develop the ability to fire quickly 
one or more accurate shots. To attain accuracy, 
training must include in its initial phases carefully 
coached slow fire. Only after accuracy has been at 
tained should practice be directed toward develop 
ment of speed. Extreme care must be exercised to 
see that speed is not achieved at the expense of 
accuracy.

b. Scope. Training in markmanship with hand 
weapons includes preparatory instruction, range 
practice and firing for record, and combat firing.

74. METHODS OF INSTRUCTION, a. General. Firing 
the automatic pistol or revolver is a purely mechan 
ical operation. Therefore, the most effective methods 
of instruction in marksmanship with hand weapons 
are the same as those generally applied to instruc 
tions in any other mechanical operation. Essential
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subject material is divided into several progressively 
arranged phases, each of which the soldier must 
learn in proper sequence. Further, his work through 
out the course of instruction must be supervised with 
a view to detecting and correcting his mistakes and 
preventing the fixation of undesirable shooting 
habits.

b. Coach and pupil method. The coach and pupil 
method of instruction is peculiarly applicable to 
training in marksmanship. By working in pairs 
when receiving instruction, each man of the team is 
enabled alternately to learn while acting as coach and 
watching the actions and correcting the mistakes of 
his partner and then performing the exercises him 
self as pupil. Each man is also permitted to rest 
periodically without halting the progress of his 
training. In order to receive maximum benefit from 
the coach and pupil method of instruction, each man 
must understand thoroughly its purpose and his in 
dividual responsibility both as coach and pupil. This 
method of instruction is used throughout all phases 
of marksmanship training wherever applicable.

c. Individual instruction. (1) Instruction must ~be 
directed toward the individual soldier. Methods of 
instruction cannot be successful which neglect the 
individual and are directed only to a group. The in 
structor in charge of training and his assistants are, 
therefore, required to keep themselves informed as 
to the progress of each man. It is their responsibility 
to ascertain that every soldier understands thorough 
ly all points of instruction and is capable of applying 
them. Furthermore, the soldier's knowledge of each 
principle and its application must be complete be-
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fore passing on to the next point of instruction. 
Halfway measures are not acceptable. The individ 
ual must perform each exercise correctly before at 
tempting the next.

(2) The closest supervision must be exercised over 
the performance of all exercises by individuals. Mis 
takes on their part are noted, brought to their atten 
tion, and corrected immediately. This practice is 
essential to proficient instruction which, in turn, is 
essential to good marksmanship with hand weapons. 
As an example, flinching is caused by jerking the trig 
ger. The soldier who jerks the trigger and is not cor 
rected immediately merely continues the malpractice 
until it has become a fixed habit. Correction of unde 
sirable shooting habits is a long and difficult process 
when they have become instinctive as a result of 
poorly supervised practice. However, if the soldier 
is first thoroughly instructed in the correct principles 
of firing and is coached properly and with care when 
he actually begins to shoot, correct shooting habits 
are developed and fixed.

d. Practice. Properly supervised practice is essen 
tial to good marksmanship, but practice haphazardly 
undertaken and inadequately supervised is very likely 
to cause harm rather than to achieve any benefit. 
During all practice sessions instructors must impress 
upon the coaches the absolute necessity for their re 
quiring correct performance by the pupil. Coaches 
and instructors must be alert. They must not allow 
any individual to persist in erroneous practice which 
will form an undesirable shooting habit.

e. Instructgrs. Officers in charge of marksmanship 
training are responsible that all instructors, commis-
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sioned and noncommissioned, are qualified in perti 
nent subjects. All instructors will adhere to training 
doctrine enunciated in FM 21-5, TM 21-250, and TF 
7-295.

f. Miscellaneous. (1) During all phases of train 
ing except record and combat firing, any individual 
who assumes a firing position must be supervised by 
a qualified coach. Periods of instruction during the 
preparatory phases should be conducted out-of-doors 
with full-sized pistol targets. However, during in 
clement weather, miniature targets may be used in 
doors with good results.

(2) Full-size pistol targets should be placed in the 
vicinity of the barracks to encourage men to spend 
extra time in practice.

(3) Considerable preparatory exercise is necessary 
to strengthen the muscles of the hand and the arm 
and to fix the habit of correct trigger squeeze. Peri 
ods of exercise, however, should not ordinarily be of 
long duration. Three or four 10-minute periods per 
day for a month will produce good results on the 
range. Exercises may be conducted concurrently 
with other training or during periods of inactivity 
in the field.

(4) Instructors will assure themselves that all 
weapons used in all periods of training are in 
satisfactory working condition.
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Section II 

PREPARATORY TRAINING

75. GENERAL, a. Objective. Preparatory instruc 
tion is intended to teach the individual the principles 
of marksmanship with hand weapons and to assure 
his proficiency in their application.

b. Scope. Every individual who is to fire on the 
range must first complete the following phases of 
preparatory training:

(1) Aiming exercises.
(2) Position exercises.
(3) Trigger-squeeze exercises.
(4) Timed-fire exercises.
(5) Sustained-fire exercises.
(6) Quick-fire exercises.
(7) Examination.

76. CONDUCT OF INSTRUCTION. The phases of in 
struction indicated in paragraph 75 above, are ar 
ranged progressively and are conducted in sequence. 

a. Introduction. (1) At the beginning of the first 
phase of preparatory instruction, the instructor ex 
plains the purpose and scope of the entire course of 
instruction in marksmanship with hand weapons. 
His explanation should include discussion of the 
manner in which instruction is organized to keep all 
men continuously occupied. He further explains 
fully the coach and pupil method of instruction and 
its purpose and application. It is advisable that he 
demonstrate the principles discussed by employment 
of a demonstration squad.
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(2) In addition to the orientation discussion at the 
beginning of the initial period, each succeeding pe 
riod of instruction is likewise initiated with a sim 
ilar discussion relative to that specific period. The 
instructor explains fully and will demonstrate 
wherever applicable the subject material and exer 
cises to be covered during the period. He establishes 
an objective for each man in every period of instruc 
tion by explaining fully and clearly exactly what the 
instruction is intended to achieve.

b. Demonstration. Wherever applicable instruc 
tors will employ demonstration squads to emphasize 
•and clarify pertinent items of instruction. Person 
nel used for demonstration purposes will have been 
thoroughly rehearsed in their duties and familiarized 
with the objective and scope of the demonstration they 
are to perform. Demonstrations will not be hap 
hazardly undertaken, but will be planned in detail 
and executed in strict adherence to pertinent 
principles.

c. Application. During applicatory phases of pre 
paratory training the responsibilities incident to 
supervision by instructors is particularly exacting. 
The work of coaches as well as pupils must be super 
vised with great care. Unless sufficient supervision 
is exercised over them, coaches are apt to be unim 
pressed with their responsibilities and consequently 
fail to achieve their purpose. The importance of not 
ing and immediately correcting errors committed by 
both, coach and pupil cannot be overemphasized.

77. BLACKENING SIGHTS. In all preparatory firing, 
except combat firing, both sights of the weapon, if
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not already sufficiently black, should be blackened to 
eliminate glare and to silhouette the sights distinctly. 
Before being blackened the sights should be cleaned 
and all traces of oil removed. The blackening is done 
by holding each sight for a few seconds in the point 
of a small flame which will deposit a uniform coating 
of lampblack on the metal. A carbide lamp, kero 
sene lamp, candle, or small pine stick can be used for 
the purpose. Carbide gas from a lamp is the most 
satisfactory of the materials named.

78. AIMING EXERCISES, a. Equipment. Equipment 
should be available in sufficient quantities to provide 
continuous occupation for all men engaged in train 
ing. The instructor will assure himself prior to each 
period that sufficient equipment is available and is 
in good condition.

-TARGET

-TARGET SLIT
-FRONT SIGHT

—REAR SIGHT
EYE PIECE-

Figure 21. Sighting liar.

(1) Sighting l>ar (fig. 21). (a) Pieces of tin or 
cardboard used on the sighting bar and the top of 
the bar itself should be blackened carefully. Fasten 
the bar to a box about 1 foot high and place the box 
on the ground, a table, or other suitable place.

(&) Use of the sighting bar requires the man being 
instructed to place his eye so that he sees the sights
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in proper alignment. Since the sights are consider 
ably larger than those on the pistol or revolver, errors 
are more easily perceived by the instructor and, there 
fore, more easily pointed out to and understood by 
the soldier. Use of the eye piece of the sighting bar 
provides a means by which the instructor may de 
termine if the soldier is placing his eye in the proper 
position.

(2) Automatic pistol and revolver rests, (a) To 
construct a sighting rest for the automatic pistol (fig. 
22), use a piece of wood about 10 inches long, 1^ 
inches wide, and %g inch thick. Shape one end so 
that it will fit snugly in the handle of the pistol when 
the magazine has been removed. Screw or nail this 
stick to the top of a post or other object at such an 
angle that the pistol, when placed on the stick, will 
be aimed approximately parallel with the ground. A 
suitable sighting rest for the pistol may be improvised 
easily by cutting an additional notch to hold the 
pistol in one end of the box used as a rifle rest.

(&) To construct a sighting rest for the revolver 
(fig. 23), build a frame of wood so that the revolver 
is supported therein. Screw or nail this frame to 
the top of a post or other object so that the revolver, 
when in position, is approximately horizontal. In 
the same manner as for the automatic pistol, a suitable 
rest for the revolver may be easily improvised by 
cutting an additional notch in one end of the box 
used as a rifle rest.

(3) Aiming dinks (fig. 23). («) For each sighting 
bar and each pistol rest, a small disk (3 inches in 
diameter) is made of white cardboard or of tin with 
white paper pasted on it and with a small bull's-eye in
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the center. In the exact center of the bull's-eye is a 
small hole just large enough to admit the point of a 
pencil. For indoor or short-range work, the bull's- 
eye should not be larger than a 50-cent piece.

(5) There should be one 5-inch aiming disk for 
each squad for shot-group exercises at a range of 25 
yards. The large disk should be of tin, painted black, 
with a handle 4 or 5 feet long and of the same color 
as the paper on which the shot groups are to be made.

b. First exercise. (1) The instructor displays a 
sighting bar to his group and points out the front and 
rear sights, the eyepiece, and the removable target. 
He explains the following:

(a) The front and rear sights on the sighting bar 
represent enlarged pistol sights.

(5) The sighting bar is used in the first sighting 
exercise because, by its use, small errors can be seen 
easily and explained to the pupil.

(<?) Use of the eyepiece requires the pupil to place 
his eye in such a position that he sees the sights in 
exactly the same alignment as seen by the coach.

(d) There is no eyepiece on the pistol but the pupil 
learns by use of the sighting bar how to align the 
sights properly when using the pistol.

(e) The removable target attached to the end of 
the sighting bar provides a simple means for readily 
aligning the sights on a bull's-eye.

(2) The instructor explains the open sight to the 
assembled group showing each man an illustration 
of a correct sight alignment (fig. 24).

(3) The instructor, using the open sight, adjusts 
the sights of the sighting bar with target removed to 
illustrate a correct alignment of the sights. He re-
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quires each man of the assembled group to look 
through the eyepiece at each of the sight adjustments.

(4) The instructor adjusts the sights to various 
small errors in sight alignment and requires each 
man of the assembled group to endeavor to detect 
the errors.

(5) The instructor describes a correct aim, again 
showing an illustration to each man (fig. 24). He 
explains that the top of the front sight is seen through 
the middle of the open sight in such a manner that 
its top is level with the outside edges of the open 
sight and just touches the bottom of the bull's-eye. 
All of the bull's-eye can be clearly seen.

(6) The instructor explains that in aiming, the 
student's eye should first be focused on the target in 
order to ascertain that he is aiming at his own target. 
His eye is then focused on the top of the front sight 
in order to insure that the line of sight established is 
a line through the center of the rear sight and over 
the center of the front sight, whose top is level with 
the outside edges of the open sight. He also dem 
onstrates how a slight error in centering the front 
sight in the rear sight will cause the line of sight, 
when it reaches the target, to diverge greatly from 
the center of the bull's-eye.

(7) The instructor adjusts the sights of the sight 
ing bar and the removable target to illustrate a cor 
rect aim. Each man of the group looks through the 
eyepiece to observe the correct aiming picture.

(8) The instructor adjusts the sights and the re 
movable target of the sighting bar to illustrate vari 
ous small errors. Each man in the group attempts 
to detect and describe them.
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(9) After completing the above exercise coaches 
and pupils are designated, and the exercise is re 
peated as time allows.

c. Second exercise. (1) With the pistol on the 
pistol rest and the sights pointing at a blank sheet 
of paper on a board or wall, the instructor stands with 
his head in the same relative position as when actu 
ally firing the pistol and looks through the sights 
(fig. 23). By signal or word he has the disk moved 
until the bottom edge of the bull's-eye is in exact 
alignment with the sights. Then he commands 
HOLD and moves away from the pistol. The men 
then observe the correct sighting and aiming picture 
through the sights of the pistol.

(2) The instructor requires the man under in 
struction to look through the sights and direct the 
disk to be moved until the sights are aligned on the 
bottom of the bull's-eye. The instructor then looks 
through the sights to see if the alignment is correct.

(3) The instructor adjusts the sights with the 
bull's-eye to illustrate various slight errors. He re 
quires the man under instruction to detect them.

d. Third exercise. Using the sighting rest, the man 
under instruction is required by the instructor to 
direct the marker to move the disk until the sights 
are aimed at the bottom edge of the bull's-eye and 
then to command HOLD. The instructor then checks 
the aim and, after noticing whether the aim is or is 
not correct, commands MARK. The marker, with 
out moving the disk, makes a pencil mark on the 
paper through the hole in the center of the bull's-eye. 
Repeat the operation until three marks have been 
made. The instructor checks the aim each time but
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says nothing to the man until all three marks have 
been made and joined together. The faults, if any, 
are then pointed out. The factors contributing to 
the size and shape of the shot group are discussed 
and the exercise is repeated several times. At 30 
feet, using the small bull's-eye, the shot group should 
be small enough to be covered by a dime. 
79. POSITION EXERCISE, a. Essentials of proper po 
sition. To assume the proper position for firing, it 
is necessary to know the correct position of the body 
with relation to the target, how to grasp the pistol or 
revolver,-how to aim, and how to hold the breath 
properly.

(1) Position of ~body. The firer assumes a posi 
tion on a line perpendicular to the face of the bull's- 
eye. The body is then faced slightly more than 45° 
to the left of a line to the bull's-eye. The feet are 12 
to 18 inches apart, the head is erect, and the body is 
in balance when the pistol is held in the firing posi 
tion. Because of individual peculiarities of con 
formation, the position may vary slightly, but 
regardless of bodily conformation, the position as 
sumed should be relaxed and comfortable, and the 
pistol, when held in the firing position (fig. 25), 
should point naturally and without undue effort at 
the center of the target. Unless the body, the pistol, 
and the target are in correct alignment, muscles of 
the body must be brought into tension to aim and 
fire each shot. The muscular tension, in turn, causes 
trembling and excessive fatigue. If such is the case, 
the entire body must ~be shifted until the pistol, held 
in a position to fire, points directly at the center of
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Figure 25. Position of the body ichen firing the pistol. Posi 
tion is the same with both automatic pistol and revolver.
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the target. The position of the body is the same 
;when firing the automatic pistol and the revolver.

(2) Grasping pistol, (a) With the pistol held in 
the left hand, the grip safety is forced down and 
back into the crotch formed between the thumb and 
forefinger of the right hand. The hand should be as 
high as possible without having the flesh squeezed 
between the tang of the hammer and the grip safety. 
The barrel is aligned with the forearm in such a 
manner that, if the forefinger were pointed instead 
of the gun, it would be leveled at the target. The 
thumb is held parallel to or slightly higher than the 
forefinger, but should never be lower. The lower 
three fingers grasp the stock firmly to prevent the 
recoil from twisting the weapon in the hand and 
causing the next shot to go-wild.

(b) The frame of the pistol is squeezed by the 
thumb and base of the forefinger but, depending upon 
the conformation of the hand, the 'ball of the thumb 
may or may not be in contact with the frame. By 
means of the pressure exerted upon the frame by the 
thumb and the base of the forefinger, movement of 
the gun to right or left is controlled and the applica 
tion of trigger squeeze is more effectively coordinated.

(<?) The muscles of the arm are firm without being 
rigid. The barrel is in direct prolongation of the pis 
tol arm and the wrist is locked so that the weapon 
cannot search up or down. The elbow is straight and 
locked. The only pivot is at the shoulder joint. 
After recoil, when the individual is firing correctly, 
the pistol arm should automatically carry the pistol 
back to its original position in approximate align 
ment with the bull's-eye.
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Figure 36. Grasping the automatic pistol.

Figure 27. Grasping the revolver.
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(d) As illustrated in figures 26 and 27, the auto 
matic pistol and revolver are grasped in the same 
manner except for slight differences caused by con 
formation of the two weapons.

(3) Holding breath. It is important to emphasize 
that holding the breath properly is necessary to good 
marksmanship. Emphasis upon this point is re 
quired because many men hold their breath improp 
erly or not at all. While the procedure is simple, it 
requires explanation, demonstration, and supervised 
practice. To hold the breath properly, an ordinary 
breath is drawn in, a little let out, and the rest held 
by closing the throat. The breath should not be held 
by muscular constriction of the diaphragm since to 
do so causes muscular strain and trembling and de 
feats the purpose of holding the breath.

b. Exercise. (1) Required for this exercise: A 
line of L targets with firing points at 15 and 25 yards 
or a line of small aiming bull's-eyes placed at the 
height of the shoulder.

(2) The instructor places the men, armed with the 
pistol, in one line at 1-pace intervals. He gives the 
command: 1. INSPECTION, 2. ARMS, and verifies the 
fact that all pistols are unloaded.

(3) The instructor demonstrates the position of 
the hand in gripping the pistol and describes the grip 
in detail.

(4) The instructor requires each man to grip the 
stock of his pistol in the prescribed manner, using the 
free hand to grasp the barrel and set the stock well 
back in the pistol hand between the thumb and the 
base of the first finger.

(5) The instructor describes the correct method of
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holding the breath while aiming. He requires each 
man to practice the procedure.

(6) The instructor demonstrates the correct posi 
tion of the body when firing. He explains in detail 
the position of the feet, legs, body muscles, arms, and 
head.

(7) The instructor requires each man to assume the 
correct firing position. Assistant instructors correct 
individuals who are at fault.

(8) The above exercises having been completed, 
the men are placed in pairs opposite L targets or 
opposite small bull's-eyes and are instructed in taking 
turns coaching each other as follows:

(<z) Grasp the stock with the correct grip.
(&) Face target, then face slightly more than half 

left.
(<?) Separate the feet 12 to 18 inches.
(d) Align the sights on the bottom edge of the 

bull's-eye, arm extended.
(e) Hold the breath.
(/) As soon as the arm becomes tired or the aim 

becomes unsteady, assume the position of raise pistol.
(g) The pistol should be removed from the right 

hand and the muscles of the hand, arm, and shoulder 
relaxed and exercised before resuming the grip.

(9) After the pupil has completed the position 
exercise, he may repeat it using a weight such as a 
pair of field glasses in a case suspended from the 
right arm. The weight is suspended first between 
shoulder and elbow, then from the forearm, then, 
from the wrist and, finally, from the barrel of the 
pistol. Short rests should be given frequently. The
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value of this exercise lies in developing the muscles of 
the shoulder and arm.

(10) (a) The hammer is not raised during the 
position exercises and the trigger is squeezed very 
lightly with the finger.

(5) After a short rest, repeat the exercise.
(c) Coaches watch carefully and correct all errors.
(d) The pupil and the coach change places as the 

instructor desires. This should be every 3 to 5 
minutes.

(e) Only a few hours should be devoted to the posi 
tion exercises. All details thereof are included in 
the trigger-squeeze exercise.

80. TRIGGER SQUEEZE, a. Importance of correct trig 
ger squeeze. (1) The pupil can readily learn to aim 
and hold the aim either on the bull's-eye or very close 
to it for at least 10 seconds. When he has learned 
to squeeze the trigger in such a manner as not to spoil 
his aim he becomes a good shot. All men flinch in 
firing the pistol if they know the exact instant at 
which the discharge is to take place. This is an in 
voluntary action which cannot be controlled. A sud 
den pressure of the trigger may derange the aim 
slightly, but the extreme inaccuracy of the shot fired 
in this way is due mainly to the flinch; that is, the 
thrusting forward of the hand to meet the shock of 
recoil. Any man is a good shot who holds the sights 
of the pistol as nearly on the bull's-eye as possible 
and continues to squeeze the trigger with a unif ormly 
increasing pressure until the pistol goes off. Any 
man who has learned to increase the pressure on the
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trigger only when the sights are in alignment with 
the bull's-eye, who holds the pressure when the muz 
zle swerves, and who continues with the pressure 
when the sights are again in line with the bull's-eye is 
an excellent shot. Any man who tries to "catch his 
sights" as they touch the bull's-eye and to set the 
pistol off at that instant is a very l>ad shot.

(2) The apparent unsteadiness of the pistol while 
being held on the bull's eye does not cause much vari 
ation in the striking place of the bullet, because the 
movement is of the whole extended arm and pistol. 
However, the sudden pressure of the trigger which 
always accompanies the flinch deflects the muzzle of 
the pistol and causes the bullet to strike far from 
the mark. When the trigger is squeezed, the pres 
sure must be straight to the rear. There is a tendency 
on the part of some men to press the trigger also to 
the left.

b. Calling shot. To call the shot is to state where 
the sights were pointed at the instant the hammer 
fell; for example: "high," "a little low," "to the left," 
"slightly to the right," or "bull's-eye." If the sol 
dier cannot call his shot correctly in range practice, 
he has not pressed the trigger properly and conse 
quently does not know where the sights were pointed 
when the hammer fell.

e. Trigger-squeeze exercises. (1) First exercise, 
(a) Eequired for this exercise: A line of L targets 
with firing points at 25 yards.

(b) The instructor gives the command: 1. INSPEC 
TION, 2. ARMS, and verifies the fact that all pistols 
are unloaded.
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(<?) The instructor explains and demonstrates the 
details of this exercise, which are:

1. Cock and lock the piece.
2. Take the correct grip.
3. Take the correct position.
4- Align the sights on the target and start the 

squeeze, gradually increasing the pres 
sure on the trigger until all the strength 
of the hand is employed.

5. Eest the hand.
6. Repeat the above operation with, the piece 

unlocked.
7. Call the shot.

(d) The instructor assures himself that all the men 
understand the details of this exercise. The work 
is then carried on by pairs working together as coach 
and pupil. The pupil and the coach change places 
frequently to avoid tiring the muscles of the arm. 
Extended trigger-squeeze exercise is necessary. The 
periods utilized for the exercise should be short but 
frequent.

(e) The duties of the coach are—
1. See that the firer uses the correct grip.
8. See that the firer assumes a correct position.
3. Watch the hand of the firer to see that he is 

gradually increasing the pressure on the 
trigger.

4. See that the firer rests his pistol hand after 
each time the trigger is squeezed.

5. See that the firer calls the shot when the
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exercise is repeated with the piece un 
locked.

(2) Second exeroise. (a) The instructor gives the 
command: 1. INSPECTION, 2. ARMS, and verifies the 
fact that all pistols are unloaded.

(5) The instructor explains and demonstrates the 
details of this exercise, which are:

1. Cock the piece.
2. Take the correct grip.
3. Take the correct position.
4. Align the sights on the target and begin the 

squeeze. Close the eyes and continue to 
the squeeze until the hammer falls.

5. When the hammer falls, open the eyes and 
check the aim to see if it has been de 
ranged.

"Note. The firer should be able to keep on the target. If 
he is persistently off, he should check on his grip and posi 
tion to see that they are correct.

(c) The duties of the coach in this exercise are 
the same as in the first trigger-squeeze exercise.

(3) Third exercise. In learning to fire the pistol, 
the average man has a tendency to push or punch for 
ward with the arm or shoulder to meet the force of 
recoil of the piece. To assist the firer in overcoming 
this tendency, the following exercise is prescribed:

(a) By command, the instructor verifies the fact 
that all pistols are unloaded.

(5) The instructor requires the coaches and pupils 
to take positions at the firing points.

(c) The instructor requires the pupil to cock and
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lock the piece, take his firing position, align the sights 
under the bull's-eye, and squeeze the trigger.

(d) The coach stands in front of the firer, facing 
him, and strikes the muzzle of the piece with the 
palm of his hand. At irregular intervals, his hand 
misses the muzzle. The firer should hold the piece 
on the target and make no forward punching move 
ment to meet the shock of the blow. If the firer does 
push forward with the arm or shoulder, it will be 
apparent when the coach misses the muzzle.

81. TIMED FIRE. a. Training for timed fire. (1)
Training for timed fire is begun after the principles 
of slow fire, particularly the trigger-squeeze exercise, 
are thoroughly understood and some facility in ap 
plying them has been gained. The trigger-squeeze 
exercise in slow fire, however, should be resumed and 
continued during the entire period of preparatory 
training.

(2) Timed fire is the same as slow fire except that 
the time between shots is limited. The restriction 
placed upon the time makes the step from slow fire, 
without any time limit, to sustained fire, with only a 
few seconds allowance, an easier one.

(3) The first shot should be fired without undue 
delay. Succeeding shots should be approximately 
evenly spaced in order that the last shot will be fired 
immediately prior to the expiration of the time limit. 
Although the grasp on the pistol (revolver) may be 
relaxed after each shot, the proper position and grasp 
should be taken for every shot. Also for each shot, 
the breath should be held, the sights correctly aligned, 
and the trigger properly squeezed.
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(4) Immediately after each shot the piece should 
be cocked, using either hand.

b. Timed-fire exercise. (1) Eequired for this ex 
ercise : A row of L targets or a row of bull's-eyes.

(2) The instructor gives the command: 1. INSPEC 
TION, 2. AKMS, and verifies that all pistols are 
unloaded.

(3) The instructor explains to the group that the 
trigger squeeze is the same in timed fire as in slow 
fire.

(4) Then the instructor takes the proper position 
and grasp of the piece to simulate fire on a target. 
He proceeds to explain and demonstrate the correct 
method of simulating the firing of five shots in the 
prescribed length of time. The demonstration should 
include the recocking of the pistol (revolver) im 
mediately after each shot.

(5) (a) Upon the completion of the above demon 
stration the men are placed in pairs in front of the 
line of targets, one to practice and one to coach. The 
exercise is then conducted to simulate timed fire in 
range practice. If a line of disappearing targets 
is being used for the exercise, the targets appear, re 
main in sight the allotted time, and then disappear. 
While the targets are in sight each man undergoing 
instruction attempts to fire five shots (simulated fire), 
cocking the piece for each shot, except the first.

(b) If the targets are stationary, the exercise be 
gins with the command: 1. COMMENCE, 2. FIRING, 
and ends with the command: 1. CEASE, 2. FIRING.

(o) After each three or four scores of simulated 
fire, the coaches and pupils exchange duties.
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(d) In this exercise, the coach notes and corrects 
all errors in grip, position, trigger squeeze, cocking 
the piece, and holding the breath. Sustained-fire 
exercises should be frequent but not repeated until 
they become tiresome.

82. SUSTAINED FIRE; AUTOMATIC PISTOL, a. Train 
ing for sustained fire. (1) Training for sustained fire 
is begun after the principles of slow fire and timed 
fire are thoroughly understood and some facility in 
applying them has been gained.

(2) The time consumed in squeezing the trigger 
must necessarily be shorter in sustained fire than in 
slow or timed fire, but the process is the same.

(3) To fire the first shot, the pistol is brought by 
the shortest route from raise pistol to the aiming po 
sition and sights are aligned on the mark. This is 
done by smoothly and rapidly extending the right 
arm straight from the shoulder, inserting the right 
forefinger in the trigger guard during the movement, 
and holding the breath. To bring the pistol through 
the arc of a circle to the aiming position is an unnec 
essary loss of valuable time.

(4) For succeeding shots, the sights should be 
held as nearly on the mark as possible and the breath 
held throughout the score. The recoil after each 
shot will throw the sights out of alignment, but they 
should be brought back immediately to the mark by 
the shortest route. An upward movement of the arm, 
also caused by recoil, moves the hand 6 to 8 inches. 
There should be no snapping or bending of the wrist 
or elbow. The sights will then come back on the 
mark automatically after each shot. It is a useless
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loss of time to give the pistol a flourish between shots.
(5) To simulate the self-loading action of the au 

tomatic pistol, the end of a strong cord about 4 feet 
long is tied to the thumbpiece of the hammer, the 
knot on top, and a few turns of the other end of the 
cord are taken around the thumb or fingers of the 
left hand. The cord should be long enough to permit 
the left hand to hang naturally at the side while aim 
ing the pistol with the right hand, right arm fully 
extended.

(6) Each time the hammer falls, a quick, back 
ward jerk of the left hand recocks the pistol and, at 
the same time, jerks the sights out of alignment with 
the bull's-eye. This derangement of the alignment 
corresponds very closely to the jump of the pistol 
when actually firing.

(7) If the knot is underneath the hammer or if a 
very thick cord is used, the hammer will not remain 
cocked when jerked back.

b. Sustained-fire exercise. (1) Required for this 
exercise: A piece of strong cord about 4 feet long 
for each man; a row of L targets or a row of bull's- 
eyes.

(2) The instructor gives the command: 1. IN 
SPECTION, 2. ARMS, and verifies the fact that all pis 
tols are unloaded.

(3) The instructor explains to the group that the 
trigger-squeeze is the same in sustained fire as in 
slow or timed fire.

(4) Then, the instructor demonstrates the correct 
method of bringing the pistol to the aiming position 
by the shortest route. He shows how this is done
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from raise pistol and in drawing the pistol from the 
holster in an emergency.

(5) The instructor shows how to tie the cord to 
the thumbpiece of the hammer and has each man 
adjust-his cord in the same manner.

(6) Next, the instructor demonstrates cocking of 
the pistol by means of the cord. He explains how 
this expedient simulates the self-loading action of the 
pistol.

(7) The instructor shows how the pistol is kept 
as nearly on the mark as possible during the whole 
score. He cautions the men to avoid unnecessary 
flourishes or movements between shots.

(8) Finally, the instructor explains and demon 
strates—

(a) The action of the pistol in recoil.
(5) Why the arm should not be permitted to bend 

at the elbow.
(<?) Moving the pistol upward through a small 

arc and deflecting it only a short distance from the 
original point of aim.

(d) Moving the forefinger forward after the ex 
plosion only far enough to allow the sear to become 
reengaged and, immediately thereafter, beginning 
the trigger-squeeze for the next shot.

(e) Keeping the eye from closing when the explo 
sion occurs.

(/) Holding the breath for each shot.
(9) (a) The above demonstrations having been 

completed, the men are placed in pairs in front of 
the line of targets, one to practice and one to coach. 
The exercise is then conducted to simulate sustained 
fire in range practice. If a line of disappearing tar-
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gets has been arranged for this exercise, the targets 
appear, remain in sight the allotted time, and then 
disappear. While the targets are in sight, each man 
undergoing instruction attempts to fire five shots 
(simulated fire), cocking the piece for each shot, 
except the first, by a jerk of the cord with the left 
hand.

(b) If the targets are stationary, the exercise be 
gins with the command: 1. COMMENCE, 2. FIR 
ING, and ends with the command: 1. CEASE, 2. 
FIRING.

(c) After each three or four scores of simulated 
fire, the coaches and pupils exchange duties.

(10) (a) In this exercise the coach notes and cor 
rects all errors in grip, position, trigger squeeze, 
cocking and manipulation of the piece, and holding 
the breath. He gives particular attention to the 
trigger squeeze.

(b) Sustained-fire exercises should be frequent but 
not of long duration.

(c) It is advisable to extend the time limits several 
seconds when sustained-fire exercise is first taken 
up. The time limit is then gradually reduced until 
it corresponds to the time prescribed for range firing, 
record practice.

83. SUSTAINED FIRE; REVOLVER, a. Training for sus 
tained fire. Training for sustained fire is begun after 
the principles of slow fire and timed fire are thor 
oughly understood and some facility in applying 

• them has been gained.
b. General principles. (1) Sustained fire is the 

same as slow fire and timed fire except that the piece
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remains pointed at the target for five consecutive 
shots, and there is no pause or delay between the dis 
charge of one shot and the application of the opera 
tions to fire the next shot.

(2) To attain the degree of accuracy required for 
proficiency in sustained fire, the revolver must be 
cocked by use of the thumb and not by using double 
action.

(3) Basically, the grip on the stock (except for a 
slightly tighter feel and the fact that the finger tips 
now contact the stock), the position of the arm, and 
the position of the body are the same as for slow 
fire and timed fire.

(4) It is important that a uniform grip be main 
tained throughout the firing of the score. Any shift 
in the position of the revolver in the hand or varia 
tion in the pressure of the hand and fingers during 
the firing of the score results in inaccuracy. A great 
deal of practice "dry shooting" is necessary to develop 
skill.

(5) To fire the first shot, the revolver is brought 
from the position of raise pistol by the shortest route 
to the firing position with the sights properly aligned 
on the aiming point. This is done by a smooth but 
deliberate and rapid extension of the right arm 
straight from the shoulder, cocking the piece, insert 
ing the forefinger in the trigger guard during the 
movement, and holding the breath.

(6) In sustained fire, time is gained by— 
(a) Taking position accurately. 
(Z>) Applying a heavy initial pressure on the trig 

ger as soon as the sights are aligned and then main-
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taining a continuously increasing pressure until the 
shot is fired.

(c) Rapid and smooth cocking of the piece.
(d) Keeping the focus of the eye on the front 

sight during the firing of the entire string.
(e) Absorbing the shock of recoil at the shoulder, 

not at the wrist or elbow, thereby reducing the move 
ment of the gun to a minimum.

Caution: Every effort should l>e made to overcome 
the disastrous tendency to save time by pulling the 
trigger quickly when the aim is perfect.

c. Cocking revolver. (1) General. There are two 
methods of cocking the revolver for the succeeding 
shots, the side method and the straight-back method. 
Both methods are good. Each requires a great deal 
of practice before sufficient skill is acquired to cock 
the hammer without shifting the position of the stock 
in the hand. The method to be used by the individual 
depends upon the size, shape, and muscular develop 
ment of the hand. For that reason both methods 
should be taught and practiced until it is determined 
which one proves the more satisfactory. Thereafter 
only that method should be practiced.

(2) Side method (fig. 28). (a) The recoil of the 
revolver causes it to rise about 4 to 6 inches above the 
point of aim. As it reaches the top of the upward 
movement, the grip is relaxed slightly and the ball of 
the thumb is placed on the spur of the hammer. A 
downward pressure is exerted with the thumb and at 
the same time the muzzle is moved with a wrist mo 
tion to the right about 4 inches. This combined action 
of the thumb and movement of the muzzle causes the 
hammer to snap to full cock.
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(5) During this movement it is important that the 
fingers on the left side of the stock be kept in place 
to assist in controlling the revolver.

(c) Immediately after the hammer has snapped 
to the full cock position, the revolver is moved back 
into aiming position and the thumb replaced along 
the side of the frame.

(d) During the operation of cocking and bringing

Figure 28. Side method of cocking revolver.

the revolver back to the aiming position, the muzzle 
must be kept elevated so that the front sight is visible 
and can be readily aligned in the rear sight notch. 
This obviates the possibility of losing time in hunt 
ing for the front sight and in aligning it in the rear 
sight notch, which often occurs when the muzzle is 
allowed to sag.

(e) Some individuals may experience difficulty in
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keeping the grip in the same position on the revolver 
during the firing of a string. In most cases the hand 
tends to work higher on the stock, thus restricting 
the action of the thumb in cocking and making it 
necessary to regrasp the revolver in the middle of the 
string. This difficulty may be overcome by altering 
the grip slightly so that the little finger is placed 
under the bottom of the butt of the stock (fig. 29).

(3) Straight-back method (fig. 30). (a) With this 
method of cocking the revolver, the grip is not loos 
ened nor is the revolver shifted from its line of re 
coil. As soon as the shot is, fired and while the gun 
is in recoil, the thumb is placed on the hammer spur 
and the hammer drawn straight back to the full cock 
position by the action of the thumb only. During 
the time the hammer is being drawn back, the re 
volver is lowered from its uppermost recoil position 
to the aiming position. As soon as the hammer is 
cocked, the thumb is replaced alongside the frame.

(b] This method is simpler and has the following 
advantages over the side method:

1. Permits the grip to be more uniformly 
maintained throughout the firing of the 
sustained-fire string.

2. Since there is no side movement of the re 
volver during the process of cocking, the 
sights can be more readily realigned and 
brought back on the point of aim.

(<?) The straight back method has the disadvan 
tage, however, that many men are unable to flex their 
thumbs sufficiently to draw the hammer all the way 
back. This causes the thumb to become cramped
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Figure 29. Cocking the revolver, straight-back method, little 
finger beneath butt of stock.

Figure 30. Cocking the revolver, straight-back method.
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when the hammer is about two-thirds of the way to 
full cock, and necessitates regripping the piece to 
complete the cocking of the hammer. This is a 
very bad feature as it results in a loss of time and 
cadence in firing the string. This difficulty may, in 
some cases, be obviated by slightly lowering the grip, 
although care should be exercised that the grip is 
not too low, as this results in the stock sliding further 
into the hand with each shot fired. Men who experi 
ence this difficulty should be required to use the side 
method of cocking the hammer.

d. Cocking exercise. (1) This exercise is held for 
the purpose of acquiring a smooth and rapid cock 
ing operation.

(2) Practice in cocking the revolver should be 
conducted employing both of the above-described 
methods in order to enable the man to determine 
which method is best adapted to the conformation and 
flexibility of his hand. Thereafter, only the method 
selected is practiced. Before being considered pro 
ficient, the man must be able to cock the revolver at 
least 15 times in 10 seconds. The first hour of rapid- 
fire training should be devoted to cocking exercises. 
Thereafter, each pupil should be given additional 
practice from time to time until he is considered 
proficient.

(3) The exercise, is conducted by the coach-and- 
pupil method. The instructor explains and demon 
strates both methods. Emphasis is placed on the 
following points: The importance of maintaining a 
uniform grip; the necessity of keeping the muzzle of 
the revolver high; and the advantages of keeping 
the eye focused on the front sight. This exercise
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should not be continued longer than about 10 seconds 
at a time. Frequent changes of coach and pupil are 
necessary to prevent undue tiring of the muscles of 
the arm and hand. After requiring the pupil and 
his coach to take position on the line, the instructor 
commands: 1. COCKING EXERCISE—READY, 2. EXER 
CISE, 3. CEASE FIRING, 4. REST. At the first 
command the pupil grasps the grip as described in 
paragraph 79 and extends the revolver to the firing 
position. At the second command the eye is focused 
on the front sight, without attempting to aim, and 
the trigger is squeezed causing the hammer to fall. 
The operations of cocking the hammer by one of the 
prescribed methods are then continued until CEASE 
FIRING is given, when the revolver is brought to the 
position of RAISE PISTOL. At the command REST, the 
revolver is returned to RAISE PISTOL while the hand 
and arm are rested.

e. Sustained-fire exercise. (1) Required for this 
exercise: A row of L targets or a row of aiming 
bull's-eyes.

(2) Give the command: 1. INSPECTION, 2. ARMS, 
and verify the fact that all revolvers are unloaded.

(3) Explain to the assembled command that the 
trigger squeeze is the same in sustained fire as in slow 
fire.

(4) Demonstrate the correct method of bringing 
the revolver by the shortest route to the aiming posi 
tion. Show how this is done from RAISE PISTOL and 
in drawing the revolver from the holster in an emer 
gency.

(5) Show how the revolver is held to facilitate
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rapid cocking with the right thumb without disar 
ranging the hold.

(6) Demonstrate the method of cocking the re 
volver with the right thumb, without bending the 
elbow.

(7) Show how the revolver is kept as nearly on the 
mark as possible during the whole score. Caution 
the men to avoid unnecessary flourishes or move 
ments between shots.

(8) Demonstrate—
(a) The action of the revolver in recoil when a 

shot is fired.
(b) How the arm should not be permitted to bend 

at the elbow.
(<?) How the revolver should move upward 

through a small arc and be deflected from the origi 
nal point of aim only a short distance.

(d) How the forefinger should move forward after 
the explosion only far enough to allow the trigger to 
become reengaged with the hammer and immediately 
after cocking start pressing the trigger for the next 
shot.

(e) How the eye should not be allowed to close 
when the explosion occurs.

(/) How the breath should be held for each shot.
(9) (a) The above demonstrations having been 

completed, the men are placed in front of the line of 
targets in pairs, one to practice and one to coach. 
The exercise is then carried on exactly the same as 
sustained fire in range practice. If a line of dis 
appearing targets has been arranged for this exercise, 
the targets appear, remain in sight the allotted time, 
and then disappear. While the targets are in sight,
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each man undergoing instruction attempts to fire five 
shots (simulated fire), cocking the piece for each shot 
except the first with the thumb.

(&) If the targets are stationary the exercise be 
gins with the command: 1. COMMENCE, 2. FIRING, 
and ends with the command: 1. CEASE, 2. FIRING.

(c) After each three or four scores of simulated 
fire the men of each pair are directed to change places, 
the firer becoming the coach and the coach becoming 
the firer.

(10) (a) In this exercise the coach carefully 
watches the man and corrects all errors in grip, posi 
tion, trigger squeeze, cocking and manipulation of 
the piece, paying particular attention to the trigger 
squeeze.

(&) Sustained-fire exercises should be frequent but 
not of long duration,

(c) It is advisable to extend the time limits several 
seconds when sustained-fire exercise is first taken up. 
The time limit is then gradually reduced until it cor 
responds to the time prescribed for range firing, 
record practice.

84. QUICK FIRE. a. Training for quick fire. (1)
Training in quick fire is taken up after the sustained- 
fire exercise has been practiced sufficiently to be un 
derstood thoroughly. Exercises in slow fire, timed 
fire, sustained fire, and quick fire should be continued 
until the end of the period of preparatory training.

(2) For each shot, the pistol is brought from 
RAISED PISTOL to the aiming position by the shortest 
route after the target appears.

(3) The automatic pistol may be cocked between
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shots by means of a cord (as in sustained-fire exer 
cise), or by using the left hand to pull the hammer 
back after the position of raise pistol is resumed. 
The revolver is cocked with the thumb after each shot 
but before the position of raise pistol is resumed.

b. Quick-fire exercise. (1) Required for this exer 
cise: A line of E targets that can be operated as 
bobbing targets from a pit or screen, or a line of E 
targets so arranged on pivots that the edge can be 
turned toward the firer when the target is not ex 
posed.

(2) Give the command: 1. INSPECTION, 2. ARMS, 
and verify the fact that all revolvers are unloaded.

(3) Explain to the assembled command that the 
trigger squeeze is the same in quick fire as in slow 
fire.

(4) Demonstrate the correct method of bringing 
the piece from raise pistol to the aiming position.

(5) Show how the pistol is cocked between shots.
(6) The above demonstrations having been com 

pleted, the men are placed in pairs in front of the 
line of bobbing targets, one man of each pair to act 
as coach for the other man. The exercise is then 
carried on exactly the same as quick fire in range 
practice. The targets appear, remain in sight the 
allotted time, and then disappear. After the targets 
appear each man undergoing instruction brings his 
pistol from raise pistol to the aiming position, aims, 
fires one shot (simulated fire), and returns his piece 
to the position of raise pistol. After three or four 
scores of simulated fire the men of each pair are di 
rected to change places.

(7) The coach watches carefully the man going
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through the exercises and corrects all errors in the 
grip, position, holding the breath, trigger squeeze, 
and the manipulation of the piece, paying particular 
attention to the trigger squeeze. It is advisable to 
extend the time limit about two seconds for each shot 
when quick-firing exercise is first taken up. The 
time is then gradually reduced until it corresponds to 
the time prescribed for range firing, record practice.

(8) When disappearing targets cannot be provided 
for this exercise it may be held with stationary E 
targets. The command TIP is given to signify that 
the targets are in sight, and the command DOWN to 
signify that they have been withdrawn.

(9) Practice in quick fire should be held frequently, 
but the periods of practice should not be of long dura 
tion.

(10) If the range is some distance from the area 
designated for preparatory exercises, or it is imprac 
ticable to arrange for a line of bobbing targets, L tar 
gets may be substituted for the bobbing targets.

85. EXAMINATION; AUTOMATIC PISTOL. At the com 
pletion of the preparatory instruction, the instructor 
should assure himself by an examination that every 
man understands thoroughly and can explain every 
phase of the preparatory training. The questions 
and answers given below are merely examples. Each 
man should be required to explain each item in his 
own words.

Instructor: Examine your pistol to see that it is 
unloaded.

Q. What are the safety devices of the pistol ?
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A. The safety lock, the grip safety, the half-cock 
notch, and the disconnector.

Q]. Show me how you test the safety lock.
A. I cock the pistol, move the safety lock up into 

place, and then grip the stock and see if the hammer 
remains up when pressure is applied to the trigger.

Q. Show me how you test the grip safety.
A. I cock the pistol, see that the safety lock is 

down and then, without putting any pressure on the 
grip safety, I see if the hammer will remain up when 
a strong pressure is applied to the trigger.

Q. Show me how you test the half-cock safety de 
vice.

A. I half cock the pistol, grip the stock, and see if 
the hammer remains at half cock when pressure is 
applied to the trigger. Then I take my finger off the 
trigger, pull the hammer back almost to full cock, 
and let go of it to see if it stops at half cock as it 
falls.

Q. Show me how you test the disconnector.
A. I cock the pistol and grip the stock; then with 

my left hand I move the slide to the rear 14 inch; I 
then apply a strong pressure on the trigger and re 
lease the slide to see if the hammer will remain up. 
I also pull the slide fully back until it is held in place 
by the slide stop; I then grip the stock, apply a strong 
pressure on the trigger and release the slide by press 
ing down the slide stop with my left hand. The ham 
mer should remain up after the slide moves forward 
into place.

Q. If the hammer does not remain up after the 
slide moves forward into place, what does it indicate ?

A. That with ball ammunition the pistol would
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continue to fire automatically as long as pressure is 
maintained on the trigger, which is very dangerous.

Q. If any of the tests of the safety devices fail at 
any time, what should you do ?

A. I should report the matter at once to my platoon 
or company commander.

Q. What is this (indicating a sighting bar) ?
A. A sighting bar.
Q. What is it used for?
A. To teach men how to aim.
Q. Why is it better than a pistol for this purpose?
A. Because the sights are much larger and slight 

errors can be seen more easily and pointed out.
Q. What does this represent?
A. The front sight.
Q. What does this represent?
A. The rear sight.
Q. What is this?
A. The eyepiece.
Q. What is it for?
A. To make the man hold his head in the right 

place so that he will see the sights properly aligned.
Q. Is there an eyepiece on the pistol ?
A. No. A man learns by the sighting bar how the 

sights look when properly aligned, and he must hold 
the pistol while aiming so as to see the sights in the 
same way.

Q. Adjust the sights of this sighting bar so that 
they are in proper alignment with each other. (Veri 
fied by instructor.)

Q. Now that the sights are properly adjusted, have 
the small bull's-eye moved until the sights are aimed 
at it properly. (Verified by instructor.)
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Q. Tell me what is wrong with this aim. (The 
instructor now adjusts the sights of the sighting bar 
on the bull's-eye with various very slight errors, re 
quiring the man to point out the error.)

Q. Show me how you grip the stock of the pistol.
Q. Show me the position you take when you are 

going to shoot.
Q. How do you squeeze the trigger ?
A. I squeeze it with such a steady increase of pres 

sure as not to know exactly when the hammer will fall.
Q. If the sights get slightly out of alignment while 

you are squeezing the trigger, what do you do ?
A. I hold the pressure I have on the trigger and 

only go on with the increase of pressure when the 
sights become aligned again.

Q. If you do this, can your shot be a bad one ?
A. No.
Q. Why?
A. Because I cannot flinch, for I do not know when 

to flinch, and the sights will always be lined up with 
the bull's-eye when the shot is fired because I never 
increase the pressure on the trigger except when the 
sights are properly aligned.

Q. When you are practicing in slow fire and your 
arm becomes unsteady and your aim uncertain, what 
should you do ?

A. I should come back to raise pistol without fir 
ing the shot and then try again after a short rest.

Q. If it is impossible for you to hold the pistol 
very steady, can you still do good shooting?

A. Yes; if I press the trigger properly.
Q. Tell me why that is.
A. Because the natural unsteadiness of the arm
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moves the whole pistol and the barrel remains nearly 
parallel to the line of sight. But if I give the trig 
ger a sudden pressure the front end of the barrel will 
be thrown out of line with the target, and the bullets 
will strike far out from the mark.

Q. What causes this deflection of one end of the 
pistol when the trigger is given a sudden pressure?

A. The sudden pressure itself causes some of it, but 
most of it is caused by the flinch that always accom 
panies this kind of a trigger pressure.

Q. What does a man do when he flinches in shoot 
ing a pistol?

A. He usually thrusts his hand forward as if try 
ing to meet the shock by suddenly stiffening all his 
muscles.

Q. Must the trigger always be squeezed slowly in 
order to do it correctly ?

A. No. I squeeze it the same way in sustained 
fire and quick fire. The time is shorter but the 
process is the same.

Q. What is meant by calling the shot ?
A. To say where you think the bullet will hit as 

soon as you shoot and before the shot is marked.
Q. How can you do this ?
A. By noticing exactly where the sights point at 

the time the pistol is fired.
Q. If a man cannot call his shot correctly, what 

does it indcate ?
A. That he did not squeeze the trigger properly 

and consequently did not know where the sights were 
pointed at the instant the discharge took place.

Q. Show me how you hold your breath while 
aiming.
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Q. Take your pistol. Aim at that bull's-eye and 
squeeze the trigger a few times, calling the shot each 
time. (The instructor particularly notes the holding 
of the breath.)

Q. Show me how you come to a position of aim 
from RAISE PISTOL.

Q. Show me how you come to the aiming position 
in drawing the pistol from the holster in an emer 
gency.

Q. Take this pistol with the cord tied to the ham 
mer and fire a sustained-fire score at that target 
(simulated fire).

Q. Fire a score (simulated fire) at that quick-fire 
target. I will give the command UP when it is sup 
posed to come into sight, and the command DOWN 
when it is supposed to be withdrawn from view.

Q. What do you do in case a cartridge misses fire ?
A. I bring the piece to RAISE PISTOL, grasp the slide 

with my left thumb and finger, pull the slide fully 
back and let go of it. This throws out the faulty
cartridge and loads in another cartridge.

Q. Are there any points about pistol firing that
you do not understand ?

Vote. In all the demonstrations by the man undergoing 
examination the instructor carefully notes all points that are 
covered in the preparatory exercises. Each man is put 
through a thorough test along the line indicated in these 
questions and answers before he is allowed to fire.

86. EXAMINATION; REVOLVER. The examination on 
the revolver is conducted in the same manner as the 
examination on the automatic pistol.

Instructor: Examine your revolver to see that it is 
unloaded.
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Q. What are the safety devices on the revolver?
A. The safety and the cylinder bolt.
Q. Show me how you test the safety.
A. I cock the revolver, hold the hammer back 

with the thumb while pressing the trigger to dis 
engage it from the hammer, let the hammer down 
a little way, release the trigger, then release the ham 
mer. I see if the hammer falls all the way forward.

Q. Show me how you test the cylinder bolt.
A. With the hammer down I attempt to rotate 

the cylinder. If it moves more than about %± inch 
in either direction the revolver is faulty.

Q. If the tests of the safety devices fail at any 
time, what should you do ?

A. I should report the matter at once to my 
platoon or company commander.

Q. Show me how to load the Colt revolver with 
three (five) loose rounds so that it will fire the first 
time it is cocked and each time thereafter.

A. I open the cylinder and insert three (five) car 
tridges in consecutive chambers. I then close the 
cylinder, pull back the hammer to about one-fourth 
full cock position and rotate the cylinder until the 
first loaded chamber is next on the left of the empty 
chamber aligned with the barrel.

Q. Show me how you let the hammer down on a 
loaded revolver without firing.

A. I pull the hammer a little to the rear of full 
cock with the thumb and holding it back I press the 
trigger, let the hammer forward about 14 inch with 
the thumb, release the trigger, and then lower the 
hammer all the way with the thumb.

Q. What is this (indicating a sighting bar) ?
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A. A sighting bar.
Q. What is it used for ?
A. To teach men how to aim.
Q. Why is it better than a revolver for this pur 

pose?
A. Because the sights are much larger and slight 

errors can be seen more easily and pointed out.
Q. What does this represent?
A. The front sight.
Q. What does this represent?
A. The rear sight.
Q. What is this?
A. The eyepiece.
Q. What is it for?
A. To make the man hold his head in the right 

place so that he will see the sights properly aligned.
Q. Is there an eyepiece on the revolver ?
A. No. A man learns by the sighting bar how the 

sights look when properly aligned, and he must hold 
the revolver while aiming so as to see the sights in 
the same way.

Q. Adjust the sights of this sighting bar so that 
they are in proper alignment with each other. 
(Verified by instructor.)

Q. Now that the sights are properly adjusted, 
have the small bull's-eye moved until the sights are 
aimed at it properly. (Verified by instructor.)

Q. Tell me what is wrong with this aim. (The 
instructor now adjusts the sights of the sighting bar 
on the bull's-eye with various very slight errors, re 
quiring the man to point out the error.)

Q. Show me how you grip the stock of the 
revolver.
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Q. Show me the position you take when you are 
going to shoot.

Q. How do you squeeze the trigger?
A. I squeeze it with such a steady increase of 

pressure as not to know exactly when the hammer 
will fall.

Q. If the sights get slightly out of alignment 
while you are squeezing the trigger, what do you do ?

A. I hold the pressure I have on the trigger and 
bo on with the increase of pressure only when the 
sights become aligned again.

Q. If you do this can your shot be a bad one ?
A. No.
Q. Why?
A. Because I cannot flinch, for I do not know 

when to flinch, and the sights will always be lined 
up with the bull's-eye when the shot is fired because 
I never increase the pressure on the trigger except 
when the sights are properly aligned.

Q. When you are practicing in slow fire and your 
arm becomes unsteady and your aim uncertain, what 
should you do?

A. I should come back to RAISE PISTOL without 
firing the shot and then try again after a short 
rest.

Q. If it is impossible for you to hold the revolver 
steady, can you still do good shooting?

A. Yes; if I press the trigger properly.
Q. Tell me why that is.
A. Because the natural unsteadiness of the arm 

moves the whole revolver and the barrel remains 
nearly parallel to the line of sight. But if I give 
the trigger a sudden pressure the front end of the
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barrel will be thrown out of line with the target, 
and the bullets will strike far out from the mark.

Q. What causes this deflection of one end of the 
revolver when the trigger is given a sudden pres 
sure?

A. The sudden pressure itself causes some of it, 
but most of it is caused by the flinch that always 
accompanies this kind of a trigger pressure.

Q. What does a man do when he flinches in shoot 
ing a revolver?

A. He usually thrusts his hand forward as if try 
ing to meet the shock by suddenly stiffening all his 
muscles.

Q. Must the trigger always be squeezed slowly 
in order to do it correctly ?

A. No. I squeeze it the same way in sustained 
fire and quick fire. The time is shorter but the 
process is the same.

Q. What is meant by calling the shot?
A. To say where you think the bullet will hit as 

soon as you shoot and before the shot is marked.
Q. How can you do this ?
A. By noticing exactly where the sights point at 

the time the revolver is fired.
Q. If a man cannot call his shot correctly, what 

does it indicate ?
A. That he did not squeeze the trigger properly 

and consequently did not know where the sights 
were pointed at the instant the discharge took place.

Q. Show me how you hold your breath while 
aiming.

Q. Take your revolver. Aim at that bull's-eye 
and squeeze the trigger a few times, calling the shot
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each time. (The instructor particularly notes the 
holding of the breath.)

Q. Show me how you come to a position of aim 
from raise pistol.

Q. Show me how you come to the aiming posi 
tion in drawing the revolver from the holster in an 
emergency.

Q. Take this revolver and fire a sustained fire 
score at that target (simulated fire). I will com 
mand COMMENCE FIBING to start the score 
and CEASE FIRING to stop it.

Q. Fire a score (simulated fire) at that quick-fire 
target. I will give the command UP when it is sup 
posed to come into sight, and the command DOWN 
when it is supposed to be withdrawn from view.

Q. What do you do in case a cartridge misses fire 
in combat?

A. I recock the pistol for the next shot.
Q. Are there any points about firing the revolver 

that you do not understand ?

Section III 

COURSES TO BE FIRED

87. GENERAL. AE 775-10 prescribes details as to 
ammunition allowances and personnel who will fire.

88. INSTRUCTION PRACTICE. The following tables 
prescribe the instruction practice to be fired from the 
standing position and the order to be followed by 
the individual firer. Target L, used in much of the 
practice, stimulates competition and reveals all er 
rors with greater clarity than other types of target.
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a. Slow fire.

Table I. Slow fire—Target L.

Range (yards)

15
25

Time

-----do--.-. — - — -__ — — — — -

Shots

5
5

Unlimited time is permitted for slow fire in order 
to permit proper explanation of the causes of errors 
and indication of corresponding remedies. It is in 
tended to be the elementary phase of instruction in 
the proper manipulation of the weapon and for de 
termining and correcting the personal errors of the 
firer. •

b. Time fire.

Table II. Timed fire—Target L

Range (yards)

15
25

Time Shots

5
5

c. Sustained fire.

Table III. Sustained fire—Target L

Range (yards)

15
25

Time (seconds)

Automatic 
pistol

12
15

Revolver

15
18

Shots

5
5
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d. Quick fire.

Table IV. Quick fire—Target E—Bobbing

Eange (yards)

15
25 ----..do- 

Time Shots

5
5

89. RECORD PRACTICE. The following tables pre 
scribe the firing in record practice to be fired from 
the standing position and the order to be followed by 
the individual firer. The procedure is as in instruc 
tion practice. 

a. Timed fire.

Table V. Timed fire—Target L

Range (yards)

*25

Time Shots

5

b. Sustained fire.

Table VI. Sustained fire—Target L

Range (yards)

*15
*25

Time (seconds)

Automatic 
pistol

12
15

Revolver

15
20

Shots

5
5
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c. Quick fire.

Table VII. Quick fire—Target B—Bobbing

Eange 
(yards)

*25

Time Shots

5

•Fire twice for one score.

90. SCORING AND CLASSIFICATION, a. The firer's 
individual score is equal to the total number of points 
made on all targets. A hit on the E target (bobbing) 
is evaluated as 5 points and the value of a hit on the 
L target is determined by its location. The maxi 
mum possible scores are: instruction practice, 450; 
record practice, 350.

b. Individual classification and minimum scores 
required for qualification in dismounted pistol and 
revolver marksmanship for each individual author 
ized or required to complete record practice are as 
follows:

Points

Pistol

280 
245 
210

Revolver

285 
250 
215
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Section IV 

RANGE PRACTICE

91. GENERAL, a. Phases. Range practice is initi 
ated immediately after completion of the prepara 
tory marksmanship training. Eange practice is di 
vided into two parts—instruction practice and record 
practice.

b. Sequence of practice. Instruction practice will 
be completely prior to the commencement of record 
practice. When record practice is once begun by an 
individual, it must be completed before he is per 
mitted to undertake any other practice. However, 
when the time allotted to range practice is limited, 
the officer in charge of firing may authorize record 
firing on the same day as instruction practice.

c. Range personnel. (1) Officer in charge of 'fir 
ing. An officer in charge of firing will be designated 
by the responsible commander. It is desirable that 
he be the senior officer of the largest organization 
occupying the range. The officer in charge of firing 
or his assistant will be present during all firing and 
will be in charge of the practice and safety precau 
tions on the range.

(2) Range officer. The range officer is appointed by 
the appropriate commander and is responsible to the 
latter for maintaining and assigning ranges, desig 
nating danger zones, and closing roads leading into 
danger zones. The range officer makes timely ar 
rangements for material and labor to place the ranges 
in proper condition for range practice. He super 
vises all necessary repairs. When necessary he pro-
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vides range guards and instructs them in the methods 
to be used for the protection of life and property 
within the danger area.

(3) Range noncommissioned officer. A noncom 
missioned officer may be detailed by the appropriate 
commander to assist the range officer in the mainte 
nance of the range.

(4) Target details. Commanders of organizations 
firing will provide such detail of officers, noncom 
missioned officers, and privates as may be necessary 
to supervise, operate, and mark the targets used by 
their organizations.

92. INSTRUCTION PRACTICE, a. Range practice. (1)
The object of range practice is to teach the individual 
to apply with a loaded pistol or revolver the prin 
ciples of good shooting that have been learned during 
preparatory exercises.

(2) Each individual, while firing, must have a 
coach to correct his errors.

(3) Slow-fire practice should be conducted until 
the person receiving instruction thoroughly under 
stands the principles of good shooting.

(4) Timed-fire practice is a step in pistol and 
revolver marksmanship training that leads from 
slow fire, without any time limit, to sustained fire, 
with a short time limit. It requires the firer to aim 
and fire in a moderate amount of time.

(5) When sustained fire and quick fire are first 
taken up, the time limit should be extended a few 
seconds. The time should then be reduced gradually 
until the scores are being fired in the time pre 
scribed for record practice.
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b. Dummy cartridges. (1) Dummy cartridges are 
of great value in teaching both slow and rapid fire.

(2) Dummy cartridges must not l>e used except 
on the -firing line of the pistol range.. The same 
precautions are observed as in using service am 
munition.

c. Slow fire. (1) The coach stands on the left side 
of the firer in such a position as to be able to ob 
serve the latter's trigger finger, his grip, his eye, 
and his position. It is the duty of the coach to cor 
rect all errors. The coach fills the magazines for 
the firer and hands them to him. At the beginning 
of range practice, the magazines should be filled 
partly with service ammunition and partly with 
dummy cartridges. The firer must not know how 
many dummy cartridges are in the magazine or the 
order in which they are packed. This procedure is 
also applicable to practice with the revolver.

(2) The object of placing dummy cartridges in 
the magazine is to show the coach whether or not 
the individual under instruction is squeezing the 
trigger correctly and, in case of an improper trigger 
squeeze, to bring the fact forcibly to the attention 
of the firer himself. When a loaded cartridge is 
fired, the flinch is often masked by the recoil of the 
pistol and the firer is not conscious of having 
flinched. When the hammer falls on a dummy car 
tridge which the firer thinks is a ball cartridge, the 
sudden stiffening of the muscles and the thrusting 
forward of the hand to meet the shock that does not 
come are apparent to everybody in the vicinity, in 
cluding the firer himself. Mixing dummy car 
tridges with service ammunition causes the firer to
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make a determined effort to press the trigger properly 
for all shots.

(3) The firing of scores with dummy cartridges 
and service ammunition should not be confined to 
the early stages of training. It is advisable to con 
duct practice of this kind each day during the 
entire period of instruction practice. Many expert 
pistol shots use this form of practice in training for 
competitions.

(4) Upon beginning range practice, each man re 
ceives instruction as indicated in following subpara- 
graphs. Once he has received this instruction, it is 
usually not necessary to repeat it during subsequent 
periods of range practice.

(a) Explain the method of grasping the piece.
(5) Show the amount of force used in gripping 

the stock by grasping the pupil's hand, saying: "This 
is too tight a grip" (gripping his hand very tightly) ; 
"This is too loose a grip" (gripping his hand 
loosely) ; and "This is the right amount of force to 
use in gripping the stock" (gripping his hand with 
the firm but comfortable grip that should be used in 
shooting).

(<?) Explain and demonstrate the position of the 
body, the feet, and the arm, and have the pupil assume 
this position.

(d) Explain the proper method of aiming.
(e) Explain that any man can aim and hold well 

enough for a good score. Require the pupil to as 
sume the proper position and aim at the target with 
an empty pistol (without attempting to squeeze the 
trigger) to see how long he can hold the sights on or 
near the bull's-eye. Explain to him that aiming at
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the target with an empty gun demonstrates the point 
at which his bullets will strike provided he presses 
the trigger properly.

(/) Explain the proper method of squeezing the 
trigger.

(ff) Require the pupil to aim at the target with an 
empty pistol and then press the trigger for him 
several times as described in d, below, directing the 
pupil to call the shot each time the hammer falls 
(fig. 31).

(A) Require the pupil to aim at the target with a 
loaded pistol and then press the trigger for him as 
described in d, below, directing him to call the shot 
each time the piece is fired. Fire a score of five 
shots in this way.

(i) Require the pupil to fire a score of five shots 
squeezing the trigger himself to see if he can do it 
properly and make as good a score as that made when 
the coach squeezed the trigger.

d. Squeezing trigger. One method of showing the 
man under instruction how to squeeze the trigger 
properly is to have him hold and aim the pistol while 
the coach squeezes the trigger. This is done in the 
following manner:

(1) The coach demonstrates to the pupil the value 
of correct trigger squeeze by placing his hands in 
the position shown in figures 31 or 32 and pressing 
with his left thumb on the end of the pupil's trigger 
finger. The coach cautions the pupil neither to as 
sist nor resist the pressure, but to devote his whole 
attention to his aim and hold.

(2) The coach must be careful to apply'a slow, 
steady pressure to the finger of the pupil and, at the
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Figure ,11. Coach applies pressure to trigger finger of pupil 
firing the automatic pistol.

Figure 32. Coach applies pressure to trigger finger of pupil 
firing the revolver.
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same time, not interfere with his aim. As a rule, 5 
to 10 seconds are required for the coach to apply suffi 
cient pressure on the pupil's finger to fire the pistol.

(3) When squeezing the trigger for a pupil as de 
scribed above, the coach should hold his head well to 
the rear to keep from having his left ear too near the 
muzzle of the piece.

(4) If the firer shows a tendency to apply the last 
part of the squeeze himself by giving the trigger a 
sudden pressure, he is directed to place his finger 
below the trigger guard, and the coach applies the 
pressure directly to the trigger instead of through 
the finger of the man under instruction.

e. Calling shot. Individuals should be required to 
call each shot in slow and timed fire. If the firer 
does not call the shot immediately after firing, the 
coach directs him to do so.

f. Coaching timed fire. (1) The firing of scores 
with dummy cartridges and service ammunition 
mixed is a very valuable form of timed-fire practice. 
The coach fills the magazine in such a way that the 
firer cannot know the order in which the cartridges 
are placed.

(2) The coach must watch the firer closely and, 
each time he is seen to flinch, whether on a loaded or 
a dummy cartridge, the coach should caution him.

(3) When the hammer falls on a dummy cartridge, 
the firer grasps the slide with his left hand, pulls it 
fully back, and releases it. This ejects the dummy 
and loads another cartridge. The time limit must be 
extended to compensate for the time lost in ejecting 
the dummy cartridges. It should not take more than 
2 seconds to eject a dummy cartridge and resume
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the aiming position. When the revolver is used and 
the hammer falls on a dummy cartridge, the firer 
simply cocks his weapon and resumes the aiming 
position.

g. Coaching sustained fire and quick fire. The use 
of dummy cartridges and the coaching methods are 
the same in sustained fire and quick fire as in timed 
fire.

h. Continued use of dummy cartridges. The oc 
casional use of dummy cartridges in timed fire, sus 
tained fire, and quick fire should be continued 
throughout the entire period of instruction practice.

93. SAFETY PRECAUTIONS ON THE RANGE, a. Never 
place a loaded magazine in the automatic pistol nor 
load the revolver until you have taken your place 
at the firing point.

b. Always remove the magazine and unload the 
pistol before leaving the firing point.

c. Always hold the loaded pistol at the position of 
raise pistol, except while aiming.

d. When firing ceases temporarily, lock the piece 
and hold it at raise pistol. Do not assume any posi 
tion except raise pistol without first removing the 
magazine and unloading.

e. If one or more cartridges remain unfired at the 
end of a timed-fire, sustained-fire, or quick-fire score, 
remove the magazine and unload immediately.

f. The range will be kept thoroughly policed at all 
times. The officer in charge of firing will inspect to 
insure that empty cartridge cases and unfired rounds 
are separated from each other and from all trash. 
Further, he will insure that all empty cartridge cases
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and unfired rounds are turned in to the range or 
supply officer immediately upon completion of the 
day's firing.

94. RANGE ORGANIZATION, a. The work on the 
range should be so organized that 110 one is idle for 
any length of time. A good arrangement is four or 
six orders per target. It should never be necessary 
to assign more than six orders. If there is not a suffi 
cient number of targets to allow this, the extra men 
should remain off the range and be given other 
instruction.

b. To achieve maximum utilization of facilities 
and to keep all men fully occupied, the rifle and 
pistol range may be used simultaneously. To do so, 
a line of pistol targets is provided about 50 yards 
to either or both flanks of the rifle range, so arranged 
that the .firing points of both ranges are on one line. 
The pistol targets may be placed on the ground in 
stead of in pits. The bobbing targets are arranged 
to revolve on their own axis and are operated from 
behind the firing-line by means of cords. When the 
targets are to be marked, the whole line ceases firing, 
unloads pistols, and moves up to the targets to record 
the hits and paste patches over the shot holes. In 
slow fire and timed fire, the coach can keep the firer 
informed as to the location of his hits by use of field 
glasses.

c. When the time is short and range facilities and 
proper supervision permit, one group may fire on the 
rifle range while the other is firing on the pistol range. 
As the men complete a score with the rifle, they move 
to the pistol range and their places at the rifle firing
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point are filled by men who have completed a score 
of pistol firing. As soon as all men present have 
completed their scores with the rifle, the entire group 
moves back to the next firing point (moving the 
pistol targets if necessary) and continue as before 
with the alternate rifle and pistol firing.

d. The pistol targets may be placed so that the 
line of fire is at right angles to the line of fire of the 
rifle range if the terrain permits. When it is not 
practicable to have pistol firing and rifle firing at the 
same time, other means will be adopted to keep the 
occupied while they are not actually firing or 
coaching.

e. Firing at both instruction practice and record 
practice is conducted in the following manner: 

(1) xS7o?r -fire (L target), (a) On firing line. 
1. One firer only will be assigned to a target

in each order.
£. When all firers are in their proper posi 

tions on the firing line, the officer in 
charge commands: LOAD, SLOW 

FIRE, COMMENCE FIRIXG. At the 
latter command the safety is disengaged 
and the prescribed number of shots are 
fired at the target. At the conclusion 
of firing he commands: CEASE FIR 
ING, UNLOAD. No shots will be fired 
after FIRING.

3. As the value of each shot is signaled, the 
scorer announces, in a tone sufficiently 
loud to be heard by the firer, the firer's 
name, the number of the shot, and the
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value of the hit. He then records the 
value of the hit on the score card.

4. Whenever a target is marked and the firer 
assigned to that target has not fired, the 
scorer will notify the officer in charge of 
firing.

5. When a shot is fired on the wrong target, 
•a miss will not be scored until the target 
to which the firer is assigned has been 
withdrawn and the miss has been 
signaled from the pit.

6. When targets are not operated from a pit, 
the method of conducting slow fire will 
be modified as necessary. 

(Z>) In pit.
1. When a shot is fired on a target, it is with 

drawn. A spotter is then placed in the 
shot hole. The previous shot hole, if 
any, is pasted, and the target is run up, 
and the value of the last shot is indicated 
by a pointer directed at the proper 
numeral in the vertical margins of the 
target.

2. When a target frame is used as a counter 
weight for a double sliding target, the 
blank side of the frame will be toward 
the firing line. 

(2) Timed fire (L target), (a) On firing line.
1. One firer only will be assigned to a target 

in each order.
2. When all is ready in the pit, a red flag is 

displayed at the center target. At that 
signal the officer in charge of the firing
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line commands: LOAD. Pistols (re 
volvers) are loaded.

3. The officer in charge of the firing line then 
commands: BEADY ON THE EIGHT, READY 
ON THE LETT. Any firer who is not ready 
calls out, "Not ready on No. —."

4- All being ready on the firing line, the officer 
in charge commands: READY ON THE 
FIRING LINE. The safety on each weapon 
is disengaged and the firers remain 
at raise pistol. The telephone orderly 
at the control telephone notifies the pit, 
"Ready on the firing line."

5. The flag at the center target is waved and 
then withdrawn. Five seconds after the 
flag is withdrawn the targets appear, 
remain fully exposed for the prescribed 
period of time, and are then withdrawn. 
Each firer aims at his target as soon as 
it appears and fires, or attempts to fire, 
the prescribed number of shots. If a 
firer fails to fire at all, he will be given 
another opportunity to fire, but if he 
fires any shots, the score must stand as 
his record. He will not be permitted to 
repeat his score on the claim that he was 
not ready.

6. As soon as the targets are withdrawn, the 
officer in charge commands: UNLOAD. 
Men remain on the firing line until they 
are ordered off by the officer in charge 
of firing.

7. As the value of each shot is indicated from
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the pits, it is announced by the scorer at 
the firing line. For example, a score of 5 
shots is announced as follows as each shot 
is marked: Target 10—1 ten, 2 tens; 1 
eight, 2 eights; 1 miss. The scorer notes 
these values on a piece of paper and 
watches the target as he calls the shot. 
After marking is finished, he counts the 
number of shots marked, and if there are 
more than the prescribed number, he calls 
"Remark No. —." If the correct num 
ber of shots have been marked, he enters 
the individual value of each hit and the 
total value of all hits on the firer's score 
card.

8, When targets are not operated from a pit, 
the method of conducting timed fire will 
be modified as follows:

(a) After the command READY ON THE 
FIRING LINE has been given by 
the officer in charge of firing, the 
safety on each weapon is disen 
gaged and the firers remain at 
raise pistol. The officer in charge 
of the firing line then commands: 
COMMENCE FIRING. At 
the command FIRING, each 
firer aims at his target and fires, 
or attempts to fire, the prescribed 
number of shots.

(b) The time is regulated by the officer 
in charge of the firing line.

(c) The officer in charge of the firing
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line commands: CEASE FIR 
ING, so as to give FIRING at 
the exact instant that the pre 
scribed time expires. No shots 
will be fired after FIRING. A 
short blast of the whistle may be 
substituted for the latter com 
mand. 

(d) Other modifications may be made
as are necessary. 

In pit.
1. The time is regulated by the officer in charge 

of the pit.
2. When all is ready in the pit, the targets are 

fully withdrawn and a red flag is dis 
played at the center target.

3. When the message is received that the firing 
line is ready, the red flag at the center 
target is waved and withdrawn, and the 
command READY is given to the pit 
details.

4- Five seconds after the red flag is withdrawn, 
the targets are run up by command or sig 
nal, left fully exposed for the prescribed 
period of time, and then withdrawn.

5. The men in the pit detail examine the tar 
gets and put spotters in the shot holes. 
The targets are then raised and marked.

6. The targets are left up for about 1 minute 
after being marked, are then withdrawn, 
pasted, and made ready for another score. 
They may be left up until ordered pasted 
by the officer in charge of the firing line.
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7. If more than the maximum number of pre 
scribed hits are found on any target, it 
will not be marked unless all of the hits 
have the same value. The officer in 
charge of the firing line will be notified 
of the fact by telephone.

(3) /Sustained fire (L target). Sustained fire is 
conducted in the same manner as timed fire, the only 
difference being in the shorter period of time allowed 
for the firing of the former.

(4) Quick fire (E target). (a) One firer only will 
be assigned to a target in each order.

(5) When all fires are in their proper positions on 
the firing line, the officer in charge of the firing line 
has the target operators turn the edges of the E 
targets toward the fircrs. He then commands: 
LOAD.

(c) The officer in charge of the firing line then
Calls : READY ON THE RIGHT, READY ON THE LEFT. Any
firer who is not ready calls out, "Not ready on 
No. —."

(d) All being ready on the firing line, the officer 
in charge commands: READY ON THE FIRING 
LINE. The safety on each weapon is disengaged 
and the firers remain at raise pistol.

(e) The officer in charge of the firing line then 
signals for the targets to be exposed to the firers. 
As soon as the front of the targets begin to turn 
toward the firers they aim at the target and fire, or 
attempt to fire, one shot. Pistols are returned to 
raise pistol as soon as the one shot is fired or the 
edge of the targets are again turned toward the 
firers.
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(/) The officer in charge of the firing line signal:-; 
a second time to cause the edge of the targets to 
be turned toward the firers when the targets have 
been exposed the correct length of time. After a 
uniform interval of several seconds he again signals 
for the targets to be exposed. This procedure is 
continued until the targets have been exposed the 
required number of times. Each time the targets 
are exposed firers aim and fire one shot and return to 
raise pistol immediately thereafter. The officer in 
charge of firing then commands: UNLOAD. Men 
remain on the firing line until they are ordered off 
by the officer in charge of firing.

(g) On orders from the officer in charge of the 
firing line, firers and scorers move to the targets to 
count the number of hits on each. The scorers an 
nounce the number of hits on each target, in a tone 
sufficiently loud to be heard by the firer and make 
the correct entry on the score card.

(h) Upon the conclusion of the scoring the offi 
cer in charge of firing directs that the targets be 
pasted and made ready for another score.

(i) If more than the maximum number of pre 
scribed hits are found on any target, the firer will be 
credited with only the number fired, which will not 
exceed the number prescribed.

95» TARGET DETAILS, a. One commissioned officer is 
assigned to each two targets. When it is imprac 
ticable to assign one officer to each two targets in 
the pit, an officer will be assigned to supervise the 
working and scoring of not to exceed four targets. 
When pit records are prescribed, the officer will take
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up and sign each score card as soon as a complete 
score is recorded.

b. One noncommissioned officer is assigned each 
target to direct and supervise the detail marking and 
pasting the target. When pit record cards are pre 
scribed, the noncommissioned officer in charge of 
each target will enter each score on the pit record 
card and turn it over to the officer in charge of his 
target. This noncommissioned officer will be se 
lected, except at a one-company post, from an organ 
ization other than the one firing on the target which 
he supervises. When the post is garrisoned by a 
single company and it is impossible to detail non 
commissioned officers of other companies to super 
vise the marking and scoring, those duties are per 
formed by the noncommissioned officers of the firing 
company.

e. One or two privates operate, mark, and paste 
each target.

d. When the targets are not placed in pits, target 
details may be reduced to one commissioned officer 
for each four targets, one noncommissioned officer 
for not to exceed each two targets, and one private 
to each target.

e. The noncommissioned officer examines the tar 
get after each score is fired, enters the score on the 
score card, and signs thereon his initials. He di 
rects the private to paste the target after the score 
is recorded and marked and examines the target to 
see that no shot holes are left impasted.
96. REGULATIONS GOVERNING RECORD PRACTICE, 
a. Coaching. (1) Coaching is permitted during rec 
ord practice in the period for which no additional
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compensation for arms qualification is authorized. 
The coach may not touch the person or the weapon 
of the firer. Each firer must observe the location 
of his own hits.

(2) When additional compensation for arms qual 
ification is authorized, coaching of any nature, after 
any firer takes his place in the firing point is pro 
hibited. No person may render or attempt to render 
the firer any assistance while he is taking his posi 
tion or after he has taken his position at the firing- 
point. Each firer must observe the location of his 
own hits.

b. Shelter for firer. Sheds or shelter for the firer 
are not permitted on any range.

e. Cleaning. Cleaning is permitted only between 
scores.

d. Gloves. A glove may be worn on either or both 
hands.

e. Weapons loaded on command. Weapons are not 
loaded except by command or until position for 
firing has been taken.

f. Shots cutting edge of bull's-eye or lines. Any 
shot cutting the edge of the figure or bull's-eye is 
signaled and recorded as a hit in the figure or the 
bull's-eye. Because the limiting line of each divi 
sion of the target is the outer edge of the line sep 
arating it from the exterior division, a shot touching 
this line is signaled and recorded as a hit in the 
higher division.

g. Slow-fire score interrupted. If a slow-fire score 
is interrupted through no fault of the person firing, 
the imfired shots necessary to complete the score are 
fired at the first opportunity thereafter.
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h. Misses. In all firing, before a miss is recorded, 
the target is examined carefully by an officer.

i. Accidental discharges. All shots fired by the 
firer when it is his turn to fire, the target is ready, 
and he has taken his place on the firing line, are con 
sidered in his score even if his piece is not directed 
toward the target or is accidentally discharged.

j. Firing on wrong target. Shots fired upon the 
wrong target are entered as misses upon thes core of 
the individual firing, no matter what the value of 
the hits upon the wrong target may be. In rapid 
fire, the individual at fault is credited with only 
such hits as he may have made on his own target.

k. Two shots on same target. In slow fire, if two 
shots strike a target at the same time or nearly the 
same time, and if one of these shots was fired from 
the firing point assigned to that target, the hit hav 
ing the highest of the two values is entered on the 
soldier's score and no record is made of the other hit.

I. Withdrawing target prematurely. In slow fire, if 
the target is withdrawn from the firing position just 
as the shot is fired, the scorer at that firing point at 
once reports the fact to the officer in charge of the 
scoring on that target. That officer investigates to 
see if the case is as represented. Being satisfied 
that such is the case, he directs that the shot be not 
considered and that the individual fire another shot.

m. Misfires. In case of a misfire in timed fire, sus 
tained fire, or quick fire, the soldier ceases firing and 
takes the position of raise pistol. In timed fire, the 
target is not marked and the score is continued after 
the defective cartridge has been replaced. In sus 
tained fire, the target is not marked and the score is
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repeated. In quick fire, the score is continued after 
the defective cartridge has been replaced.

n. Unused cartridges in timed fire and sustained 
fire. Each unfired cartridge is recorded as a miss.

o. Disabled pistol. If, during the firing of a timed-, 
sustained-, or quick-fire score, the pistol becomes dis 
abled through no fault of the firer, the procedure 
outlined in subparagraph m above is followed.

p. More than five shots in timed fire or sustained 
fire. When a target has more than five hits in timed 
fire or sustained fire, the target is not marked except 
when all the hits have the same value. In this event, 
the target is marked and the firer given that value 
for each shot fired by him.

q. Score cards and scoring. (1) A score card will 
be kept at the firing point. Entries on all score cards 
will be made in ink or with indelible pencil. No' 
alteration or correction will be made on the card ex 
cept by the organization commander or officer scorer 
in the pit, who will initial each alteration or correc 
tion made. The cards at the firing point will bear the 
date, the firer's name, the number of the target, and 
the order of firing.

(2) Likewise, when firing is being conducted for 
compensation for qualification in arms, the scores at 
each firing point will be kept by a noncommissioned 
officer of some organization other than that firing on 
the target to which he is assigned. If this is not 
possible, company officers will exercise care to insure 
correct scoring. As soon as a score is completed, the 
score card will be signed by the scorer, taken up and 
signed by the officer supervising the scoring, and 
turned over to the firer's organization commander.
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Except when required for entering new scores on the 
range, score cards will be retained in the personal 
possession of the organization commander.

(3) In the pit. the officer keeps the scores for the 
targets to which he is assigned. As soon as a score 
is completed, he signs the score card. He turns over 
cards to the organization commander at the end of the 
day's firing or at such times as requested.

(4) Upon completion of record firing, and after 
the qualification order is issued, all score cards in his 
possession will be destroyed by the organization 
commander.

Section V 

KNOWN-DISTANCE TARGETS AND RANGES

97. TARGETS, a. Target E. Target E is a drab sil 
houette about the height of a soldier in a kneeling 
position made of bookbinder's board or other similar 
material (fig. 33). Hits are valued at 1. Any shot 
cutting the edge of the target is a hit.

b. Target E, bobbing. Target E, bobbing, is so ar 
ranged as to be fully exposed to the firer for a limited 
time; edge of target is toward firer when target is 
not exposed (fig. 34).

c. Target L. Target L is a rectangle 6 feet'high and 
4 feet wide, with black circular bull's-eye 5 inches in 
diameter and seven outer rings (fig. 35). Value of 
hits in bull's-eye is 10. The diameter of each ring 
and value of hits are as follows:
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Diameter

8% inches ___- . _ . . --.-.--__-_____.__

22% inches,.- . .. __________ . . .

Value of hit

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

Fiijurc 33. Target E.
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fo limit movement of target

Figure 34. Target E,

5
4

2

6
7
8
9

Figure 
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d. Small-bore targets. Xo specific targets are pre 
scribed for small-bore practice with the pistol 
and any suitable targets may be used. The follow 
ing targets issued by the Ordnance Department are 
suitable and may be used: Rifle—SB-A-2, SB-A-3, 
and SB-B-5.

98. RANGES, a. General. Class A target ranges for 
the rifle, as described in FM 23—5, may be used for 
pistol practice. The pistol target L may be placed 
on the sliding target carriage for slow, timed, and 
sustained fire. Bobbing targets are not ordinarily 
placed in the pits of rifle ranges, but are set up 
nearby. If sufficient space is available, an area 
other than rifle ranges is used for pistol practice.

b. Rules for selection. As the nature and extent of 
the ground available for pistol practice and also the 
general climatic conditions are often widely dissimi 
lar at different military posts, it is impossible to 
prescribe any particular rules governing the selec 
tion of ranges. Only certain general conditions may 
be expressed to which ranges should be made to 
conform.

e. Safety necessary. For posts situated in thickly 
settled localities where the extent of military reser 
vation is limited, the first condition to be fulfilled is 
that of safety for those living or working near, or 
passing by the range. This requirement can be se 
cured by selecting ground where a natural butt is 
available or by making an artificial butt sufficiently 
extensive to stop wild shots. For complete safety, 
roads, buildings, or cultivated ground should not be
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nearer than 300 yards to either flank of the range, 
nor nearer than 1,600 yards to its rear.

d. Direction of the range. If practicable a range 
should be located so that the direction of firing is 
toward or slightly to the east of north. Such loca 
tion gives a good light on the face of the targets 
during the greater part of the day. However, safety 
and suitable ground are more important than 
direction.

e. Best ground for range. SmOoth, level ground or 
ground with only a very moderate slope is best 
adapted for a range. The target should be on the 
same level with the firer or only slightly above him, 
but should not be below.

f. Size of range. The size of the rangei s deter 
mined by its plan and by the number of troops that 
will fire on it at the same time.

99. PRINCIPLES GOVERNING CONSTRUCTION, a. In 
tervals between targets. Intervals between targets 
are usually equal to the width of the targets them 
selves. When the necessity exists for as many tar 
gets as possible in a limited space, this interval may 
be reduced. Bobbing targets should be placed a 
minimum of 5 yards apart.

b. Protection for markers. When pits are not used, 
markers remain in rear of the firing line except
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during cessation of fire when their duties require 
them to move to the targets.

c. Artificial butts. If an artificial butt is con 
structed as a bullet stop, it should be of earth 
not less than 30 feet high with a slope of not 
less than 45°. It should extend about 5 yards be 
yond the outside targets and should be placed as 
close behind the targets as possible. The slope 
should be sodded.

d. Hills as butts. A natural hill to form an effec 
tive butt should have a slope of not less than 45°. 
If originally more gradual it should be cut into 
steps, the face of each step having that slope.

e. Number of targets. Each target should be desig 
nated by a number.

f. Measuring range. The range should be carefully 
measured and marked with a stake in front of each 
target at each firing point. The stakes should be 
about 12 inches above the ground and painted white. 
These stakes then designate the firing points for the 
different targets at the different distances. Particu 
lar care should be taken that each stake thus placed 
is at right angles to the face of its own target.

g. Danger signals. One or more danger signals are 
placed near the range to warn passersby when firing 
is in progress. They should be placed on the roads 
or on the crest of the hill Avhere they can be plainly 
seen by those passing.
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Section VI 

SMALL-BORE PRACTICE

100. GENERAL. Where facilities and equipment per 
mit, all individuals who have satisfactorily passed 
the examination on preparatory exercises should be 
advanced to small-bore practice before taking up 
range practice. There is no recoil or loud report to 
induce nervousness or flinching, and the soldier soon 
learns that he can make good scores if he observes 
the methods and precautions in which he has been 
instructed. Small-bore practice is not only valua 
ble to the beginner but it affords to the good shot 
a means of retaining his efficiency.

101. OBJECT. The object of small-bore practice is to 
provide a form of marksmanship training with the 
caliber .22 pistol and ammunition which represents 
the application of the principles taught in the pre 
paratory exercises. Small-bore practice provides an 
excellent means of improving the standard of shoot 
ing in organizations and sustaining interest in marks 
manship. Every effort should be made by all 
organizations to fire the small-bore course prior to 
regular marksmanship training. The firing of this 
course enables the organization commander to vis 
ualize the state of training of his command and to 
concentrate his efforts on the training of those who 
are most deficient.
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102. CONTINUOUS PRACTICE. Small-bore practice 
should be carried on throughout the year subject to 
such limitations as may be imposed by available 
ammunition and range facilities. All persons who 
have never been properly instructed in shooting 
methods prescribed herein should be given a thor 
ough course of preparatory instruction before be 
ing permitted to fire on the small-bore range. All 
small-bore practice is organized and supervised in 
accordance with the methods of instruction as pre 
scribed in this manual.

103. SMALL-BORE PRACTICE COURSE. Prior to range 
firing, an instruction course and a record course, 
similar to those prescribed in paragraphs 88 and 89, 
should be fired with the caliber .22 pistol by each 
individual. No reports of the results of small-bore 
practice are required but the firing record of in 
dividuals should be posted in order to stimulate in 
terest and competition among the men of the organ 
izations.

104. ADDITIONAL PRACTICE. In addition to the prac 
tice course indicated in paragraph 103, small-bore 
practice should be carried on throughout the year. 
The amount and details of the practice are left to 
the discretion of the organization commander. Va 
ried targets such as tin cans, bottles, pendulums, and 
moving targets stimulate interest. Matches be 
tween individuals and teams of the same or differ 
ent units should be promoted.
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CHAPTER 2

COMBAT FIRING 

Section I 

GENERAL

105. GENERAL, a Definition. Combat firing with 
hand weapons is range practice conducted under con 
ditions which approximate those of combat as nearly 
as practicable.

b. Objective. The objective of instruction and 
practice in combat firing is to develop proficiency 
of the individual in firing the pistol or revolver 
quickly and accurately under combat conditions. In 
order to attain this objective, training in the posi 
tions and simulated firing -exercises should be car 
ried on throughout the year.

e. Scope. Combat firing includes instruction and 
practice in dismounted positions, simulated firing 
at different objects at all gaits while mounted, fur 
ther application of principles learned in basic 
marksmanship, and range firing.

d. Prior training requirements. (1) Individuals 
undertaking the course of instruction in combat fir 
ing should have first completed all phases of train 
ing prescribed herein for preparatory marksman 
ship, practice firing, and record firing.

(2) Training in marksmanship, including attend 
ant range firing periods, is conducted under condi 
tions which are advantageous to the firer. Distract 
ing influences such as uncertain footing, unsteady 
targets, or time limitations, are minimized in order
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that the soldier may learn the principles of good 
marksmanship and develop proficiency in their prac 
tice. Firing in combat, either mounted or dis 
mounted, is vastly different from firing on a well- 
constructed range at a fixed target which cannot 
return the fire. Within the limits of safety and 
common sense, combat firing should duplicate for the 
soldier the difficulties he is apt to encounter when 
firing at an armed enemy in battle. It is obviously 
impracticable to attempt to reproduce exactly com 
bat conditions on any range, particularly the mental 
and physical tension and reactions of the individual 
under fire. However, thorough instruction and 
properly supervised combat firing will develop the 
soldier's ability to fire instinctively, accurately, and 
quickly.

Section II 

DISMOUNTED

106. GRASPING THE WEAPON, a. One-hand grip.
The manner of grasping the revolver or pistol de 
scribed in paragraph 79 is also applicable to dis 
mounted combat firing.

b. Two-hand grip. Use of the two-hand grip en 
ables the firer to support the one-hand grip thereby 
attaining more consistent accuracy. The two-hand 
grip is as follows: First, the weapon is grasped in the 
right hand in the usual manner. The butt of the 
weapon, still grasped in the right hand, is then seated 
firmly in the palm of the left hand. The fingers 
and thumb of the left hand are then closed over the 
right hand in a manner that will provide maximum
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support (fig. 36). The two-hand grip should dupli 
cate as nearly as possible the support which is pro 
vided when an automobile hood, fence post, or other 
object is utilized as a rest during combat.

Figure 3d. The two-liand grip.

107. POSITIONS, a. Prone. The soldier lies as flat as 
possible on the ground with legs apart and heels 
down in the same manner as when firing the rifle. 
The head and body are on a line with the target 
toward which both arms are fully extended with the 
pistol grasped in the two-hand grip (fig. 37). The 
prone position is employed when firing at a range 
of 50 yards or more.
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-*,",., W«t*l'
Fiyurc 37. }'i-one position; ricv-htind (/rip.

b. Kneeling. The kneeling position is most advan 
tageously employed at ranges of 25 to 50 yards. It is 
similar to the kneeling position used when firing the 
rifle. The firer kneels on the right knee and rests his 
left upper arm on the raised left knee with the elbow 
projecting beyond the knee. The butt of the pistol, 
grasped in the right hand, is then seated in the palm 
of the left hand and the two-hand grip assumed (fig. 
38). Men who shoot left handed may reverse the 
position.
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Fiyiti'c JS. Knccliiii/ position; tiro-hand grip.

e. Standing. In the standing position, the body is 
in a forward crouch with the knees flexed and the 
trunk bent forward from the hips (fig. 39). The 
feet are placed naturally in a position which will 
allow another step toward the target. At all times 
the body should be maintained in a comfortably bal 
anced position facilitating rapid movement in any 
direction. The standing position is used when en 
gaging targets at ranges of about 15 yards, particu 
larly surprise targets.

d. Ready position. In the ready position, the pistol 
is grasped in the right hand in the usual manner.
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The gun arm is flexed with the forearm in a hori 
zontal position. The upper arm is held close to the 
body with the elbow resting comfortably against the 
hip bone.

108. COORDINATION OF MOVEMENT. In combat fir 
ing it is essential that the individual have instant 
coordination between the eyes, ears, brain, and mus 
cles. Immediately upon perceiving or suspecting a 
target, he must assume the best position indicated by 
the situation and aim and fire, or be prepared to fire. 
The firer must shoot quickly and instinctively with 
out the deliberate use of sights, except at the longer 
ranges of 25 to 50 yards.

a. Prone and kneeling. When in the ready position 
and a target appeal's at ranges over 25 yards, the 
firer assumes the prone or kneeling position as if he 
were using the rifle. At ranges of 50 yards or more, 
accurate fire can be delivered by employing the prone 
position and the two-hand grip to facilitate sight 
ing and aiming. At ranges 25 to 50 yards, the kneel 
ing position provides additional support necessary 
to fire rapidly and accurately.

b. Standing. (1) The standing position is the po 
sition most frequently used in combat, consequently, 
the one to which the greatest amount of practice 
should be given. When standing or walking with 
the pistol held in the ready position, the firer takes 
an additional step toward targets appearing at ranges 
of less than 25 yards. Simultaneously, he thrusts the 
pistol toward the target as if he were pointing his 
finger in accusation (fig. 39). The first shot may 
be fired as the gun arm is being extended. The sec-
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ond shot is fired with the arm fully extended and 
the wrist and elbow locked, with the only pivot 
point being the shoulder. Despite the omission 
of careful aiming, a reasonable amount of practice 
will develop accuracy in engaging targets at short

WEAPON AT
ftcievtfe.

FEET m NATURAL 
POSITION,

Figure 39. Crouch standing position.
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(2) To practice the position, the firer thrusts the 
pistol at various targets at short ranges. His eye* 
are directed at the target only. Holding the pistol 
in position, he then drops his eyes and determines 
how closely his sights are aligned with the target. 
He then squeezes the trigger with a steadily increas 
ing pressure and observes if his trigger squeeze 
moves the pistol out of alignment.

109. DISMOUNTED COMBAT FIRING RANGE, a. 
Range. Dismounted combat firing is conducted on 
the standard pistol range modified as described in 
following paragraphs. A suitable combat firing 
range may also be improvised from the standard 
rifle or submachine gun ranges and, with appropriate 
consideration for safety and other pertinent factors, 
other ranges may be improvised according to local 
circumstances.

b. Firing lines. Firing lines should be designated 
at about 50 yards, 25 yards, and 5 yards from the 
targets for prone, kneeling, and standing positions 
respectively. Safety factors will, in a measure, gov 
ern the distance of the firing line, for the standing 
position, from the line of targets.

c. Targets. (1) Standard silhouette targets (Tar 
get E) are used in dismounted combat firing and are 
controlled either from the pits or from behind the 
firing line. Since the target represents the figure of 
a man kneeling, interest is stimulated if a human 
figure is painted thereon. The use of pits may prove 
to be more satisfactory. If there is a shortage of per 
sonnel or equipment, stationery B targets on stakes 
could be used and the firing line controlled by voice
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or whistle. Considerable latitude must be given the 
range officers and officers in charge of firing.

(2) At least two targets, from 6 to 8 feet apart, 
should be prepared for each firing point. Each target 
should be independently controlled so that it may 
be hidden entirely from the firer's view or its edge 
turned toward him.

110. CONDUCT OF DISMOUNTED COMBAT FIRING, a. 
Preliminary. The object of combat firing is to fa 
miliarize the individual with positions not previ 
ously used and at the same time make the training 
more interesting and realistic. While it is intended 
that combat firing will be conducted without coaches, 
the officer in charge of firing should not hesitate to 
provide coaches for individuals who are in need of 
additional instruction. (See par. 93f.)

b. Combat firing course (fig. 40). (1) Prone. The 
firing order is formed at the starting line in rear of 
the 50-yard firing line, with firers opposite their re 
spective targets. Upon command, weapons are loaded 
with 6 rounds, locked, and held at the ready position. 
The command 1. FORWARD, 2. MARCH, is given 
and the order moves forward at a walk. Upon arriv 
ing at the 50-yard firing line the command DOWN 
(fig. 37) is given and one target is exposed for 4 
seconds. Two shots are fired at this target. At from 
1- to 2-second intervals two more targets are suc 
cessively exposed for 3 seconds each. One shot is fired 
at each target.

(2) Kneeling. Immediately upon completing the 
firing from the prone position and upon command, 
weapons are locked and the firing order advances.
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Upon reaching the 25-yard firing line the command 
KNEEL is given. The kneeling position (fig. 38) is 
taken and weapons unlocked. From 2 to 3 seconds 
after the command KNEEL is given one target will 
be exposed followed by a second target at from 1- to 
2-second intervals. The targets will be exposed for 
3 seconds. One shot is fired at each target. Nine 
seconds later (14 seconds with the revolver) a third 
target will be exposed for 3 seconds. The weapons 
are reloaded with three rounds, and one shot is fired 
at this target within the 12-second interval (17 sec 
onds with the revolver).

(3) Standing. Immediately upon completing the 
firing from the kneeling position and upon com 
mand, weapons are locked, and the firing order ad 
vances to about the 5-yard firing line. The crouch 
standing position (fig. 39) will be taken with weap 
ons at the ready position, unlocked prepared to 
engage a target. One target will be exposed for 2 
seconds followed at 1-second interval by a second 
target exposed for 2 seconds. One shot will be fired 
at each target.

RANGE:

POSITION:
NO. OF ROUNDS 
TO BE FIRED:

SO YARDS

PRONE

4

IS YARDS

KNEELING

3

15 YARDS

STANDim

2

TWO'E'TYPC

6 TO 8 FEET APART

TOTAL 9

Figure 40. Combat firing course.

(4) Marking targets. After completion of firing 
from the standing position, weapons are cleared, left 
on the 5-yard firing line and the firing order ad 
vances, marks scores, and pastes targets.
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111. SCORING. The firer's individual score is equal 
to the total number of hits. The maximum possible 
score is 9 with either the pistol or revolver. Dis 
mounted combat firing is not fired for qualification, 
but the following scores indicate the degree of pro 
ficiency achieved by individuals:

Hits
Superior ____________————— 7 
Excellent _________________ 6 
Satisfactory __________———— 5

112. SAFETY PRECAUTIONS ON THE RANGE. The
safety precautions contained in paragraph 93 are 
applicable to dismounted combat firing.

Section III 

MOUNTED

113. GRASPING WEAPON. The manner of grasping 
the revolver or pistol described in paragraph 79 
is also applicable to mounted combat firing.

114. SIMULATED FIRING EXERCISES. With the targets 
set up as required for actual firing, the trooper simu 
lates fire to the right front, right, right rear, left 
front, and left, bringing his horse to a halt upon the 
completion of each run. For firing mounted, it is 
of special importance that the pistol be pointed in 
prolongation of the forearm and not to the right of 
the forearm as is the common tendency. To enable 
men with average sized or smaller hands to avoid 
this tendency, the pistol barrel is swung well to the 
left even though only the tip of the index finger
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will then reach the trigger. These exercises should 
be made as realistic as possible. A perfunctory ex 
ecution of them is a waste of time.

a. The trooper is given practice in simulating fire 
to the right (left) at the walk (figs. 41 and 42) and 
the gallop. From raise pistol the trooper points his 
pistol by thrusting it toward the target by the short 
est possible line, not by flourishing the weapon over 
the arc of a circle. This movement should be steady, 
easy, and smooth. In bringing the pistol downward, 
he lowers the forearm in the direction of the target 
keeping the elbow slightly bent, the forearm and 
pistol in the same straight line, and the wrist rigid. 
He then leans his body well toward the target, rest 
ing the bridle hand on the horse's crest and, at the 
same time, forcing the right elbow well to the left, 
thus getting the elbow in the same vertical plane as 
the wrist and shoulder. He then extends the fore 
arm so as to thrust toward the target, keeping the 
elbow forced well to the left. There are thus four 
movements: leaning the body toward the target, 
lowering forearm and pistol, forcing elbow to the 
left, and a thrusting toward the target. Throughout 
the exercise, he keeps his eyes fixed on the center of 
rhe target and concentrates on making hits (figs. 43 
and 44).

b. The trigger squeeze is started at the beginning 
of the thrust and is continued so that, when the arm 
is fully extended or the thrust completed, the squeeze 
is completed and the piece is fired. Upon completion 
of the thrust, the target should be seen along the top 
of the pistol. If the next target is on the same side 
as the last the body remains leaning well toward the
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Figure til. Siiniiliiting firing io the riylit.

Figure Ji%. Simulating firing to the left.
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fr'igui'C liA. Approaching target at raise pistol.

Figure ltJt . Simulating firing at target.
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target and the elbow is bent ready for the next 
thrust. During the processes of firing, the bridle 
hand remains on the horse's crest.

c. In firing to the front (fig. 45), the trooper pushes 
his horse forward into the extended gallop and, with 
reins gathered up short, leans well forward and ex 
tends his pistol arm as far as possible to the front. 
To accomplish this he should half stand in the stir-

. Simulating firing to the front.

rups. When the target is very low or close, the 
trooper extends his arm well to the front, being care 
ful to have the muzzle of the pistol barrel well in 
front of the horse's face. He selects his target, fixes 
his eyes upon it with concentrated effort, catches 
sight of the target over his pistol barrel, and squeezes 
his trigger with steadiness and precision. He re-
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mains in this attitude simulating the firing of suc 
cessive shots until he has passed the targets.

d. In firing to the rear (fig. 46), the trooper applies 
the principles of arm extension, seeing the target over 
the pistol, and squeezing the trigger as described in 
the preceding exercises. However, instead of half 
rising in the stirrups and leaning forward, he sits 
well down in the saddle and rotates his body to the

figure .'/(>. Himulating firing to the rein:

right and rear, being careful not to disturb his 
bridle hand nor to allow his lower legs to fly to the 
front. One of the principal causes for missing the 
target is failure of the firer to keep his eyes on the 
target until after the shot is -fired. There is a tend 
ency for the firer to become concerned with the next 
target with the result that he takes his eyes off the
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target he is engaging an instant before the shot is 
fired. The firer should prepare to engage the next 
target only after the shot is fired at the target being 
engaged.

115. TRAINING HORSES, a. Horses should be accus 
tomed to the sight of barriers and targets and to the 
sound of firing. The training of horses is started 
by firing blanks in the vicinity of stables and cor 
rals after horses have been worked or while they are 
feeding. The first shots, a few in number, should be 
fired some distance from the corral or stable. Each 
day this firing is brought closer and closer to the 
animals until shots are finally fired in the air directly 
in the midst of the horses. Horses stand for this 
firing better in groups than they do singly.

b. After the horses have -become thoroughly accus 
tomed to the firing under these conditions, they are 
taken out with a rider and an individual on the 
ground, both armed with a pistol. The rider points 
the pistol in various directions and snaps the trigger 
while the man on the ground fires blanks. At first 
the dismounted man places himself a short distance 
from the horse, gradually moving closer as he fires 
until the horse no longer pays any attention to the 
movement of the gun, the click of the trigger, or the 
firing of the shot.

e. Firing is then started from the animal. For the 
first few periods, very few shots are fired and these 
always to the rear. Firing these initial shots to the 
rear is essential to good training since the average 
horse objects to the firing only because of the noise
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and muzzle blast in his ears. Therefore, he must be 
accustomed to the noise by gradually changing the 
direction of fire from rear to front.

d. In firing to the front care must be taken to place 
the pistol well in advance of the horse's ears (fig. 45), 
thereby preventing the noise from going directly 
into the ears and annoying the horse.

e. Horses should also be accustomed gradually to 
the strangeness of the targets used in the prescribed 
courses. A horse that shows fear of targets should 
not be forced roughly up to them, but should be 
patiently ridden in the vicinity of the targets, always 
approaching them slowly and easily, until he becomes 
accustomed to passing close by any target without 
fear.

f. If the above methods are used and the trainer is 
patient and willing to go slowly, most horses respond 
readily to this training.

116. CONSTRUCTION OF COURSE. The course is laid 
out as shown in figure 47. The length of the course 
measured from start to finish is 345 yards. The area 
should be level or with only a gentle slope. Points 
on the course are marked with flags or posts as indi 
cated on the diagram. The curves, A, B, and C, have 
a 10-yard radius. The other curves have a radius 
of about 20 yards. Targets are of the E and the M 
type and are located as shown in figure 47 by the 
numbers 1 to 7. Barriers at least 18 inches in height 
are placed as indicated by the heavy lines. A flag is 
placed at the starting point and at the finish line as 
indicated.
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117. MOUNTED COMBAT FIRING COURSE. The fol 
lowing table indicates the minimum firing to be done 
on the mounted combat firing course.

Firing to the right
front, right,
right rear, left
front, and left.

Runs twice 
around the 

course

2 runs of 14
shots
each.

Tar 
gets

4M
3E

Eange

5 to 7
yards.

Gait

Gallop..

Time limit

52 seconds for each
run (twice
around the
course) .

118. MODIFICATION FOR FIRING REVOLVER. The
course prescribed for the automatic pistol should be 
modified as follows to accommodate the revolver:

a. Fire at the first six targets only.
b. Scores are four points less than that prescribed 

for the automatic pistol.
c. Additional time is given (if necessary) for the 

purpose of reloading.

119. CONDUCT OF MOUNTED COMBAT FIRING, a. 
General.' (1) Marking and scoring. The targets are 
designated as shown in figure 47. The number of 
men detailed as markers is left to the discretion of 
the officer conducting the firing. The markers take 
position approximately opposite their targets and 
on the designated line. When a complete score has 
been fired, the markers run to their targets, examine 
them, face the scorer, and call in their numerical 
order, the hits or misses. For example: "No. 1, a 
hit," "No. 2, a miss," or "No. 3, two hits." After 
calling the hits or misses, the markers cover shot 
holes with pasters and run back to their positions.
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One noncommissioned officer, detailed as scorer, is 
posted behind the markers at a convenient place to 
hear the calls.

(2) With the revolver. Procedures described here 
in apply to firing the automatic pistol and, where 
practicable, they also apply to firing the revolver.

b. Value of hits. Each hit on the target counts one 
point.

e. Time limit. The time limit for each run is 52 sec 
onds. The time is measured from the instant the 
firer passes the flag at the starting point to the 
instant he passes the flag at the finish point. In 
case of a defective cartridge or malfunction the 
firer is allowed sufficient time for the correction 
thereof.

d. Horses. So far as practicable, individual firers 
are required to ride the horses regularly assigned 
to them. In no case is one horse to be used by more 
than two individuals nor are more than 25 percent 
of the individuals of a troop permitted to fire from 
horses other than those regularly assigned to them.

e. Firing. (1) The firer is equipped with pistol, 
lanyard, field belt, and two loaded magazines of 
seven rounds each. Just prior to starting a run, 
he inserts a loaded magazine, loads and locks the 
pistol, and takes the position of raise pistol. The 
other magazine remains in the magazine pocket. 
Starting at the gallop at X, the firer rides past the 
starting point, unlocks his pistol, and rides around 
the course as indicated in figure 47, firing one shot 
at each of the targets, Nos. 1 to 7, as he encounters 
them. When he has fired his seventh shot, the firer, 
continuing around the course at the gallop, changes
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magazines, loads and locks the pistol, and takes the 
position of raise pistol. As he passes the flag at the 
starting point the second time, he unlocks his pistol 
and fires again at targets Nos. 1 to 7 as each is en 
countered. Upon changing magazines after passing 
target No. 7 the first time, the firer may -place the 
empty magazine in any secure place most conveni 
ent to him, such as a shirt pocket, inside the shirt 
or, if he so desires, he may return the magazine 
to the magazine pocket.

(2) Prior to making a complete run as outlined in 
(1) above, the trooper should be afforded practice 
in going through the course and simulating fire on 
all targets, and going through the course firing 
blank cartridges from the caliber .45 pistol at six 
targets selected at random.

(3) For additional practice the firer may make 
runs firing ball cartridge from one magazine and 
simulating fire from an empty magazine for the other 
part of the course. Other variations, such as load 
ing less than seven rounds in a magazine and firing 
at certain designated targets, may be prescribed by 
the organization commander.

(4) Penalties are exacted as follows:
(a) For each 5 seconds or fraction thereof in ex 

cess of the prescribed time limit of 52 seconds, one 
point is deducted from the final score.

(b) For each instance during a run that the horse 
assumes a gait other than the gallop, one point is 
deducted from the firer's score. This penalty is not 
to be construed as applicable to a case where the 
horse in changing leads hits two or three beats of 
the trot.
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120. SCORING. The firer's individual score is equal 
to the total number of hits less deductions explained 
in previous paragraph. The maximum possible 
scores are 28 for the pistol and 24 for the revolver. 
Mounted combat firing is not fired for qualification, 
but the following scores indicate the degree of pro 
ficiency achieved by individuals:

Superior.. _ ______ ___ ______
Excellent _ .. ____

Scores

Pistol

22 
20
17

Revolver

19 
17 
14

121. SAFETY PRECAUTIONS ON THE RANGE, a. 
Safety precautions. In order to teach the trooper to 
handle his pistol with safety, he is frequently re 
quired to go through the motions of loading and 
unloading, locking and unlocking the pistol while 
mounted, at the halt, and at all gaits. The trooper 
should also be practiced in withdrawing and insert 
ing magazines at all gaits. During this preparatory 
instruction, the trooper must be taught by exercises 
in simulated fire to observe the following rules (this 
should be done daily until the proper movements in 
their proper sequence become matters of habit and 
are instinctively performed when they become 
necessary) :

(1) Always lock the pistol after loading and keep 
it locked until about to fire.

(2) When a cocked pistol is held in the hand, it



must always be held at raise pistol until it is locked, 
or until it is necessary to fire, load or unload. If it 
becomes necessary to lower the pistol for any other 
purpose, the pistol must first be locked. Mounted 
men should never under any circumstances use both 
hands on the reins when the pistol is drawn.

(3) At the slightest misbehavior of the horse, the 
pistol must be locked. The trooper then makes a 
fresh start to complete his firing. If the horse rears, 
plunges, bolts, stumbles, or leaves the track, the 
trooper should instinctively lock the pistol.

Section IV 

COMBAT FIRING TARGETS

122. TARGET E. Target E is a drab silhouette, repre 
senting a kneeling figure, amde of bookbinders' 
board or similar material (fig. 33).

123. TARGET M. Target M consists of two parts: 
The upper part is Target E and the lower part is a 
trapezoidal piece whose upper edge is placed closely 
against the lower edge of Target E. It is made of 
material similar to Target E (fig. 48).

Figure 48. Pistol target M.
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Section V

SMALL-BORE PRACTICE

124. GENERAL. The general matter contained in par 
agraphs 100 to 104, inclusive, applies equally to dis 
mounted and mounted combat firing. Mounted pistol 
practice with the caliber .22 pistol is of great value 
in accustoming the horses to the sound of firing from 
the saddle and to running the mounted course. The 
lesser noise and concussion does not distract them 
as does the caliber .45 pistol. The lesser cost of 
ammunition permits more instruction practice than 
with caliber .45.

125. SMALL-BORE RANGES. The ranges used for 
small-bore dismounted and mounted combat firing 
are the same as prescribed in paragraphs 109 and 116.

126. CONDUCT OF SMALL-BORE COMBAT FIRING.
Small-bore dismounted and mounted combat firing 
is conducted as prescribed in paragraphs 110 and 119.
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CHAPTER 3

ADVICE TO INSTRUCTORS

Section I 

GENERAL

127. PROVISIONS NOT MANDATORY. Unless specifi 
cally designated as such, information and suggestions 
contained in this chapter are not mandatory. They 
are intended as a guide for use by personnel respon 
sible for the instruction of troops in subjects covered 
herein.

128. METHOD OF INSTRUCTION. It is advisable to 
make use of the applicatory system where instruction 
is conducted in subjects covered in this manual. 
Comprising this system of instruction are several 
phases; explanation, demonstration, application 
(practical work), and examination.

a. Explanation. The initial explanation and dem 
onstration of any particular phase of the instruction 
is presented to the assembled unit by the instructor 
assisted by essential demonstration personnel. The 
general purpose of the entire course or period of in 
struction should be explained first. The various 
phases or steps of the course should then be presented 
in a series of explanations and demonstrations.

b. Demonstration. (1) Demonstrations which are 
skillfully conceived and executed expedite and sim 
plify instruction as well as stimulate interest. Suc 
cessful demonstrations are usually short and con 
cise. They leave the student with an exact
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impression stripped of superfluous details. The 
demonstrations incident to all subjects should be 
arranged in progressive sequence, and where prac 
ticable should alternate with practical work to per 
mit the student to fix these successive phases of 
instruction in his mind.

(2) The men who constitute the demonstration 
unit should be carefully selected for their intelli 
gence, ability, and appearance. They should be 
thoroughly trained and rehearsed in the duties they 
are to perform so that the demonstration will pro 
ceed smoothly and illustrate clearly and simply the 
phase of instruction being presented.

(3) The equipment used for demonstrations 
should be the best available. A demonstration plat 
form or an area in which the students can be assem 
bled quickly at a position from which they can 
see and hear every part of the demonstration is 
essential.

(4) Interest is added and valuable instruction 
given by repeating demonstrations, including com 
mon errors, and requiring the students to detect 
these errors.

e. Application (practical work). (1) This third step 
of instruction is of major importance since it gives 
the student an opportunity actually to accomplish 
that which has been previously explained and dem 
onstrated.

(2) During the practical work phase of instruc 
tion, best results are obtained if the unit is divided 
into groups. Groups should consist of from four 
to eight men depending upon the number of men 
undergoing instruction and the number of assistant
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instructors available. Ench group is provided with 
a set of equipment and placed under the direct su 
pervision of a trained assistant instructor. The 
group then executes the previously demonstrated 
phase of instruction, individuals rotating within 
the groups, until all men have mastered the instruc 
tion.

(3) The initial allotment of time and equipment 
should be made carefully. However, the instructor 
should not hestitate to alter this allotment if the 
majority of the men fail to master the instruction 
within the allotted time or are kept at one exercise 
to the point of boredom. The frequent rotation 
of duties within each group is preferable to keep 
ing each man in one position for a long time.

d. Examination. An informal oral or practical ex 
amination should be conducted upon completion of 
each phase of instruction. In addition to the ex 
amination required before starting range practice, 
the organization commander should conduct such 
additional examinations as are necessary to insure 
that all men have completed the training.

Section II 

MECHANICAL TRAINING

129. GENERAL. The unit to be instructed is assem 
bled in a suitable area and divided into conveniently 
sized groups, each under the supervision of an assist 
ant instructor. The instruction is centralized under 
the supervision of the unit instructor. Explanation 
and demonstration are concurrent, each assistant 
instructor demonstrating the elements of the particu-
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lar phase of instruction as the instructor explains it 
from the platform. For short periods of practical 
work the instruction is decentralized under the as 
sistant instructors.

130. DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY OF THE PISTOL, 
a. Equipment required. One pistol (revolver) with 
magazine (2 clips) per man, one pistol cleaning kit 
per group.

b. Procedure. An assistant instructor disassembles 
and assembles the pistol (revolver) while the in 
structor is explaining the procedure.

(1) Practical work. Assistant instructors explain 
and demonstrate the procedure and each student 
performs each operation in unison with the assistant 
instructor. When acquainted with the procedure, 
each student disassembles and assembles the pistol 
(revolver) without assistance.

(2) Questions and answers. Students ask ques 
tions concerning points about which they are doubt 
ful; instructors ask questions designed to test the 
effectiveness of their instruction.

131. CARE AND CLEANING, a. Equipment required.
Same as described in paragraph 130 above, plus 
additional equipment required for demonstration 
purposes.

b. Procedure. (1) The pistol (revolver) is com 
pared with any other mechanism and the necessity 
explained of keeping it clean, lubricated, and in 
effective condition.

(2) Concurrently, the proper method of cleaning 
the pistol is explained and demonstrated.
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(3) Instruction in cleaning is conducted under 
supervision of squad and platoon commanders 
throughout the year.

(4) Students ask questions concerning points 
about which they are in doubt; instructor asks ques 
tions designed to test effectiveness of his instruction.

132. FUNCTIONING, a. Equipment required. Same 
as described in paragraph 130.

b. Procedure. (1) The various phases of loading, 
unloading, and firing the pistol (revolver) are 
explained.

(2) Students practice loading a magazine (clips), 
inserting the magazine (clips) in the pistol, and 
loading and unloading the pistol (revolver).

(3) Students ask questions concerning points 
about which they are in doubt; instructor asks ques 
tions designed to test effectiveness of his instruction.

133. ACCESSORIES, a. Equipment required. One
each of the accessories listed in paragraph 16 or 61.

b. Procedure. (1) The use of each accessory is ex 
plained and demonstrated.

(•2) Students examine accessories.
(3) Questions are asked by both student and in 

structor as described in paragraph 132.

134. INDIVIDUAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS, a. Equip 
ment required. Same required in paragraph 130.

b. Procedure. (1) Safety rules discussed in para 
graph 24 or 63 are explained and demonstrated. Tests 
for safety devices are explained and demonstrated.

(2) Students practice the application of the safety
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rules discussed and the tests of safety devices. Ob 
servation of the rules for safety becomes a habit only 
after constant practice over a long period. Instruc 
tors and assistant instructors must be constantly alert 
to enforce the safety rules.

(3) Questions are asked as described in paragraph 
13±

Section III

MANUAL OF THE PISTOL AND REVOLVER

135. GENERAL, a. Instruction in the manual of the 
pistol and the revolver is conducted concurrently with 
dismounted and mounted drill and with previous 
instruction in this chapter.

b. Manual of the pistol and manual of the re 
volver lend themselves readily to the applicatory 
system of instruction.

c. Equipment required. Each man is equipped with 
a pistol with magazine (revolver), holster, belt, mag 
azine pocket, two extra magazines (clips), and pistol 
lanyard (for mounted instruction).

d. Procedure. (1) The instructor, employing a 
trained demonstration unit, explains and demon 
strates each movement in the manual.

(2) Under assistant instructors, groups are drilled 
in the various movements.

(3) Each group is tested by the instructor at the 
end of each period and a critique is conducted.
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Section IV 

MARKSMANSHIP

136. GENERAL, a. Marksmanship is the basic step 
in training the soldier to employ successfully the pis 
tol or revolver in combat. A soldier will subcon 
sciously employ in combat the principles he has been 
taught in marksmanship, hence these principles must 
be sound.

b. The procedure used in conducting marksman 
ship instruction is similar to that used in the preced 
ing sections of this chapter except that it is more 
decentralized. During instruction in preparatory 
exercises, the entire unit is assembled initially under 
the unit instructor who is assisted by a trained dem 
onstration unit. Following the initial explanation 
and demonstration, the groups move to their indi 
vidual sets of equipment and start practical work 
under the assistant instructors.

e. Firing exercises should be conducted under cen 
tralized control.

137. PREPARATORY RANGE TRAINING, a. General.
(1) A thorough course in preparatory range train 
ing is essential. During this period, the soldier 
learns all the mechanics of target practice except 
actual firing. Preparatory training may be done in 
barracks. Range equipment is not required.

(2) Adequate time should be allowed and thor 
ough supervision provided to insure that each man 
has thoroughly mastered the instruction before he is 
permitted to fire.
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(3) Each instructional phase is taken up in proper 
sequence and training in that step is completed by 
each man before the next step is initiated. If men 
fail to progress uniformly, groups should be rear 
ranged so that instruction will not be held up by men 
who are slow to learn.

(4) A careful record should be kept of the prog 
ress of each man and each group in order that the 
instructor will know the progress of instruction and 
when the men are ready for range practice.

b. Equipment per group. (1) One sighting bar.
(2) One pistol (revolver) rest.
(3) Two small aiming disks.
(4) One 5-inch aiming disk.
(5) Two small boxes with paper tacked 011 one 

side.
(6) One target frame on which is placed a blank 

sheet of paper at least 2 feet square.
(7) One target L.
(8) One target E, bobbing.
(9) One pistol with magazine (revolver) holster, 

belt, magazine pocket, and two extra magazines 
(clips) per man.

(10) Material for blackening sights.
(11) Tissue paper for copying shot groups.
(12) Pencils.
(13) Additional equipment such as blackboard, 

charts, and drawings as decided by the instructor.
e. Procedure. (1) Each phase of training is initi 

ated with an orientation discussion covering the pur 
pose and scope of the instruction concerned and the 
manner in which it is to be conducted. Where ap 
propriate, the instructor employs a trained demon-
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stration group to emphasize important points of 
instruction.

(2) When practical work is undertaken, groups 
are kept as small as circumstances permit and are 
supervised by assistant instructors.

(3) The proficiency of the students is determined 
by means of oral examination and by close observa 
tion of the manner in which they accomplish practical 
work.

138. RANGE FIRING, a. General. The number of 
men who are to fire and the availability of range 
facilities are the primary factors affecting details 
of administration and supply. These matters must 
be the subject of detailed prior planning in order that 
firing may proceed smoothly and without interrup 
tion. Plans should include training of necessary 
assistants and demonstration units and adequate pro 
vision for keeping all men occupied by concurrent 
marksmanship training of an appropriate nature.

b. Equipment. (1) Pistols (revolvers). Every ef 
fort should be made to detect and repair mechanical 
defects prior to conducting marksmanship training.

(2) Magazines. Damaged or inoperative maga 
zines are the greatest single cause of malfunctioning 
of the pistol. Principal defects in magazines are 
dents, spread lips, and the presence of sand or dirt 
below the follower.

c. Safety precautions. Range officers, the officer in 
charge of firing, and the commander responsible for 
the location of ranges and the conduct of firing 
thereon must have a thorough knowledge of AR
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750-10. Before firing is commenced, all officers and 
men who are to fire or who are concerned with range 
practice will be familiarized with the safety precau 
tions contained in paragraph 93.

139. CONSTRUCTION OF TARGETS AND RANGES, a. 
General. For detailed information relative to targets 
and target accessories, see T/A 23, Targets and Tar 
get Equipment.

b. Targets. When regular printed targets are not 
available, suitable substitutes can be made on sheets 
of wrapping paper. Dimensions should be accurate. 
Targets can be made in large numbers by using a 
stencil made of heavy linoleum.

c. Ranges. (1) General. The range should be level 
and open and if practicable, so located that fire can 
be delivered against a steep hill or bank in rear of 
the targets. Semipermanent bases should be con 
structed to facilitate placing targets in position and 
changing targets with the minimum delay or con 
fusion.

(2) Marksmanship course. Targets should be 
spaced from 3 to 5 yards apart. The depth of the 
range should be not less than 40 yards.

(3) Cotnbat •firing courses. Dimensions outlined 
in paragraphs 109 and 116 should be accurately 
observed.
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Operation: Paragraph Page
Automatic pistol-________________ 12 20
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Quick fire: Paragraph Page
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Trigger squeeze, importance..._._.____ 80 102
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FM 23-35
c 1 

FIELD MANUAL

FTBTClJie AND REVOLVERS

CHANGER! . „" WAR DEPARTMENT 
•'»o. 1 / • W|gai|<|j'_oN 25, D. C., 12 August 1946
, $M 23-35, 10 June f946, is changed as follows: 

1 figure 9, page 35, "(T^Raise pistol'-' should read 
"© Open chamber."

Figure 9—Continued, page 36, "0 Open chamber" 
should read "© Raise pistol."

88. INSTRUCTION PRACTICE.
*****

a. Slow fire.
Table 1. Slow fire—Target L.

Range (yards)

*15— —— — -
*25 — _ _ _-.

Time

do

Shots

5
5

*Fire twice for one score.

***** 
[AG 300.7 (7 Aug46)|

BY ORDER OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR:

DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER
Chief of Staff 

OFFICIAL:
EDWARD F. WITSELL
Major General
The Adjutant General
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FM 23-35 
C 2

FIELD MANUAL

PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS

CHANGES! DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
No. 2 I WASHINGTON 25, D. C., 15 September 1948

FM 23-35, 10 June 1946, is changed as follows:

PART THREE

ADVANCED FIRING COURSE

112.1 GENERAL, a. The following combat pistol 
and revolver course is a system of combat firing with 
a hand gun designed to provide a more realistic and 
practical training method for individuals armed 
with the pistol or revolver, and to serve as a uniform 
test of the shooter's ability.

b. The course is designed for use by specially 
qualified individuals whose military duties demand 
above average performance with hand guns. This 
course is not recommended for mass training of all 
individuals armed with the pistol or revolver.

e. This course differs from most in that as few 
restrictions as possible are placed upon the shooter
AGO 481D—Sept. 800537"—48



and his equipment. The only conditions which are 
imposed are for the purpose of introducing practical 
elements which would be forced upon the shooter in 
actual combat, or in order to provide a uniform sys 
tem of scoring.

112.2 RULES FOR ADVANCED FIRING COURSE.
a. Weapon. Any pistol or revolver may be used, pro 
viding it is of sufficient caliber to be effective. Gen 
erally speaking, this confines calibers to .38 or larger. 
Exceptions are the .30 Luger, Mauser, and Russian, 
and the 32-20 cartridge. The same weapon and 
sight-setting must be used throughout.

b. Ammunition. No mid-range or reduced charge 
ammunition is permitted. Handloads are permitted 
if equal or greater in power than the standard.

e. Holster. A holster is, pi;equired in tables X 
through XIII, inclusive. A^ty serviceable holster, 
designed for cpntiSK>us wtear,«fe allowed. Impracti 
cal or unserviceable holsters (such as simple hook 
on the belt) are not permitted. If the holster has a 
retaining device, such as a strap or cover, the device 
must be used, securing the weapon in the holster be 
fore each draw. The same holster must be used 
throughout.

d. Condition of Readiness. All weapons must be 
carried in the holster in a safe condition. This 
means revolvers with the hammer down and auto 
matic pistols with the manual safety set on safe or 
the hammer down. Neither revolvers nor automatic 
pistols may be holstered on "half-cock." If a double 
action automatic pistol is used, it must be holstered 
with the hammer down and safety off. The shooter's 
stance or position is not restricted in tables requiring 
a draw, except that both the shooter's hands must be 
at least 10 inches from the weapon when the signal 
to fire is given. (This provision serves to equalize
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the unpredictable factor of the actual position of the 
hands in a combat situation.)

e. Timing, Time in all tables is considered to be 
the interval between the signal to fire and the firing 
of the last (or only) shot in the string. The shooter 
does not initiate his own signals, but must wait for 
the command of the line officer. In competition, if 
a shooter moves so that his hands are closer than the 
prescribed distance (10") from his weapon before 
the signal to fire is given, he will be required to repeat 
the string. If this happens more than twice the 
shooter's score will be declared invalid.

112.3 COURSE OF FIRE. a. The course (Course A) 
is divided into six tables. It comprises a total of 50 
rounds with a maximum of 500 possible points.

b. The following tables prescribe the conduct of 
the firing of the course:

Table VIII. Course A

Range

60 yards-

Target

50-yard pistol target
Standard American
Ord. No. 10337. All
hits inside the "8"
ring, i. e., "In the
block," count ten.
Hits Inside the "5"
ring but outside the
"8" ring count five.
Hits outside the
"5" ring count zero.

Shots

5

Strings

1

Position

Any position which
does not employ an
artificial rest.
Prone or sitting,
using 1 or 2-hand
grip, is recom 
mended but not
required.

Time

No limit.

(1) Table VIII. (a) This table tests the maxi 
mum accuracy of the shooter and his weapon. As 
this is not a particularly vital factor in the use of a 
hand gun, five shots are fired, accounting for a possi 
ble score of 50 points, or one-tenth of the total score.
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Although time and position are unrestricted, 
the shooter will not be permitted to use optical in 
struments since, to be effective in combat, the shooter 
must know where his weapon shoots before he opens 
fire.

TnWe IX. Course A

Range

50 yards-

Target

Typo E silhouette. -

Shots

6

Strings

1

Position

Standing (offhand) ..

Time

15 seconds.

(2) Table IX. This table tests the effectiveness of 
deliberate fire at what is considered to be the maxi 
mum combat range of the hand gun under ideal con 
ditions. Since the employment of the weapon at 
this range is not common, only 5 shots are fired, with 
a possible score of 50 points. The shooter starts 
from the position of "raise pistol" and does not aim 
until the command to fire is given.

Table X. Course A

Range Target Shjts

10

Strings

10

Time

(3) Table X. This table tests the shooter's ability 
to draw rapidly and shoot carefully at mid-ranges. 
This is considered to be a useful skill and is given a 
weight of one-fifth of the total score. The firer 
holsters his weapon and stands facing the target area. 
A "standby" signal is given and approximately 1 
second later the target is turned or raised into "the 
shooter's line of vision. It remains visible for 2^ 
seconds and then disappears, or is edged, without 
signal, during which time the shooter draws and fires 
one shot. After each shot, the shooter renders his 
weapon safe, reholsters, and signals "ready" to the
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line officer, who then repeats the process. Any 
stance, position, or system of firing which fulfills the 
above requirements is permissible.

TaWe XI. Course A.

Range

10yds..

Targets

Type E
silhou 
ette.

o

10

1
1

Time

SA gate
loading
revolv 
ers.

19 sec... .

DA "swing-
out" revolv 
ers.

16 see_-. ......

Auto-pis 
tols of
capacity
less than
10 shots.

11 SOB.- ...

Auto-pis 
tols of ca 
pacity of
10 shots
or more.

6 sec.

(4-) Table XL This table tests the shooter's ability 
to draw and shoot very rapidly at short range, as 
well as his ability to reload his weapon and continue 
firing with speed and dexterity. It is given a weight 
of one-fifth of the total score. The firer stands 
facing the target with his weapon bolstered and 
loaded with 5 rounds. At the signal to fire, he draws 
and fires five shots, reloads, and fires five more. If 
the weapon holds 10 rounds or more, 10 rounds may 
be loaded initially and fired successively with reduced 
time allowance as shown in table XI, Spare am 
munition or loaded magazine may be held in the free 
hand during the initial phase, prior to reloading.

Ta,Ue XII. Course A

Range Target

(1 Type M silhouette.-, ...

Shots

1"

Strings

2

Time

4 seconds per string.

(5) Table XII. This table tests the shooter's 
ability to pivot and draw simultaneously, pick up
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targets rapidly, and engage several targets at once. 
It is the most practical and valuable part of the 
course, and is given the greatest weight of any table, 
120 out of 500 points: The shooter stands facing 90° 
or more to either the right or the left of the line of 
sight to the center target. The weapon is loaded 
with six rounds and holstered. On the signal to fire 
the firer draws and pivots simultaneously to face the 
target and fires two shots at each target in any order. 
He then reloads, reholsters, resumes his initial posi 
tion, and then signifies to the line officer that he is 
ready to commence the second string. Two identical 
strings are fired, requiring 12 shots and making pos 
sible a score of 120.

Table XIII. Course A

Range Target Shots

8

Strings

8

Time

1 M seconds per shot.

(6) Table XIII. This table tests the firer's ability 
to combine maximum speed with the necessary ac 
curacy to hit a man at close range. The distance 
involved is the statistical average for law enforce 
ment gun fights. Since a relatively fast draw is also 
required in tables X, XI, and XII, this table requires 
only 8 shots and is given a weight of 80 points. The 
shooter stands facing the target with his weapon 
loaded, holstered, and safe. At the signal to fire he 
draws and fires one shot. He then checks his weapon 
for safety, reholsters, and awaits the next signal.

112.4 SCORING. The firer's individual score is equal 
to the total number of hits multiplied by 10. The 
maximum possible is 500. The following scores 
indicate the degree of proficiency achieved by 
individuals:
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Superior 455 points.
Excellent 415 points.
Satisfactory 375 points.

112.5 MISCELLANEOUS COURSE A INFORMATION.
a. Overtime. In tables IX, XI, and XII, any shots 
fired after the time limit has expired count as misses. 
In addition, the firer loses the value of one additional 
hit (10 points) for the string in which the overtime 
occurred.

b. Failing to fire. In table XIII if the shooter 
cannot fire in iy2 seconds, he is told to fire the table 
at maximum speed and is given half credit on his 
resulting score.

c. Individual competition. In the event individual 
competition is desired, the time required for each 
string in tables XII and XIII will be recorded for 
each firer on his score sheet. In the case of tied 
scores, the average time for the 2 strings in table XII 
will be computed to the nearest one-tenth second, and 
this average will be added to the average time re 
quired for each of the 8 shots in table XIII to the 
nearest one-tenth second. The sum of the two 
averages will be compared and the tie will be resolved 
in favor of the faster shooter.

d. Test of general ability. If this course is used 
as a test of general ability with the hand gun, the 
firer in question should be permitted to shoot it only 
twice, preferably on successive days, and his second 
score taken as an index of his skill.

e. Movement not included. The course does not 
include shooting at "running man" targets, shooting 
while the firer is running, or a combination of the 
two. Nor does it include shooting from a moving 
vehicle, shooting while seated behind a desk, or night 
shooting. It is felt that while all these are valuable 
and should be included in familiarization practice,
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they involve too many complications to be included 
in a fixed course of fire. It has been found, also, 
that dexterity in firing the course as it stands is a very 
good indication of similar skill in the aforementioned 
variations.

112.6 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS. Any weapon not a 
standard item of issue must be given an ordnance 
check or be test fired prior to being allowed on the 
range.

[AG 300.7 (1 Sep48)]
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FM 23-35
C3 

FIELD MANUAL

PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS

CHANGES) DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
No. 3 j WASHINGTON 25, D. C., 9 April 1951 

FM 23-35, 10 June 1946, is changed as follows:

PART ONE 
AUTOMATIC PISTOL, CALIBER .45

CHAPTER 1 
MECHANICAL TRAINING

Section VIII. MALFUNCTIONS AND STOPPAGES
(Added)

25.1. GENERAL
A thorough knowledge of nomenclature, function 

ing, and proper care and cleaning of the pistol is 
essential in analyzing the cause and subsequent 
correction of stoppages and malfunctions. Most 
stoppages or malfunctions of the pistol can be 
prevented by proper cleaning before and after firing 
and proper care of the weapon at all times.

25.2. DEFINITIONS
To facilitate understanding 

page, definitions of stoppage
T , . 'immediate action are necessary. 

as follows:
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a. A stoppage is an accidental stopping of fire 
in a gun caused by faulty action of the gun or of the 
ammunition; jam. A stoppage may be classified 
as a failure to feed, load, fire, or function freely.

b. A malfunction is the faulty action of some part 
of a weapon which may result in a stoppage. Mal 
function is also failure of ammunition to function 
in a normal or expected manner.

c. Immediate action is the unhesitating application 
of measures to reduce a stoppage in a weapon without 
attempting to immediately ascertain the cause of 
the stoppage.
25.3. MALFUNCTIONS AND STOPPAGES

a. General. A knowledge of common stoppages, 
malfunctions, and immediate action is important 
to the firer. Stoppages can normally be attributed 
to failure to feed, load, or fire. An additional 
factor not concerned with the operational cycle is the 
failure to function freely.

b. Failure to Feed. Feeding is the process which 
places the cartridge in the feedway. Failure to 
feed is a failure of the magazine, or the ammunition, 
to allow the cartridge to be properly positioned into 
the feedway of the pistol. It is generally caused by 
one or more of the following factors:

(1) Battered or dirty cartridge.
(2) Dented or dirty magazine.
(3) Weak or malformed magazine spring.
(4) Battered or malformed magazine spring 

follower.
(5) Dirty, malformed magazine catch.
(6) Worn or broken magazine catch. 

c. Cause and Corrective Action. If cartridge is 
battered or dirty, remove fault}' cartridge. If the
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magazine lips are bent, causing an improper feeding 
position of the top cartridge, or if the magazine is 
otherwise damaged, it should be replaced. A 
magazine which is not fully seated is usually dented. 
Failure to fully seat can also be caused by a worn or 
broken magazine catch.

d. Failure to Load. The loading cycle commences 
upon the completion of the feeding cycle. It begins 
with a round properly positioned in the feedway and 
ends with the cartridge in a proper firing position in 
the chamber. Failure to load is a failure of some 
part of the pistol or ammunition to properly place 
the cartridge in the chamber, ready for firing. It is 
generally caused by one or more of the following 
factors:

(1) Round left in the chamber (failure to ex 
tract).

(2) Dirty chamber.
(3) Dirty, malformed, or battered cartridge.
(4) Weak or malformed recoil spring.
(5) Lips of magazine deformed. (This permits

cartridge to feed but with an aspect where
the nose of the cartridge is too high to enter
the chamber as the slide carries it forward.)

e. Cause and Corrective Action. If the failure to
load is caused by dirty, malformed, or battered
rounds, remove the cartridges. If the extractor will
not extract the rounds from the chamber, inspect the
claw of the extractor and determine whether it is
worn, broken, or dirty. If worn or broken, replace;
if dirty, clean and lubricate lightly. Clean the
chamber if dirty, A weak recoil spring will result
in the failure of the slide to return fully forward.
While it is possible that this malfunction could be
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classified as a failure to feed, load, or fire, a weak 
recoil spring is normally considered as a failure to load. 
Proper corrective action consists of replacing the re 
coil spring. If magazine lips are deformed, replace 
or repair magazine.

/. Failure to Fire. Firing is considered the process 
that begins with a cartridge properly positioned in 
the chamber and ends with the actual firing of the 
round. Failure to fire is normally a failure of some 
part of the firing mechanism after the round is 
properly loaded into the pistol. Failure to fire is 
generally caused by one or more of the following 
factors:

(1) Broken firing pin.
(2) Weak or broken firing pin spring.
(3) Weak or broken mainspring.
(4) Weak or broken sear spring.
(5) Defective sear or hammer.
(6) Defective primer.
(7) Broken hammer strut.
(8) Bent trigger yoke.
g. Cause and Corrective Action. In the event the 

primer of the cartridge is deeply indented, the round 
is defective and should be discarded. If the primer 
is not indented, or is slightly indented, either the 
firing pin is worn or broken, or the firing pin spring 
is weak, broken, or missing. A worn or broken firing 
pin will not detonate the primer. If the firing pin 
spring is weak, broken, or missing, the firing pin 
will not be returned to its normal position so that 
the hammer may drive it forward to fire the next 
round. A weak or broken mainspring may not fur 
nish enough energy for the hammer to overcome the 
firing pin spring resistance. A defective sear, ham-
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mer, or sear spring will usually cause a failure to fire. 
A trigger with a bent yoke may fail to move forward 
after trie first shot. This failure will prevent further 
firing. Corrective action consists of replacement of 
any defective part.

h. Failure to Function Freely. This can be 
described as a loss of power through excessive 
friction, causing a relatively sluggish cycle of opera 
tion. It is normally caused by one or more of the 
following factors:

(1) Lack o| lubrication.
(2) Use of improper lubricants.
(3) Dirt or rust preventive compound in the

weapon.
i. Proper Corrective Action. Corrective action 

consists of disassembly of the weapon and the clean 
ing and proper lubrication of the pertinent parts.

25.4. IMMEDIATE ACTION

a. The procedure for immediate action should 
become habitual for the individual armed with the 
pistol. It is applied automatically when a stoppage 
occurs, in an effort to reduce the stoppage without 
attempting to discover the cause at that time.

6. In the event the slide is fully forward and the 
pistol fails to fire, immediate action is applied as 
follows:

(1) Bring the weapon to raise pistol, turn the 
barrel slightly to the left. Grasp the slide 
with the thumb and finger of the left hand 
keeping the thumb on the right side of the 
slide pointing upward. Pull the slide 
downward to its full extent (fig. 9(D).
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Release and let the slide return to position. 
This action will eject the faulty cartridge 
and load another round.

Caution: Do not lower the muzzle at 
any time during the operation. 

(2) Realm and fire.
c. In the event the slide is not fully forward and 

the pistol fails to fire, immediate action is applied as 
follows:

(1) Remove the magazine.
(2) Grasp the slide with the thumb and first 

two fingers of the left hand, pull slide fully 
back and lock it to the rear. (This action 
should remove the round; if it does not, 
remove manually.)

(3) Insert another loaded magazine into the 
pistol.

(4) Release the slide.
(5) Reaim and fire.

d. If the weapon does not fire after application of 
immediate action as outlined in the preceding sub- 
paragraphs, a detailed inspection should be made for 
the cause of the stoppage. If the inspection fails to 
reveal any deficiency, the weapon should be returned 
to Ordnance.
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CHAPTER 2
MANUAL OF THE PISTOL, DISMOUNTED 

AND MOUNTED
Section II. DISMOUNTED

27. RAISE PISTOL
(Fig 9©)

a. 1. RAISE, 2. PISTOL. At * * * the 
hand outward. Draw the pistol from the holster, 
raise it, muzzle up, the thumb and last three fingers 
holding the stock, the forefinger extended outside the 
trigger guard, the barrel of the pistol to the rear and 
inclined to the front at an angle of 30°, the hand as 
high as, and 6 inches in front of, the point of the right 
shoulder.

b. (Added) If the firer wears a shoulder holster, a 
similar action is accomplished. At the command 
"Raise Pistol" the firer unbuttons the flap or snap 
fastener (if present), draws the pistol from the 
shoulder holster, .and assumes the position of raise 
pistol as shown in figure 9.

35. RETURN PISTOL

a. 1. RETURN, 2. PISTOL. At the command 
PISTOL, lower the pistol to the holster, muzzle 
down, back of the hand to the right; raise the flap of 
the holster with the right thumb; insert the pistol in 
the holster and thrust it home; button the flap of the 
holster with the right hand.

b. (Added) When wearing a shoulder holster, at 
the command "Return Pistol," the firer accomplishes 
a similar action. However, instead of lowering the
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Figure 9.1 (Added) Shoulder holster, pistol, cal .45, M7. 
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pistol, the &eer returns the weapon to the holster, 
unbuttoning the flap or snap fastener (if present), 
directly from the position of raise pistol.

PART TWO 
REVOLVER, CALIBER .45

CHAPTER 1
MECHANICAL TRAINING

Section VIII. MALFUNCTIONS AND STOPPAGES
(Added)

64.1. GENERAL
A thorough knowledge of nomenclature, function 

ing, and proper care and cleaning of the revolver is 
essential in analyzing the cause and subsequent 
correction of stoppages and malfunctions. Most 
stoppages or malfunctions of the revolver can be 
prevented by proper care and cleaning before and 
after firing and proper care of the weapon at all times.

64.2. DEFINITIONS
To facilitate understanding of the revolver, defi 

nitions of stoppage, malfunction, and immediate 
action are necessary. These are defined as follows:

a. A stoppage is an accidental stopping of fire in a 
gun caused by faulty action of the gun or of the 
ammunition; jam. It may be classified as a failure 
to feed, load, fire, or function freely.

b. A malfunction is the faulty action of some part 
of a weapon, which may result in a stoppage. Mal-
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function is also failure of ammunition to function in 
a normal or expected manner.

c. Immediate action is the unhesitating applica 
tion of measures to reduce a stoppage in a weapon 
without attempting to immediately ascertain the 
cause of the stoppage.

64.3. MALFUNCTIONS AND STOPPAGES
a. General. A knowledge of common stoppages, 

malfunctions, and immediate action is important to 
the firer. Stoppages can normally be attributed to 
failure to feed, load, or fire. An additional factor 
not concerned with the operational cycle is the failure 
to function freely.

b. Failure to Feed. Feeding is the process of 
properly placing the cartridge in the cylinder. Fail 
ure to feed is a failure of the cylinder or the ammuni 
tion to allow the cartridge to be properly positioned 
in the cylinder of the revolver. It is generally caused 
by-

(1) Malformed or dirty cylinder.
(2) Dirty, malformed or battered cartridge.

c. Corrective Action. Corrective action consists of 
cleaning or replacing the defective parts and/or 
ammunition.

d. Failure 10 Load. Loading is considered the 
process that begins with a cartridge properly posi 
tioned in the cylinder and ends with the firing cham 
ber of the cylinder alined with the barrel. Failure 
to load is a failure of some part of the revolver or of 
the ammunition to properly aline the firing chamber 
with the barrel, after the feeding cycle has been 
properly completed. It is generally caused by— 

(1) Broken or defective cylinder bolt (plunger,
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spring); latch (plunger, spring); hand (lever, 
spring); ratchet on ejector (Smith and 
Wesson).

(2) Broken or defective cylinder bolt (spring); 
latch (pin, spring); hand, rebound lever, 
ratchet on ejector (Colt).

(3) Dirty, malformed, or battered cartridge.
(4) Dirt or obstruction in chamber.

e. Corrective Action. Corrective action consists of 
cleaning, if dirty, and checking to determine if there 
are any obstructions. Check to ascertain if there 
are any defective parts. In the event the failure is 
caused by dirty, malformed, or battered cartridges, 
they must be removed.

/. Failure to Fire. Firing is considered the process 
that begins with the firing chamber of the cylinder 
aimed with the barrel and ends with the firing of the 
cartridge. A failure to fire is caused by some part 
of the firing mechanism not performing properly 
after a round is completely and properly loaded into 
the chamber of the revolver. Failure to fire is gen 
erally caused by—

(1) Broken firing pin.
(2) Weak or broken mainspring.
(3) Defective primer.
(4) Broken hammer strut.
(5) Dirt or obstruction under hammer. 

g. Corrective Action. Corrective action consists of 
determining which part or parts are the cause of the 
malfunction and the subsequent replacement of the 
faulty parts. If the primer of the round is deeply 
indented, the cartridge is defective. If the primer 
is only slightly dented, the firing pin is worn or 
broken. A weak or broken mainspring may not
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furnish enough energy to drive the hammer forward 
and allow the firing pin to forcefully strike the primer 
of the cartridge.

h. Failure to Function Freely. This can be de 
scribed as a loss of power through excessive friction. 
It is normally caused by a lack of lubrication, use of 
improper lubricants, or dirt in the weapon.

i. Corrective Action. Corrective action consists of 
removing the faulty part, cleaning, and lubricating 
properly.

64.4. IMMEDIATE ACTION

a. The procedure for immediate action should 
become habitual for the individual armed with the 
revolver.

b. The procedure for immediate action is auto 
matically applied when a stoppage occurs, in an 
effort to reduce the stoppage without giving detailed 
consideration to the cause.

c. Procedure when revolver fails to fire and ham 
mer is down (cartridge misses fire) is as follows:

(1) Bring the piece to raise pistol, and recock. 
(This rotates cylinder and the firing cham 
ber with a new cartridge is alined with 
the barrel.)

(2) Reaim and fire.
d. Procedure when, revolver fails to fire and 

hammer is cocked or partly cocked is as follows:
(1) Bring the weapon to raise pistol, and at 

tempt to recock it. (A breakage has 
probably occurred.)

(2) Unload revolver.
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e. If the application of the procedure for immedi 
ate action does not remove the stoppage—

(1) Notify the officer in charge.
(2) Unload revolver.
(3) Remove weapon from the line, when

unloaded.
/. If the revolver fails to fire after the application 

of the above immediate action, it is probable that 
the stoppage is of unusual type and will require a 
detailed inspection for the cause. If the firer cannot 
ascertain the cause of malfunction, the weapon 
should be sent to Ordnance.

PART THREE 
MARKSMANSHIP

CHAPTER 1
KNOWN-DISTANCE TARGETS 

Section II. PREPARATORY TRAINING

82. SUSTAINED FIRE,- AUTOMATIC PISTOL
a. Training jor Sustained Fire.

* * * * *
(8) (Added) In the event the thumbpiece of 

the hammer proves too narrow to fasten 
the cord properly, the coach can simulate 
the self-cocking feature of the pistol. 
After the hammer falls, the coach places 
his left hand against the bottom of the 
pistol grip, and pushes up; at the same time 
cocking the hammer with the right hand.
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This not only cocks the weapon, but also 
simulates the recoil of the pistol.

* * * * * 
Section IV. RANGE PRACTICE

92. INSTRUCTION PRACTICE
*****

/, Coaching Timed Fire.
.t * * * *
(3) When the hammer * * * the dummy 

cartridges. Thirty seconds additional time 
will be allowed for each dummy cartridge.
When the revolver * * * the aiming 
position.

*****
93. SAFETY PRECAUTIONS ON THE RANGE
*****

c. Always hold the * * * except while aim 
ing. If the firer becomes arm-weary, the pistol may 
be transferred to the other hand, keeping the weapon 
in the position of raised pistol.
*****

96. REGULATIONS GOVERNING RECORD 
PRACTICE
*****

q. Score Cards and Scoring.
(1) A score card * * * or correction made. 

The cards at the firing point will be filled 
out as shown in figure 32.1, Score Card, 
Record Practice.
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SCORE CARD 
PISTOL (Dismounted) PRACTICE

RECORD PRACTICE OF

LAST NAME—FIRST NAME—MIDDLE INITIAL

Davis, Louis W.
ARMY SERIAL No.

6371627
«« TIME

» YDS. 2 M1N. 
30 SEC.

ROUNDS

TABLE

10

GRADE

SFC

COMPANY

D

REGIMENT

l?th
SCORES »inai

mitwu

V— TIMED FIRE— TARGET L

10

10

10

8

9
7

8

9

10
8

47 
42

EPS 

EPR
>TAL . 89

TABLE VI—SUSTAINED FIRE—TARGET L

H YDS.

<& YDS.

PISTOL 
IZ SEC.

IEVQLVER 
IS SEC

PISTOL 
15 SEC.

REVOLVER 
20 SEC.

ID

10

10

7

10

9

7

3

7

LO

8

9

8

9

9

9

8

3

8

10

9

3

TOTAL

TABLE VII— QUICK FIRE— TARGET E— BOBBING

» YDS. J SSC. 
PER 

SHOT

ID

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5
O

TOTAL 

GRAND TOTAL

42

43

42 

44

EPR 

EPR

EPR

EPR

171

25 

20

EPR 

EPR

45
305

Expert
CERTIFIED CORRECT

Warren D» Black, Capt
DATE

16 Jul 5O
COMMANDING COMPAHY

:VIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.WD «*f«W. 88

Figure 82.1 (Added) Scure card, record practice.
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Section V. KNOWN-DISTANCE TARGETS AND 
RANGES

97. TARGETS
a. Target E. Target E is * * * material 

(fig. 33). Hits are valued at 5. Any shot cut 
ting * * * is a hit.
*****

c. Target L. Target L is * * * bull's-eye is 
10. Numbers on the sides of the target are used for 
disking when scoring is done in the pits. The diam 
eter of * * * are as follows:

CHAPTER 3 
ADVICE TO INSTRUCTORS

Section V. GENERAL
(Added)

140. GENERAL
The minimum subject schedules shown in sections 

VI and VII are advisory and should be considered 
as a guide. They apply generally to the training of 
troops on an expediency basis and can be adapted to 
suit local needs.

141. SUBJECT SCHEDULE
The minimum subject schedule in section VI can 

be used as a guide in the preparation of a lesson plan. 
Local conditions may dictate greater or lesser periods 
of time for various phases of the subject schedule. 
Sections VI and VII include schedules, instruction
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practice, and record practice for the pistol and re 
volver.

142. TRAINING AIDS
Training aids which will facilitate the instruction 

are—
a. Nomenclature and functioning board.
6. Charts.
c. Oil, rods, bore cleaner, brushes, dummy car 

tridges, nails, rags, and range equipment as outlined 
in paragraph 1376.

d. Disassembly mat for pistol, GTA 9-59.
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